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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
EXELON BUSINESS SERVICES COMPANY 
EXELON GENERATION COMPANY 
COMMONWEALTH EDlSON COMPANY AND 
LOCAL UNION 15 O F  THE INTERNATIONAL 
BROTHERHOOD O F  ELECTRICAL WORKERS 
PREAMBLE 
This Agreement is made by and between Exelon Business Sewices Company, Exelon 
Generation Company (Nuclear), and Commonwealth Edison Company (collectively "the 
Company") and Lacal Union 15 (hereinafter called the "Union") of ihe International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (hereinafter called the "Brotherhood). This agreement 
shall be binding upon the panics and their respective successors and assigns. Subject to the 
Company obtaining all necessary approval of any governmental authority or regulatory 
body, including but not limited to the Illinois Commerce Commission, and except in cases 
of liquidation or condemnation or sale or transfer (i) to any entity which has the authority to 
initiate condemnation proceedings, or (ii) pursuant to any right granted prior to the date 
hereof, in the event of n sale or transfer of one or more of the Company's generating stations 
andlor business units, to another person, company, corporation, or firm during the term of 
this Agreement, the Company shall require such purchaser or transferee to assume the 
obligations under this Agreement until the expiration of the term of this Agreement. This 
paragraph shall not apply with respect to any generating station which was the subject of a 
sales agreement entered into before the date of this Agreement. The panies hereto agree 
with each other a follows: 
ARTICLE I 
Representation and Recognition 
I. The Union, having been ce~tified by the National Labor Relations Board as the 
bargaining agency for cenain employees in the bargaining unit defined as the Nuclear 
Physical, Commercial Physical, and Clerical workers is hereby recognized by the Company 
as the exclusive bargaining representative for all employees in such unit. 
2. The occupational titles of the employees covered herein are listed in Erhibit A 
attached hereto and made a p a l  hereof. 
3. The Company recognizes authorized representatives of the Brotherhood and the 
Union as the representatives of the Union. 
ARTICLE I1 
Union-Compnny Relationship 
I. The management of the Company and the direction of the working forces covered 
herein, including the right to hire, suspend, discharge for pmper cause, promote, demote. 
transfer, and lay off because of lack 01 work or for other proper reasons, are vested in the 
Company, except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement. 
2. In the election conducted by the National Labor Relations Board, the Union har 
been duly authorized lo make the agreement set out in this Section. In the interest of 
cooperation and harmonious relationship. the Company and the Brotherhood agree that: 
(a) All regular employees, other then guards, who on August I. 1946, were 
members of the Brotherhood. and all employees, other than guurds, who 
become members after that date, shall as a condition of employment, maintain 
their membership in the Brotherhood duting the term of this Agreement. The 
Union, the Brotherhood, their officers. and thcir memben. shall not intimidate 
or coerce employees into joining the Brotherhood. 
(b) All persons, other than euards. hired after Julv 31. 1946. shell a s s  condition of - 
employment, join the Brotherhood within ninety (90) days after date of 
emplovment and maintain membership in the Brotherhood durinn the term of 
. . 
the Agreement. 
(c) The Bmtherhmd will accept into membership any present employees and all 
persons hired after Julv 31. 1946. upon reasonable terms and conditions. 
Employees in job classifications, deemed by the pnnies to perform the 
functions of wards. were excludcd from panicipation in the above mentioned 
election cond;cled by the National ~a tmrkeh t i bns  Board. 
3. The Company agrees that during the pe r i d  of this Agreement. there shall be no 
lackout of memben of the Union. The Union, its membership, individually and collcc1ively. 
agree that there shall be no strike, or other intemption of work, il k i n g  the desire of all 
pmies to provide an uninterrupted x w i c e  to the public. 
4. There shall be no discrimination, interference, restraint, or  coercion. by the 
Company or any of its agents. against any employee because of their membenhip in the 
Union or because of any lawful activities on behalf of the Union. The Union. or its agents. 
will not solicit members. engage in organization work, or m y  other Union activities, during 
the working time of employees, except as provided in Anicle VIU of this A w m e n t .  
5. Neither the Compwy nor the Union through their afficen. members, 
representatives, agents, or committees, shall engage in any activity of any kind for the 
purpose of defeating or evading the terms ofthis  Agreement. 
6. Posting of official Union notices on Company property shall be permitted and 
definite space shall be allotted for this purpose. 
7. Upon presentation of a written check-off authorization from an employee, the 
Company will deduct from the employee's pay and remit to the Union, initiation fees, dues, 
and regular and special assessments. The authorization shall k il~evacoble for a period of 
one year, or until the termination of the current Agreement between the Company and the 
Union. whichever accurs sooner: and the authorization shall be autamaticslly renewed and 
shall be irrevocable for successive periods of one year or for the period of each succeeding 
a ~ d i c a b l e  Agreement between the Comomv and the Union. whichever shall be shorter. 
. . - . .
unless written notice of revocation is given by the cmployee to the Company and the Union. 
not more than 30 days and not less than 10 days orior to the exd r~ t ion  of each ~e r iod  of one 
. . 
year, or of each applicuble Agreement between the Company and the Union, whichever 
WCUIS sooner. 
ARTICLE 111 
Seniority, Promotions, Transfers, I,ayoffs, Keemployment 
I. This Article shall apply to those carried on the payroll as "regular" cmployces full- 
lime and pan-time, and shall not apply to those carried on the payroll as "temporary" 
employees. Regular employees are engaged without time limitation. Temporary employees 
are engaged for work which, it is anticipated. will continue for a limited period in jobs 
which will not result in loss of regular employment for regular employees. 
I 
"Part-time regulx cmployces" shall apply to those employees scheduled on a regular job 
far no more than twenty-four (24) hours per week. with a minimum of twenty (20) houn. 
with no time limit on the duration of their employment. The scheduling of pan-time 
Customer Service Representatives shall be based upon a minimum of eight (8) hours per 
week. and a maximum of thirty-two (32) hours per week. It is further agreed that these 
employees shall be scheduled a minimum of 1.040 hours annually, and may k scheduled 
up to a maximum of 1,664 houn annually. 
2. A new emplovee. other than one classified as temmrav, shall be termed a 
. . . . 
"pmbationary" employee. The probationary period shall be three continuous months. A 
ombationary employe may be discharged any time orior to the end of the ~ m b a t i o n w  
. .~ - 
period. The discharge o f  a probationary employee shall not be subject to the provisions of 
Article VUI. Upon comdetion of the   rob at ion an, wriod. the emplovee shall be ~l;lced on 
. . . . 
the applicable seniority list as a regular employee and immediately credited with the 
seniority and sewice that accumulated during the pmbationary period. 
3. Length of employment in the Company shall be "sewice." Length of employment in 
a particular job clnssification within a Nuclear Physical. or Commercial Physical 
department within the Company shall be "seniority." Sewice and seniority will be in 
accordance with the Company's records, but cannot include time spent in the Company prior 
to a break in service that has not been joined. I f  two or more employees are promoted to the - 
same job classification on the same date. their seniority order in  their new job 
classification shall be determined by the seniority they had in  the job classifications from 
which thcy were promoted. 
Seniority in  a Clerical iob classification within the Comuanv shall be based u w n  
. . 
promotional service date. Promotional service date shall be in accordance with the 
Company's records and shall include only service scent in  Clerical iob classifications and 
. ~ 
not Company service spent prior to a break in service which has not been joined or time 
spent in a production or maintenance job classification. 
4. During the term of this Agreement. the Company wil l  semi-annually supply to the 
Union lists showing seniority and service of regular Nuclear Physical and Commercial 
Physical employees. These lists shall show, by promotional series and job classification. 
the following: (a) employee's name; (b) seniority; (c) service. In the absence of objection 
by the Union to changes from the previously approved l ist ,  within thirty days of the date 
on which the revised l i s t  is submitted, such changes shall be considered approved. 
In addition, during the term of this Agreement the Company will semi-annually 
supply to the Union, lists showing the job classification and promotional service date of 
regular Clerical employees. In  the absence of objection by the Union to changes from the 
previously approved list, within thiny days of the date on which the revised list is 
submitted, such changes shall be considered approved. 
5. Bi-weekly the Company will inform the Union of personnel changes that affcct 
the respective Nuclear Physical. Cammercinl Physical, and Clerical seniority lists. 
6. A job classification shall be "higher" when it carries a higher schedule maximum. 
"Promotion" shall mean advancement to a higher jab classification. 
7. In cases of promotion lo  higher job classificutions within the bargaining unit, the 
factors to be considered shall be ability and seniority for Nuclear Physical, or Commercial 
Physical employees and ability and promotional service date for Clerical employeex 
Where the ability of the employees under considentian is substantially equal. the 
employee highest on the applicable list will be the one promoted. In case of promotion, i f  
the employee who is highest on the applicable list is not selected, the employee shall be 
informed by the Company of the reason why they were not promoted. The Union will be 
furnished the names of employees not promoted in  accordance with the above. Eligibility 
for promotion will be in accordance with the attached Exhibit B, except as hereinafter 
provided. 
8. When a vacancy occurs or when a new position is created within the bargaining unit 
above the enlrnnce job classifications, i f  no employee is promoted in accordance with the 
promotional lists (Exhibit B), the Company shall post a notice on bulletin boards, for a 
period of ten calendar days, excluding Sundays and holidays. announcing the open position. 
r h e  entrance job classifications referred to are those indicated an the promotional list, 
Exhibit B.) Employees desiring to be considered should make written application setting 
fonh their qualifications. Employees who do not make application within the period of 
posting of the notice shsll have no grievance. 
9. I f  no qualified employee is available for the vacancy or newly created iob I 
. . 
classification in the Nuclear Physical, Commercial Physical, or Clerical promotional series, 
either from the next lower iob classification in the ~romotional series, or as a result of the I 
bidding procedure. then the Company may select any employee, ar hire someone to fi l l  such 
job after notifying thc Union. I 
10. In the event an employee chooses not to accept a promotion or transfer, i t  shall have 
no effect on their future opportunities for promotion. I 
I I .  An employee who is promoted shall be given not more than a ninety (90) day 
training and qualifying period for determination as to whether or not the employee can meet 
the job requirements. I f  i t  is decided the employee is not competent to perform the work of 
the new job classification, the employee will be transferred back to their former job 
classification. Nuclear Physical or Commercial Physical employees shall have included in  
their seniority the time spent in the higher job classification and Clerical employees will 
continue to maintain their promotional service date. 
12. The Company will afford the senior employee in  a job classification a reasonable 
opportunity to be trained for the next higher job in their promotional series to thc extent that 
the Company finds it practicable to provide such training taking into account the job 
requirements and working conditions involved. This policy is predicated an the 
understanding between the Company and the Union that such training will not affect the 
Compnny's right to assign any work lo an individual at any panicular time. 
I 
13. When a Nuclear Physical, Commercial Physical, or Clerical employee is temponrily 
assigned to other work, the employee's seniority or promotionnl service date will continue to 
accrue in their regular jab classification. 
14. When filling a vacancy in an existing or newly created management job 
classification by promoting from the bargaining unit. the Company will post a notice on 
bulletin boards in the division affected for a period of ten calendar days, excluding Sundays 
and holidays, announcing the open position. Employees desiring to be considered, should 
make written application setting fonh their qualifications. Before the promotional 
appointment is medc, the Company will discuss the matter with the Union. The provisions 
of this Section shall not be subject to the provisions of Article VIU. 
15. Whenever, by reason of the workload. the Company contemplates a layoff, the 
Company will negotiate with the Union to formulate a program for spreading the work. 
moving employees from one group or department to mother, or other appropriate action 
as provided for in the Seniority Agreement dated February 19. 1996. Should the 
Company and the Union be unable to agree upon such a program within thiny (30) days 
after the matter is first brou~ht o the attention of the Union, the ~mcedure outlined below 
- 
shall apply: 
When a reduction in force is necessary, temporary and probationary employees will be 
laid off first. 
Reduction in Force - Clerical 
To identify the actual employees in job classifications to be affected by a work force 
reduction, the following actions will be taken: 
A. Seniority for Clerical employees specific to the layoff process will be established 
within three respective business unit groups as follows: 
- Nuclear Clerical employees 
- Commercial Clerical employees 
- Business Services Clerical employees 
B. Promotional service date in each of their respective business unit groups above will 
determine which employees shall: 
1) be tnnsfemd or demoted to the next lower job classification within their 
respective business unit group in which they previously had performed the 
work: or, 
2) be demoted to the next lower job clersification within their respective business 
unit group, provided they are able to perform the work. 
3) An employee being transferred or demoted who prefen to be laid off rather tha? 
be tnnsfemd or demoted ouuide of their present work location shall retain their 
right to recall as defined in this Anicle, 
4) An employee laid off as a result of the application of number 3) above who is 
not recalled within the provisions contained in this Anicle within two yean shall 
have no funher rights to reemployment. 
C. If a layoff is necessq with or without the implementation of the demotions or 
transfers resulting from the work force reduction steps described in A and B above. 
employees in the entry level job classifications, Entry Clerk, Office Service 
Representative (Bracket 1). and Office Service Specialin (Bracket 2). will be 
merged across business unit gmups into one list and their respective service dates 
will govern. If  the required number of layoffs necessary is not achieved at these 
entry levels. the process would then involve employees in other job classifications 
within the business unit graup(s) implementing the downsizing effon based upon 
seniority in their individual promotional series. 
D. Management will determine the need to rebalance the work force across business 
units, as a result of implementing the provisions of this letter. Employees will be 
transferred on a volunteer basis in senianty order prior to reassignment to locations 
requiring additional staffing, provided they are able to perform the work and meet 
all qualifications, including testing requirements, as specified by the receiving 
business unit. Far assignment in a nuclear generating station, all medical 
requirements, radiological requirements, requirements for unesconed access, and the 
Company's Fitness of Duty Access Authorization Programs as described in SY- 
AA-102 and SY-AA-103-500 must be met. 
Reduction in Force - Nuclear Physical 
To identify the actual cmplayees in job classifications to be arfected by a work force 
reduction, the following procedure will apply: 
A. Seniority for employees, as listed below in the nuclear business unit, will apply on a 
statian-by-station, depaltment-by-department basis far purposes of demotion and/or 
bumping rights (applied as described in paragraph A. I) and 2) below within their 
respective station): I 
Operating Radiation Protection 
Electrical Maintenance Chemistly 
Meclranical Maintenance Material Handling 
Instrument Maintenance Fuel Handling 
I )  be demoted to the next lower jab classification in accordance with the lines of 
demotion set fonh in Exhibit B; or, 
2) be transferred or demoted to a job classification within the nuclear business unit 
~n :in! .l:p:~nmr.nt:jl prum~,l~.>n:,l icnc, In t h ~ .  hgrce l~~cn l  III u h ~ h  t e urnplo!ec 
pru\t>wsl\ h.d renwnl! prcn lded thc lob c I J $ ~ I ~ L : . ~ ~ ! . ~ I I  [.I \ I I I ( .  h th~. cm(8lojce Ir 
~. 
transfened or demoted is not higher than the highest job the employee had 
previously held in that promotional series. 
3) An employee being transferred or demoted who prefers to be laid off rather than 
be transferred or demoted outside of their present work location shall retain the 
right to recall as defined in this Anjcle. 
4) An employee laid off as a result of the application of number 3) above, who is 
not recalled within the provisions contained in this anicle within two years shall 
have no further rights to reemployment. 
8. Nuclear Phpical employees identified for demotion or transfer upon completion of 
the work force reduction steps described above will be merged into one list in 
service date order. 
C. In the event that a layoff becomes necessary and the affected employees on the 
merged list as described in B above have greater service than Station Laboren, these 
employees may, contingent upon meeting the respective qualifications, displace 
employees in the Station Laborer job classification. Lacations and the number of 
svaileble positions for demoted or transferred employees will be determined by 
management and offered to qualified employees based on service. 
D. Demoted employees displacing Sfalion Laborers, as a result of a layoff in 
accordance with C. above will be afforded special considerdtian as fallows: 
I) The mtes of pay for these employees would not be adjusted until after a t h m  (3) 
month "mnsitionary periofl from the time of placement into their new 
positions, during which the employees may be assigned work of lower job 
classifications and receive site specific tnining. etc. 
2) Demoted employees will be afforded preferential seniority to facilitete their 
return to their previous level by being placed at the top of the Stadon Laborer 
seniority list for each site. 
3) These employees will be afforded a one-time opportunity to return to their 
former work location should an opening %cur in their previous job 
clssification. This opponunity will be effective only for the period of lime that 
these employees are placed into the Station Laborer job classification. This 
offer will also be voided should the employee accept n promotion at the new 
location. 
4) Employees refusing a promotion at their new work location during the 
tnnsitionary period will have their n t e  of pay adjuncd to the maximum n t c  of 
pay of the Stetion Laborer job clssification. 
E. In the event of the closing of a gencndng ststion. the Company will discuss the 
impact and determine the appropriate utilization of bmgaining unit employees after 
placement in accordance with the layoff procedure contained in this letter. Stulion 
management. at their discretion and based umn workload, may determine a need to 
- 
assign demoted Nuclear Physical employees who have exercised their bumping 
rights into the Station Laborer iob classification to work commensunte with their 
- 
actual level of tnining, expertise, and rate of pay prior to dcmotion. 
F. Management will determine the need to rebalance the work force as a result of 
implementine, the provisions of this lettcr. Employees will be transfemd on a 
- .  . . 
volunteer basis in seniority order prior to reassignment to locntions requiring 
additional staffing, provided they are able to perform the work and meet all 
qualifications, including testing requirements, all medical requirements, radiological 
requirements, requirements for unesconed access, and the Company's Fitness for 
Duty Access Authorization Programs as described in SY-AA-I02 and SY-AA-103- 
500 must be met. 
Reduction in Force - Commercial Physical 
To identify the actual employees in job classifications to be affected by a workforre 
reduction, the following procedure will apply: 
A. Management will identify the number of employees by job classification whose 
pasitions have been eliminated. 
B. Employees who are lowest on the seniority list within the job classifications 
identified will be demoted to available positions in the next lower job ciassific;ltion 
within their promotional series provided the employee had previously held seniority 
in that job classification. 
C. Employees who have not held seniority in a lower job classification within their 
promotional series or are in the lowest job classification within their pmmotional 
series will be demoted and allowed to displace cmployces in identified available 
pasitions in the followingjob classifications: I 
Garage Attendant 
Helper, Construction 
Helper, Stockroom 
Meter Reader 
Displacement of employees in the above job classifications by demoted employees 
will be based on Company service provided the demoted employee meets the 
rrrinimorn quvlificalions of the position. Minimum qualifications will be defined as 
previous experience in the job classification or meeting the entrance testing 
requirements of the position. 
D. Employees who are demoted and do not meet the minimum qualifications of the 
classifications identified above or have lesser service and employees who are 
displaced by demoted employees will be subject to layoff. 
E. Management will determine the need to rebalance the work force as a result of 
implementing the provisions of this letter. Employees will be transferred on a 
volunteer basis in seniority order prior to reassignment to locations requiring 
additional staffing, provided they are able to perform the work and meet all 
qualifications, including testing requirements, as specified by the receiving business 
unit. For assignment in a nuclear generating station, all medical requirements, 
radiological requirements, requirements for unescarted access, and the Company's 
Fitness for Duty Access Authorization Programs as described in SY-AA-I02 and 
SY-AA-103-5W must be met. 
16. When employees are being laid off on account of lack of work in one department 
and additional employees are being hlred in another depanment, the Company shall 
consider the employees being laid off for employmenl in the other department, provided 
they arc qualified to perform the work and there are no former employees of that department 
who must be offered the jobs in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. 
17. Should there be a reduction in force, the employees who are the Vice President. 
Recording Secretay, Treasurer, and Chief Stewards of Local Union 15, shall continue at 
work as long as there is a job in their own department, in job classifications covered by this 
Agreement which the Officers or Chief Stewards are qualified to perform In any such case 
the employee whose work the Officers or Chief Stewards are qualified to perform shall 
replace an employee of less seniority, except that employees who have remrned fmm 
milirary service shall not be so replaced for a period of one year following their return to 
Company employment. The Union shall inform the Company in writing of the names of 
thcsc Officers and Chief Stewards. 
18. (a) Eligible employees or former employees who have because of lack of work been 
demoted, transferred, or laid off shall be recalled in accordance with the provisions of this 
Section before a vacancy is filled by the promotion, transfer, or hiring of an employee who 
is not elixible for recall. Employees or former employees shall be eligible for recall in 
. . . . . - 
accordance with the provision of this Section, if because of lack of work, they were: 
I) Demoted or transferred within the depanmenl; or 
2) Laid off or transferred from one depertment lo another within the 
immediately preceding two-year period. 
(b) If the vacancy to be filled is in an entrance job classificmion, employees or 
former employees who are eligible for recall and have seniority in that 
promotional series shall. if they meet the job requirements, be offered the job in 
the order of their service. If the vacancy is not filled in this manner, eligible 
emvlovees or formcr em~lovees who have senioritv in anv iob classification 
. . . . . - 
within the department shall. if they meet the job requirements, be offered the job 
in the order of their service exceot that no em~lovee  ~resentlv on the ~ a w o l l  of 
. .  . . . 
the depanment in which the vacancy occurs will be offered a recall to an 
entmnce job classification in their presenl depanment, unless such offer is to a 
promotional series from which the employee has been removed because of lack 
of work. 
(c) If the vacancy to be filled is other than an entrance job classification, employees 
or former employees who are eligible for recall shall, if they meet the job 
requirements, be offered the job in the order of their seniority, provided: 
I) It is a job classification from which the employee had been laid off. 
transferred, or demoted because of lack of work: or. 
2) It is a job classification within their former promotional series which is not 
higher than the job classification in that series that the employee held prior 
to demotion, transfer, or layoff because of lack of work; or. 
3) It is a job classification within the same promotional series in which the 
employee still retained seniorily. although not one from which the employee 
was directly laid off, mnsferred, or demoted because of lack of work. 
(d) If a laid off employee is to be offered a vacancy in accordance with the 
provisions of this Section, notification shall be sent to the employee at the latest 
mailing address supplied the Company, or given to the employee personally. and 
a copy of the notification shall be sent to the Union. If the employee wishes to 
accept the job offered, they shall so notify the Company within six (6) calendw 
days, excluding Sundays and holidays, after such notification was mailed or 
given to the employee and shall report for work within twclve calendar days, 
excluding Sundays and holidays, of the date the notice was mailed or given to 
the employee. 
(e) A laid off employee, re~mployed in accordance with the provisions of this 
Section shall be credited with the scwice which they had accumulnted x of the 
date of their layoff. I 
(0 The seniority of employees recalled shall be determined in accordance with the 
tules governing the computation of seniority. 
(g) An employee returned to their former job classification in accordance with the 
provisions of this Section shall be paid the n te  of pay they formerly received in 
that jab classification, or if there has been a change in rate of pay schedule, the 
rate which corresponds to their former n te  of pay taking such change into 
consideration, 
(h) If an employee does not accept a job offered in accordance with the provisions 
of this Section, they need not be notified of subsequent vacancies. 
(i) Nothing in this Section shall prevent the hiring of new employees or the use of 
present employees to fill the job temporarily until the laid off, transferred, or 
dcmoted employee can be obtained. 
19. An employee who declines employment into a position outside the department from 
which the employee was laid off shall retain the right to recall as defined in this Article. 
20. In addition, as a result of the application of the layoff provisions contained in this 
Section. employees eligible for recall. may be offered the opportunity subsequent to k i n g  
laid off to meat entry level mritionr in the event hirine is takine olace i n  other 
- .  
depanmenu in which the employee is not subject to recall provided they are qualified and 
there nre no former emplo~ees of that depmment who must be offered the iobs in 
. . 
accordance with the provision of this Anicle. 
21. In case of demotion of a Nuclear Phyical. Commercial Physical, or Clerical 
employee other than "reduction in force." i f  the emplow is returned to a iob classification 
. . . . 
in which they previously had seniority or promotional service date, the employee shall 
assume in i t  the seniority or promotional service date they had accrued in such jab 
classification plus that accumulated in the higher jab classification. I f  the employee is 
demoted lo a job classification in which they did not previously have seniority, the 
employee shall assume in i t  the seniority they accumulated in  the higher job classification. 
22. Any employee who is transferred from a position within the Bargaining Unit to a 
position outside of the Bargaining Unit shall, aner a ninety (90) day period, cease to 
accumulate seniority or promotional service as of the date of their transfer. 
Where an employee is demoted or transferred st their own request to a iab classification 
. . 
outside their promotional series but within their present depanmenl, the employee shall stm 
in their new job classification with zero seniority. unless the employee has seniority in the 
new promotional series kcause of previous employment in that promotional series. In such 
a case, the employee shall retain the seniority they previously accumulated in the same. 
equivalent. or higher job clmifications in  the new promotional series. but shall not be 
credited with the seniority that they had in the job classification from which thcy demoted 
I f  un employee had not previously been employed on work included in the Bargaining 
Unit. the employee shall nor be returned to a job classification in the Bargaining Unit unless 
by mutual agreement. 
23. In the case of n regular employee who has given long and faithful service and who is 
unable to carry on their regular work to udvanoge, the Company will attempt to place such 
employee on work which the employee is able to perform. In such cases. the other 
provisions of this Article shall not apply and rhe employee shall be accorded seniority in  
their new job equal to that which the employee had in the job clssification they left. i f  the 
employee is transferred to an equul or lower job classification. 
24. Any regular employee on a military leave of absence shall, upon reemployment. 
have the period of their absence added to the service the employee had at the lime of their 
entry into militaty service. 
The Company and the Union will jointly determine what seniority or promotional 
service date and position must be givcn a returning veteran to comply with the Univenal 
Military Service and Training Act. If they cunnot agree or if their dccision is disputed by the 
veteran or any official having responsibility for the administntion of the Act, the Company 
and the Union will follow the advicc or ruling of the local office charged with responsibility 
for the administration of the Act, or any higher oflicial to whom the veteran, the Company, 
or the Union appeals unless the Company and the Union agree to contest such advice or 
ruling. The Company may make adjusfmenrs in positions and seniority necessary lo reflect 
the seniority or promotional scrvice date and position given the returning veteran pursuant 
lo the a b v e  provisions. 
25. A regular employee who may be elected or appointed to an office in the 
Brotherhood, or Union covered by this Agreement, whose election or appointment requires 
their absence from duly with the Company, shall be granted a leave of absencc without pay 
for the employee's term of office and they shall continue to accumulate seniority and service 
throughout such term of oftice and shall. upon expiration of their leave of absencc, be 
reinstated in accordance with their seniority provided the employee is physically qualified. 
26. An employee with five or more yean of Company service who is unable to perform 
their regular work to advantage because the ernployee was injured while at work far the 
Company, will be given preferential treatment and transiened to a job within their 
capabilities. Such an employee will be allowed to advance in the regular manner to the 
maximum o i  their job classification at the time of the transier. However, future general 
changes in wage rates will be applied to the transfemd employee in the same manner as lo 
other employees in the job classification which the employee is in at the time of such 
general wage chnnge. In such cases the provisions of Article I11 of the CRA shall not apply 
and the dmp~oyee shall be accorded seniority in their new job clessification equal to that 
which they had in the job classification they left if they are transfemd to an equal or lower 
job classification. 
27. A reasonable number of engineers or other employees with spccial experience or 
training, may be assigned work at different occupations within the bargaining unit in any 
department as p m  of a training period, and while so employed, shall neither be affected by 
provisions of this Agreement nor shall their employment affect the status of other 
employees covered by this Agreemcnt. 
I 
ARTICLE IV 
Hours of Work, Overtime, and Holidays 
I. The basic workweek shall normally consist of five regularly scheduled basic 
workdays within the workweek. Normally there shall be two regularly scheduled. 
consecutive days off. Neither of these two days shall be considered as pan of the basic 
workweek even though an employee is scheduled to work on either or both of these days. 
The basic workdav shall normallv consist of eight hours of work which shall be consecutive 
- 
except when time out for a meal is scheduled, but presently established exceptions to the 
basic workday of eight hours shall be continued in effect unless changed in accordance with 
the provisions of this Awmen t .  
2. For the purpose of timekeeping, a workweek shall begin and end at midnight. 
Sunday night. 
3. For the purpose of timekeiping, the dale to which the basic workday i s  to be 
allocated shall be the date an which the majority of the basic workday hours are worked. I f  
the hours of a basic workday are evenly divided between two calendar days, the basic 
workday shall be allocated to the date on which the basic workday ends. 
If. because of the application of this Section, two basic workdays are allacated to the 
same calendar day, straight time shall be paid for the basic workday hours of both basic 
workdays. 
Overtime shall be allocated to the culendar day on which i t  is worked. 
4. An hourly premium will be paid for the hours specified in this Section. Such 
premium shall be equal to 5.25% of the "A rate of pay" as computed on the effective date of 
the geneml wage increase. Future adjustments will be made in the same manner on the 
effective date of any gener~l wage increm. 
NOTE: Computetions will be rounded to the nearest cent. 
(a) I f  an employee's basic workday begins before 6:W a.m. or ends after 8:30 p.m.. 
the employee shall receive this premium far all houn worked during the same 
timekeeping day as defined in Section 3 of Article IV. 
Illrrsfrolions: I f  an employee. whose regular shift on a basic workday is from 
7:W a.m. to 3:W p.m.. is called in  two houn early, the cmployce receives no 
premium. 
I f  an employee. whose regular shin on a basic workday is fmm 7:W a.m. to 3:W 
p.m.. continues at work for an additional shift from 3:00 p.m. to I l:W p.m.. the 
employee receives no premium for this additional shift. 
I f  an employee, %,hose regular shift on a buic workday is fmm 3:W p.m. to 
I I:W p.m.. is called in two hours early. the cmployce receives the premium far 
all hours worked. 
I f  a n  employee. whom regulw shift on a basic workday is from I I : 0 0  p.m. to 
7:W a.m.. is requind to continue at work for an additionrl shift from 7:W a.m. 
to 3:M) p.m. the employee receives the premium for all houn worked. 
If an employee, whose regular shift on a basic workday is from 11:W p.m. to 
7:W a.m., works two houn overtime, the employee receives thc premium for all 
houn worked. 
(b) If on an employee's regular day off, the employee is required to work as a part of 
their established work schedule and the work period begins before 6:00 a.m. or 
ends after 8:30 p.m.. the employee shall receive this premium for all hours 
worked during the same timekeeping day as defined in Section 3 of this Article 
IV. 
lllusrmh'ons: If an employee, whose regular shift on a basic workday is from 
7:W a.m. to 3:CQ p.m., has an established work schedule on their days off from 
3:N p.m. to 1l:W p.m., the employee receives the premium far the houn 
worked. 
If an employee, whose regular work schedule is from 3:00 p.m. to 11:OO p.m., 
has an established work schedule on their days off lrom 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., 
the employee does not receive the premium forthe hours worked. 
(c) If all of an employee's basic workdays of a basic workweek begin before 6:00 
a.m. or end after 8:30 p.m., the employee shall receive this premium for all 
hours worked on their regular days off during the same week as defined in 
Section 2 of Anicle IV. 
Illuslrafions: If an employee, whose regular schedule throughout the basic 
workweek is from 7:00 a.m. to 3:W p.m., is called out on a day off, the 
employee does not receive the premium regardless of the houn of the call-out. 
If an employee, whose regular schedule throughout the basic workweek is from 
3:00 p.m. to 11:OO p.m., is called out on a day off, the employee receives the 
premium regardless of the hours of the call out. I 
(d) If some, but not all, of an employee's basic workdays of a basic workweek begin 
before 6:00 a.m. or end after 8:30 p.m., the employee shall receive this premium 
on regular days off for all hours worked during a work period which begins 
before 6:W a.m. or ends after 8:30 p.m. 
Illushntions: If, during an employee's basic workweek, they work a day shift 
one day or more and an afternoon or night shift one day or more and then is 
called out on their day off: 
( I )  If  the employee's call-out period begins before 6 0 0  a.m. or ends after 8:30 
p.m., the employee receives the premium for the hours worked. 
(2) If the call-out period begins after 6:00 a.m. and ends before 8:30 p.m., the 
employee does not receive the premium for the hours worked. 
(e) Y, under theconditions specified abme, the premium is to be paid for houn that 
are compensaed at an ovenimc rate, the applicable ovenime n t e  shall not be 
applied to the current hourly premium. 
5. A regular employee who i s  scheduled to work on Sunday as a basic workday shall 
be paid a premium of 2 5 4 ,  computed upon the basis of the employee's basic hourly rate of 
. . 
pay, for the hours worked du&g such basic workday; provided. however, that if any 
ovenime rate shall be applicable to  such hours, no Sunday premium shall be paid for such 
houn. 
For work on Sunday, which is not a part of a basic workday, no Sunday premium shall 
be paid, but the appropnale overtime rate, computed upon the basis of the basic hourly mte 
of pay, shall he paid. 
6. "Shift" work is that which regularly operates twenty-four hours a day. seven days 
per week, including Sundays and holidays. An employee who is assigned to such work 
shall be designated as a "shift" employee. 
"Semi-shift" work is that which regularly operates in varying degrees during the day or 
night including Sundays and holidays. An  employee who is assigned to such work shall be 
designated as B "semi-shift" employee while so assigned. The number of "semi-shift" 
employees and the number of such employees assigned to Sunday and holiday work shall be 
kept to the minimum. 
All ather work shall be classified as "non-shift" and an employee assigned to  such work 
shall be designated as a "non-shift" employee. A "non-shift" employee shall not have 
Sunday scheduled as 3 basic workday. 
An employee may be changed from one to another of  the above categories upon 
adequate notice as defined in Section 12 of this Anicle. 
It is recognized that, because of differences in operating requirements, some job 
classifications may cover more than one of the types of work listed above. 
7. Regular work schedules of the basic workweek shall be ardnged equivebly within 
each work group where it is applicable, and within the limits of reasonable opernting 
procedures, days off shall be rotated. These schedules shall be posted in advance. If a 
schedule is unsatisfactory, it will be brought to the attention of the Company and a change 
will be made, if possible, within the limits of reasonable operating pmcedures. 
Posted shift schedules in the generating stations shall be arranged in such a manner that 
an employee's basic working houn shall be the same for at least three consecutive basic 
workdays. Changes from the posted shift schedule shall be made in accordance with Anicle 
IV, Section 12 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
8. Upon written request of the Union, the Company will establish a rotating schedule 
in any specified work group that has more than one schedule of working hours per day. 
9. To facilitate the rotation of shifts and the rotation of days off, a change in shift may 
be made with only eight hours off between leaving one shift and returning to the next shift. 
. - - - 
Such changes shall not result in ovenime pay if they are made in accordance with an 
established rotating schedule. 
LO. With the consent of their immediate suwrvisor, em~loyees hall have the privilege 
. . 
of exchanging shifts within the same workweek, by individual arrangement, pmvided the 
change can be accom~lished without additional cost to the Company and without violation 
of any applicable laws or governmental regulations 
I I. Presently established daily working hours of the basic workweek will be continued 
in effect unless changed in accordance with the provisions of this Anicle. 
12. In case of a change in the basic workdays of an employee's basic workweek, notice 
of at least forty-eight hours shall be given prior to the change. If not given this notice, the 
employee shall be paid at the overtime mte on the first day of the new schedule. 
Similar notice shall be given prior to a change in the daily working hours of the basic 
workday. If such notice has not been given, or if a change in scheduled working hours is for 
less than three days, then the employee shall be paid at the overtime rate on the first basic 
workday of the new schedule far those hours worked outside their previously scheduled 
hours. 
Forty-eight hours notice shall be considered to have been given if the employee is 
notified of the proposed change before the employee is released from duty on the second 
day preceding the change. I 
13. Overtime shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all hours worked outside 
of the scheduled hours of the basic workweek, except that: 
(a) On holidays, time shall be paid in accordance with the provisions of Section 24 
of this Anicle. 
(b) Double time shall be paid for all overtime hours that are allocated to the 
calendar day of the employee's second regular day off in a week as defined in 
Section 2 of Anicle N. 
(c) Double time shall be paid far extended periods of work as defined in Section 15 
of Article N. 
Overtime shall be computed to the henearest one-half hour. 
14. An em~lovee  shall not be muired  to take time offdurine basic workdays in lieu of 
. . " 
overtime worked or to be worked. However, this shall not prevent changes in scheduled 
working hours or workdays in accordance with the provisions of Section 12 of this Article. 
15. An employee who has worked ovenime shall be entitled ton  rest period as follows: 
(a) An employee who has worked more than sixteen haun continuously, or more 
than eight hours overtime, in the sixteen hour period immediately preceding the 
employee's basic workday shall, upon release. be entitled to an eight hour rest 
period before the employee returns to work. 
(b) If a rest period extends six hours or  more into a basic workday, the rest period 
will continue, providing operating conditions permit. for the balance of that 
basic workday and the employee shall lose no time thereby. 
(c) Time worked in excess of sixteen continuous hours shall be paid Tor at not less 
than two times the basic hourly rate of pay until released from duty. 
(d) If a rest period, under the provisions of this Section extends into u basic 
workday, the employee shall lose no time thereby. 
16. An employee ordered to remain at a specified location, awaiting a call for 
emergency work outside scheduled working hours. shall be paid at the applicable n t e  until 
released 
17. As far as practicable, overtime shall be distributed, equally among employees in 
each work group orjob classification, taking into account the qualifications required and the 
availability ofemployees. 
(a) The employee with the least amount of cumulated ovenime hours within the 
overtime work gmup or job classification shall be afforded the first opportunity 
to work ovenime. However, the Company shall not be required to make 
assignments that would result in a rest period penalty. Unless presently 
modilied by local agreement when ovenime work is required following a basic 
workday, the employee on the job will continue on the job. 
(b) When ovenime is improperly assigned to an employee outside the proper work 
group or job classilication, the Company shall return the equivalent amount of 
overtime to the work group or job classification by affording the bypassed 
employee with the least amount of cumulated overtime the opportunity to work 
an equivalent amount of overtime on work which would not be done an an 
ovenime basis. The opportunity shall be made available within 30 days. Such 
makeup overtime will not conflict with the individual's right for ovenime in 
their own classification. I 
(c) When an employee is improperly bypassed in the assignment of overtime and 
the overtime is assigned within the proper overtime work group or job 
classification, the Company by subsequent overtime assignments shall afford the 
employee who should have received the overtime assignment the opponunity to 
regain the number of ovenime hours lost on the ovenime list. Such subsequent 
overtime assignments shall be subject to the overtime lists as adjusted biweekly. 
If the employee does not regain the number of overtime hours lost on the 
ovenime list within two bi-weekly posting periods, the employee will be 
afforded the opponunity to work overtime hours equivalent to the remainder of 
the hours missed, on work which would not be done on an overtime basis. This 
opponunity will be made available within 30 days. Such makeup overtime will 
not conflict with the individual's right for overtime in their own classification. 
(d) Lists of cumulated ovenime lor the calends year shall be posted bi-weekly on 
bulletin hoards and shall be used as the basis for overtime distribution lor the 
period of their posting. These lists shall show the equivalent number of  straight 
lime hours paid. 
18. An employee called back (with or without previous notice) for work at any time 
outsidc of thcir regular work schedule shall be paid a minimum of two hours straight time 
pay and a call-back allowance of two hours straight time pay. If pay for the time worked at 
the applicable overtime rate exceeds two haurs straight time pay, the employee is to be paid 
at the applicable ovenime rate for the houn worked and, in addition, will be paid the call- 
back allowance of two hours at stnjght time, unless the time worked on a regular day off or 
holiday (with previous notice) amounts to eight hours or  more, in which case no cull-back 
allowance shall be paid. 
If an employee is called back more than once between two consecutive scheduled work 
periods, their pay and call-back allowance for such intermittent work shall not be more than 
the employee would have received had the employee worked continuously from the starting 
timc of the first call-back until thequitting time of the 1 s t  call-back. 
An employee, who opentes a Company-owned vehicle which is kept at their home. 
shall in case of a call-back be given a call-back allowance on the above basis. 
I 
An employee shall not be considered to be called back when the employee works 
overtime which, without interruption except time out without pay for a meal, immediately 
precedes or follows a regular work period. 
This Section shall not apply to overtime work that is a p;m of established work I 
schedules. 
19. When an employee repons for work a their regular daily staning time in accordance 
with the employee's then existing regular work schedule for basic workdays. and in 
condition to perform their work, the employee will be provided with work in their 
classification, or other work, duzing the houn of their work schedule for that day. Similarly. 
when an employee repom for scheduled ovenime work on other than their basic workdays 
and in  condition to oerform their work and i f  such wmk is not available. the emolovee will 
. , 
be paid a minimum of four hours at suaight time. Al l  this shall not serve to modify the 
righu recognized to be in the Company as provided in Section 1 of Anicle U. 
20. Employees required to report for work at a Comoanv headquaners shall mvel from 
. . . . 
Company headqumen to their work locations on Company time. I f  such employees are 
required to provide their own tnnsponation from a Company headquanen to their work 
. . 
l&lion. theemployee will be reimbursed for the cost of such uansponation. 
Employees required to report directly to a work lacation within their working area shall 
tnvel to such work location on their own lime and at their own expense. 
21. During the regularly scheduled working day, there shall be a regularly scheduled 
meal period not to exceed one hour, except for employees whose work requires them to be 
on duty eight hours consecutively, in  which case they shall eat at their work locations. 
22. When an employee is required by the Company to delay their scheduled meel period 
for more than one hour, the employee shall be paid a premium equal lo one half their 
straight lime n l e  from the beginning of the employee's scheduled meal period until the 
employee i s  permitted a meal period, or until the end of their stnight time hours, or until the 
employee has worked eight continuous ovenime hours from the beginning of an overtime 
period, whichever is sooner. 
23. (a) An employee who is required to work overtime shall be eligible for a meal or a 
meal money allowance: 
I .  After working two houn immediately preceding or two hours immediately 
following a basic workday. Ovenime shall be considered to be immediately 
preceding or following a &sic workday even though the employee has time out 
without pay for a meal: or 
2. After working ten houn on n regular day off or on n holidey when the employee 
was given a least eight houn advance notice that the employee was lo work 
ovenime on that day. The employee will not be eligible i f  the time worked is 
eight houn but less than ten hours. An employee working less than eight hours 
of such ovenime shall be covered by Paragnph (a) 3 of this Section: or 
3. I f  the ovenime does not come under the provisions of Paragraphs (I) or (2) 
ahve but the time worked is two hours or more and extends through or is 
recorded asending at 1230 a.m., 6 3 0  a.m.. 1230 p.m.. or630  p.m. 
(b) If the ovenime continues, an employee shall be eligible far another meal or  meal 
money allowance n the end of each subsequent f ive hours of ovenimc worked after 
the employee is eligible far their lint meal or  meal money allowance. 
(c) If an employee is eligible far a meal or a meal money allowance and can be released 
for a meal, the employec shall be given an allowance of $7.W and shall not eat on 
Company time. If the employee cannot be released from the job, the Company will 
give the employee a meal money allowance of $7.00 or, when requested, will 
fumish a meal which shall be eaten on Company time. 
(d) The provisions of this Section shall not apply when the Company and the Union 
agree to ovcnime in connection with basic workdays in place of the employees 
working ovenime on regular days off. 
24. Each employee will be allocated four (4) floating holidays to be scheduled and 
observed on their basic workday. For timekeeping purposes. the floating holiday will be 
scheduled similar to an cx tn  vacation day in accordance with the vacation provisions in 
Anicle VI. 
Newly hired employecs are required to complete three (3) continuous months of service 
to be eligible for floating holidays in the year they are hired as follows: 
. - . - -- - - - - - .- - 
--1 
 when Hired--- A Eliaibililv _, 
Fint Qusner 01/01 through 03/31 4 Days 
Second Ouaner 04/01 throuah 06/30 3 Deys 
Third ~ u a n e r  07/01 through 09/30 2 ~ a ; s  
Fourth Qumer 10/01 through 12/31 '0 Days 
*Not cligible because probationary period extends through the end of the year 
In addition. the following days shall be recognized holidays: New Year's Day, Manin 
Luther King Holiday. Memorial Day, Independence Day. Labar Day, Thanksgiving Day, the 
day after Thanksgiving. Christmas Eve and Christmas Day. Whenever one of these 
holidays Palls on a Salurday or Sunday, it shall be observed as follows: 
(a) On the preceding day. Friday, for employees for whom the Saturday upon which 
the holiday occurs is a regular day off; 
(b) On the following day. Monday, for employees for whom the Sunday upon which 
the holiday occurs is a regular day off; 
(c) On the Saturday or Sunday on which the holiday occurs for employees far whom 
such Suturday or Sunday is a basic workday; 
(d) On the preceding Thursday for employees for whom the Saturday upon which 
Christmas occurs is a regular day off: and, 
(e) On the lollowing Tuesday for employees for whom the Sunday upon which 
Christmas Eve occurs is a regular day off. 
The provisions of this Section shall apply on the day observed by each employee rather 
than on the actual holiday, and shall not nlfect the Company's right to reschedule an 
employee's basic workweek. 
When a holiday is observed on an employee's basic workday, the employee may be 
given the day off and shall be paid at their basic hourly rate of pay for they're scheduled 
houn. 
14owever. when an employee works an a holiday which is observed on one of the 
employee's basic workdays, the employee shall be paid at their basic hourly rate of pay far 
the day and, in ;iddition, shall be paid on the following bass lor any hours which, in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 3 of this Anicle. are allocated to the holiday: 
(i) Time and one-half lor any houn worked during the employee's regular schedule 
for that basic workday. 
(ii) Double time for any hours worked outside of the employee's regular schedule for 
that basic workday. 
When a holiday i s  observed on an em~lovee's regular dav off (Mondav to Fridav. 
. . - 
inclusive), and the employee does not work, they shall be paid eight hours 01 pay at the rate 
of time und one-hall. llowever, i f  the employee works, thev shsll be mid. in addition, at the 
. . 
rate of time and one-half for the first eight hours worked on their fin1 regulx day off. and 
double time rate for the first eight hours worked on their second regular day off: double time 
will be paid therealter for time-worked on either regular day olf  ;hich was allocated to the 
holiday. 
AR1'ICI.E V 
Working Conditions 
I. 7he Company will continue its present palicy of cmpenlting with its employees so as 
to insure that reasonable rules snd provisions m made for the safety and health 01 
employees during the houn of thcir employment. and changes will be discussed with 
representatives of the Union prior to being put into effect. Employees will comply with 
established safety and health rules and pmvisions. Such rules and provisions shall apply 
uniformly to all employees affected. 
The Company and the Union will cmperale in the establishment 01 joint salety 
committees on a local basis. Thcse committees will consist of an equal number of 
management appointed members and Union appointed memben who will meet jointly at 
regularly scheduled intervals. 
2. In the interest of safety, at the request of the employee involved, an employee may 
be accompanied by their Steward when the emplovee is called before a formal committee 
. . 
making an investigation of an accident. This shall not apply to immediate on-the-job 
investigations of an accident. 
In appointing members of a committee to conduct a fomal or  informal investigation of 
an accident, the Company will include a representative, designated by the Union, as an 
official member of the committee. 
3. Regular employees shall not be required to do their work outdoon in rainy or 
inclement weather, except in case of emergencies or in the performance of essential duties. 
4. The Company will continue its present practices in furnishing such tools, safety 
devices, and other equipment as are presently being furnished. The Company will furnish 
such tools, safety devices, or other equipment for the sole use of an individual employee 
when it determines that this is required lor protection of health, and the use of such 
equipment by the employee is not of limited or occasional character. Employees furnished 
tools, safety devices, and other equipment shall be held responsible for their return in good 
condition, allowing for ordinary wear and tear. The Company shall provide suitable and 
safe space for storing tools and equipment furnished to employees. 
5 .  When the Company requires an employee to be away from homc overnight or longer. 
. .  . . . .
the Company shall provide necessary lodging and meals, and, if necessary, will advance the 
money therefor, and shall furnish the employee round-tnp transportanon plus travel time lo 
and fmm their headquarters. The employ& shall havLthe ~ ~ ~ o n u n i t i r o  return to their 
headquanen on days off and holidays not worked on the above basis. 
6.  If the Company, in writing, requires an employee to have a higher type of telephone 
. . . . . . 
service than the employee now has, the Company will reimburse the employee for the 
additional cost of the higher type of service. 
7. The Company agrees that it will not contract any work which is ordinarily and 
custama"ly done by its regular employees if, as a result thereof, it would become necessary 
to lay off or reduce the rate of pay of any such employees. 
It is the Company's objective to reduce the necessity for using outside contractors on 
work that is ordinady and customarily done by our employees. Recognizing the Union's 
long-standing concern over the contracting out of work, management, where circumstances 
permit, will meet with designated Union representatives for the purpose of reviewing the 
various alternatives before deciding whether or not to contract out such work. Where time 
is a ctitical element in the jab preventing a meeting from taking place, a designated Union 
representative will be notified regarding the need to contract out work. 
Before deciding whether or not lo contract such work, thorough consideration will be 
given to providing the opportunity for overtime to the work group involved either instead of 
or  in conjunction with contracting. In addition, consideration will also be given to other 
alternatives to contracting which would permit greater utilization of Company employees. 
within the requirements of the work to be performed and other restraints such as the time 
within which the work must be completed. 
The contracting of work shall not be construed for any purpose whatsoever as an 
abandonment by the Company of its right to have similar work done now or in the future 
by the Company's own employees. 
8. Management shall not do work of employees included in the bargaining unit 
except in  emergencies or for instruction or training. However, this orovision will not 
- .
change the manner in which training is presently being performed. 
9. The Company will discuss with the appropriate Business Representative. at least 
sixty (60) days prior to tmplementation, any planned depanmental reorganization or 
technological change affecting employees in the bargaining unit, changes in an existing 
job classilication, or the establishment of a new clnssificadon. 
Should this discussion result on disagreement. the issue in dispute may be subiect to 
- 
the grievance procedure as provided in Anicle VIII. The filing of any grievance shall not 
delay the implementation of the planned change. Any final determination which affects 
- 
wage rates shall be retroactive to the date of implementation. 
ARTICLE V1 
Vaentions-Leaves of Absence 
1. In each calendar year, all regular employees who were on the payroll at the close of 
the last day of the preceding calendar year. shall be entitled to vacations with pay in 
accordance with the provisions of this Anicle. 
2. A regular employee will be granted a regular vacation of two calendar weeks and one 
extra basic workday of vacation oiler the employee has completed their fin1 year of service. 
Thereafter, the employcc will be allowed a regular vacation of two calendar weeks in each 
calend~r year and ex tn  basic workdays of vacation in accordance with the following: 
Calendar Year in Which an Employee Days of Vacation Allowed 
Completes the Following 
Years of Service -Extram 
1 to 4 inclusive 10 I I I 
5 to 10 inclusive LO 5 15  
l l to 14 inclusive 10 7 I7 
15 to 19 inclusive 
20 
25 and over 
In the calendar year in which an employee retires, the employee will be eligible for five 
extra vacation days. 
If an employee is pennitfed to split their regular or extra vacation, the employee shall be 
paid for the same number of working days as the employee would have received if the 
employee had taken their regular and extra vacation continuously. 
3. In case a holiday is observed on any day during a full week of an employee's regular 
vacation, an additional day off with pay shall be allowed for each such holiday. The 
provisions of Section 24 of Article IV shall apply to all other holidays observed while an 
employee is on vacation. 
4. Regular and extra vacation must be completed during the calendar year in which 
they are due. However, if an employee is hospitalized for 48 hours or more while on a 
scheduled vacation, the remainder of that vxntion beginning with the date of 
hospitalization, may be rescheduled later in that calendar year upon proper notification to 
the Company. 
Should such hospitalization occur during a December vacation which was approved in 
accordance with Section 6 of Article VI, and cannot be %scheduled in that calendar year, 
the employee will be permitted to reschedule a maximum of one week of the remaining 
vacation provided such vacation is taken during the first two months of the succeeding 
calendar year. 
5. An employee will be paid at their basic hourly rate of pay for thc employee's 
scheduled basic workdays during their regular and extra vacation. 
6. Provided the conditions of work are such that the employee's services can be spared, 
and with the understanding that they are subject to change to meet operating conditions and 
work requirements, the regular and extra vacation shall be selected, in each work group, in I 
accordance with service except that no extra vacation may be scheduled which would 
interfere with any employee's choice of their regular vacation. 
The vacation period shall be from March 1st to November 30th. inclusive. exceot that 
for regular vacations the vacation period shall be from Apr i l  1st to October 31% inclusive. 
However, an emplovee, at their own request, mav be manted a vacation outside the vacation 
. . . - 
periods specified above. 
Vacation schedules shall be posted on the appropriate bulletin boards not less than thiny 
days i n  advance of  the vacation period defined above. 
7. For vacation purposes, n calendar week shall normally begin and end at midnight. 
Sunday night. 
8. A n  employee's eligibility for vacation shall not be affected by a prolonged absence 
on account o f  illness, but only w employee on the active payroll may be given a vacation. 
No e x t n  time wil l  be allowed because o f  illness during vacation, except as provided by 
Scction 4 o f  this Anicle. 
9. No unit of time less than one day shall be counted as vacation time. 
10. A regular em~lovee who is retiring wi l l  be granted the full vacation and unused 
- . . - 
l l o ~ l ~ n g  h o l ~ I ~ ) >  for u h ~ h  lhe rmp1o)r.e IS r.llgll,l~. dunng Ihe cuncnl )c*r heiorc [he 
empl.,)cc I- :dJcJ to In? Sen,t;e Annu~t! Roll 
I I r\ rcg.llar r.mpl.,)ee. cl lg~hlr. for 4 \~'.xl~,n s l l h  1'2). " h ~ "  c~nplu!mcnl h) tnc 
C.,mp..n) IS tcnn~naled Isl.re lhc ernpl.l)cc h:.? the enlnnc \:w:lln,n 1s \ rh~c l>  thr crnplo)rr. 
IS c . ~ g ~ o l r  d m n g  lhc r ~ n c n t  calr.nd.u )r..lr. shatl W C L , I ~ ~  :I v..~.a~ton JII I U ~ ~ C C  ~qu.11 0 t h c ~  
h.1~1; h o d )  ~alr .  lor lhr. n.unhcr 01 day, iur rrhl;n ~ h c  r .mp l~) re  IS el~glblr. ~n e\.vsr ul the 
n2mlx.r uf JL)F of  VICILL~ In< empl.,)cc Ihir alrcad) l.llrn 11~nn&lhr  ;urnen1 r :~ lcnd~r  ,cx, 
and i n  the o f  termination by death, such vication al law~nce shall be paid td the 
beneficiary o f  the deceased employee's Croup Li fe Insurance Policy. 
The vacation allowance provided i n  Anicle VI shall be reduced by any payment under 
similur or  equivalent conditions by reason of any legislation or government orders providing 
for the payment of allowances to employees who leave the Company. 
12. Upon proper notification, reasonable time off as required shall be granted to a 
regular employee in case o f  the death o f  the employee's father, mother, sister. brother, wife, 
husband, child, grandchild, grandmother, grandfather, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, lather- 
in-law. mother-in-law, son-in-law, or daughter-in-law. Normally not more than three days 
of such time off between the death and burial w i l l  be granted without loss o f  basic hourly 
rate o f  pay or scheduled vacation time. 
Additionally, upon proper notificetion reasonable timc off as required shall be granted 
to a regular employee in case of the death of the employee's stepfather, stepmother, stepson. 
stepdaughter. pndtathcr-in-lew, or grandmother-in-law. Normally not more than one day 
of such time off betwecn the death and burial will be granted without loss of basic hourly 
n t e  of pay or scheduled vacation time. 
13. A regular employee will be paid at their basic hourly mte of pay while performing 
jury service during the employee's basic workweek, but such pay shall not be nllowed more 
than once in wch calendar yew. All fees received for jury service will be retained by the 
employee. 
While on jury service, an employee shall te assigned to work on the day shift from 
Monday to Friday, inclusive. and shall be at work during such working hours when not on 
jury duty. 
14. A regular employee performing coun service, other than jury service, under 
summons or subpoena will, upon notice to the Company, be pnid at their basic hourly rdte 
of pay for only the first day of such absence which occurs in the employee's basic 
workweek and will retain all coun fees. 
15. If a regular employec, upon notice to the Company, is absent during their basic 
workweek to SeNC as Judge or Clerk in n public election, under the jurisdiction of election 
officials, the employee will be paid the difference between their basic hourly n t e  of pay for 
that day and election pay, provided the former is the larger, and will retain all fees received. 
16. A rrgularemployee may. forjustiliable reasons, be granted a leave of absence without 
pay after reasonable notice to the Company, provided the conditions of work are such that 
the employee's service can be spared. During these leaves of absence seniority shall 
accumulate. If an employee overstays such leave, or if an employec accepts employment 
elsewhere during such leave without consent of the Company, the employee shall be 
considered to have resigned. 
17. Employees who are elected by the Union to  serve as delegates to Union conventions 
or similar Union meetings shall, after reasonable notice to the Company, be gnnted leaves 
of absence without pay for sufficient time for this purpose. 
ARTICLE VII 
Wages 
1. The wage mres for the period of this Agreemenl shall, subject to the provisions of 
Anicle IX, are those set fonh in Exhibit A. 
2. In all cases in which the scheduled m a i m u m  provided for in a given job 
classification in the attached Exhibit A is lower than the present rate of pay of an individual 
in  that job classification, there shall be no reduction in the pay of the individual becausc of 
the adoption ofthe pay schedule. 
3. When a qualified employee is temporarily assimed to and works in  a iab 
classification which is higher thnn their regul&jab clksifica<ion. the employee shall be pLd 
far that day at the minimum nte for the higher job classification, or at a nte based umn the 
employee's present rate plus eighty cents ($.80jper day, whichever i s  greater. ~aw&er, no 
adjustment will be made that would result in  a nte higher than the schedule maximum of 
the job classific~tion to which the employee is assigned. 
When a qualified employee is tempolady assigned to and works in a management job 
clussification the employee shall be paid for that day at a nte based upon their present rate 
plus four dollan ($400) per day. 
Assignments of four hours or more in one day shall be considered a full day under this 
Section. No payment will be made for such temporary assignments i f  they amount to less 
than four hours in one day. 
When promoting ;m employee who hus had extensive upgr~ding over an extended 
period of time. considention will be given, a the employe's request, to allowing time 
credit in the highcrjob classificetian not toexceed two time steps. 
4. An employee returning from a military leave of absence, who is reemployed in their 
former job classification, or a job classification which is not higher than the employee's 
former job classification, shall receive the rate of pay provided for in the then existing time 
steps of the job classification. taking into account the time credit which had accrued when 
the employee left for militay service plus the period of the employee's absence because of 
mililary service. 
I. There shall be a nasonuble number of Stewards. covered by this Agreement, who 
shall be selected by the Union. Each steward shall be assigned to a specific work group 
or work groups and in general the jurisdiction of one Steward shall not overlap that of any 
other Steward. The Union shall furnish the Company with a list of the names of the 
Stewards and the work groups they represent. 
2. Chief Stewards shall be selected by the Local Union. The Union shall furnish the 
Company with a list of the names of the employees selected as Chief Stewards. 
3. Only regular employees as defined by Anicle Ill, Section I above, employed in  the 
respective work groups they represent, shall be designated as Stewnrds or Chief Stewards. 
4. It shall be one of the duties of the Stewards and Chief Stewards to attempt to 
adjust disputes or  differences referred to them by any of the employees they have bccn 
designated to represent. 
5. Should any d i s ~ u t e  or difference arise between the Company and the Union or its 1 
. . ~. 
members as to the interpretation or application of any of the provisions of this Agreement 
or with respect to iob working conditions, the term working conditions being limited lo 
. 
those elements concerned with the hours when an employee is at work and the acts 
required of the employee during such hours, the dispute or difference shall be scttled 
through the grievance procedure. 
11 is the intent of the Company, Local Union 15, and the employees that timely filed 
grievances shall be scttled promptly. A grievance is timely filed when submitted at Step 
I of this grievance process by the appropriate Local Union 15 representative in writing on 
thc form adopted for such purpose to on appropriate management represenlalive o f  the 
Company no later than thiny (30) calendar days after the date of the action complained of, 
or  the date the employee became aware or reasonably should have become aware of the 
incident which is the basis b r  the grievance, whichever is later. 
A dispute as to whether a particular disagreement is s proper subject for the grievance 
procedure shall itself be treated as a grievance. 
Grievance Process Sfem 
The dispute or difference shall be presented and first discussed by the employee 
concemcd and the immediate Supervisor. The employee shall be accompanied by a 
Steward or a Chief Steward, if the employee so requests. Management shall respond 
within five (5) working days to the dispute as presented by the employee and Steward or 
Chief Steward. In the event that a dispute or difference cannot be resolved as a result of 
this discussion, a written grievance may be processed in the following manner: 
Step One - Loco1 lnvestigafion 
A local investigation and resolution of a grievance will be the responsibility o f  the 
Company and Union represented as follows: 
Porlici~anrs: 
Local Union Representatives: 
- One (1) Chief Stewardor representative 
- One ( I )  Steward or representative 
- One (I)  Grievant (optional) (If more than one grievant is referenced on the grievance, 
only one grievant will be permitted to participate in the discussion.) 
Line Management Representatives: 
- One ( I )  Depanmenl head level representative 
- One ( I )  First Line Supervisor (optional) 
Labor RelatidnsJHumen Resources 
- One ( I )  Labor RelalionsJHuman Resources management representative 
Afler discussion with the other pany, the Company and Union shall identify their 
appropriate representatives at each location. site, or department. Either p a y  may be 
accompanied by one (1) additional representative by mutual consent. 
( I )  The Human Resources and Local Union 15 representatives will jointly arrange for 
meetings at times and places that are mutuslly agreed to by the persons involved. 
(2) Prior to meeting. Company and Union representatives shall meet individually, a 
soon as reasonably possible. and shall make a full and complete investigation of 
the facts related to the grievance. When mutually agree~ble, the griewnt may be 
present during those interviews. The grievant will not be a pnny to the disposilion 
of the grievance nor i s  the grievant's concurrence required for the selllemcnt of 
the grievance. The grievant does have the right lo point out the existence of other 
facts or witnesses concerning the grievance. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing prohibition. with the written consent of the Union's 
Business Manager, or designee. the members of the Loc:kl Investigating Committee may 
include the grievant where such employee is also the shop steward representing the 
depanment involved in the grievance. In this limited situation. the shop stewardlgrievant 
may be a pany to the disposition of the grievance. 
(3) The grievance shall be mcl on, answered and forwarded to the Lacal Union within 
thiny (30) calendar days following its being timely filed. An agreed to Joint 
Position Summery by the Company and Lmal Union representatives of the 
discussion held at this step of the grievance pmcedure and a statement of the issues 
u p n  which they are in agreement, issues sdll in dispute and the rcssons therefore, 
m d  the basis for seulement, i f  unv advanced by e.ach, shall be ~ r e ~ m d  and sinned 
by both panies at the Step 1 grievance meeting. The Union ii l l 'hnvc lhinyi30) 
calendar days from the date of receipt of the Step I wswer to refer the ~rievancc to 
Step 2 Business Unit Joint Grievance Committee. i f  not resolved. 
Step Two - Rusinsas Unit Joint Cricvance Cornminee 
A Joint Gricvance Cammiltee shall be established in each operational Business Unit. A 
Joint Grievance Committee will be composed as follows: 
Lacal Union Representatives: 
- Two (2) Business Representatives 
I 
Line Managemen! Represenlalives: 
- One ( I )  Manager (Site Manager. Site Vice President. Depanment Vice President. 
Regional Director) from the specific business unit shall bc in attendance 
Labor Relatians/Human Resources 
- One ( I )  Labor RelationsAluman Resources msnagcmenl representative 
The Step 2 meeting will be conducted at the generating location where the grievance 
originated for grievances arising in Exelon Gencntian (Nuclear), at the Commonwealth 
Edison Lincoln Ccnter, Commercial Centcr (01. agreed upon location) for grievances 
arising in Commonwealth Edison, and the general office headqueners for the Exelon 
Business Services Company where the grievance originated far grievances arising in the 
Exelon Business Services Company. 
The Committee shall meet to consider the grievance at its second next regularly 
scheduled monthly meeting date after receiving the referral to the Step 2 Business Unit 
Joint Grievance Committee and repon of the Local Investigating Represcntativc. 
An azreed lo Joint Position Summary by the Company and Local Union representatives I . 
of the discussion hcld at this step of the grievance procedure and 0 statement of Ihe issues 
upon which they are in agreement, issues still in disputc and the reasons therefore, and the 1 
basis for settlement, if any advanced by each, shill be prepared and signed by bath panies I 
at the Step 2 grievance meeting. I 
The Company shall forward to the Local Union an answer to the Step 2 grievance within 
thirty (30) calendsr days of the Step 2 meeting. 
Slep Three - Review Cornminee 
The Review Committee shall be composed as follows: 
Local Union Representatives: 
- Two  (2) Representatives appointed by  the Business Manager including the Business 
Manager. Senior Assistant Business Manager. and Officers o f  Local Union IS. 
Line Management Representatives: 
- One (1) Executive Level Operational Mennger representing the Business Uni t  in 
which the grievance originated. If titles chenge. the appropriate level w i l l  remain the 
same or higher. 
Labor RelationsIHuman Resources 
- One ( I )  hbor  Relations/Employee Relations Vice President or designee. 
Both parties recognize the importance o f  maintaining stability i n  the composition o f  ihe 
Rcview Committee. Members o f  the Review Committee shell strive toward achieving 
this objective when scheduling Step 3 meetings. 
Review Committee Procedure 
The Review Committee shall meet to consider the grievance at its second next regularly 
whedulcd meeting after receiving the referral. 
A n  agreed to Joint Position Summary by the Company and Lafal  Union rcpresentntivcs of 
the discussion held at this step of  the grievance pmedure and a sratcment of the issues upon 
which they are i n  agreement. issues still i n  dispute and the reasons thcrefore. and the basis 
for settlement, if any advanccd by ench, shall be prepared and signcd by both parties at the 
Step 3 grievance meeting. 
The Company shi l l  fowurd  to the h a l  Union sn answer to the Step 3 grievance within 
fikeen (15) calendar days of the Step 3 meeting. 
Slep Four -Arbitration 
Ii the dispute or difference is not satishctorily settled by the Review Committee, i t  
shall be referred. at the request o f  either party, to an impanial arbitrator. Such re feml  
must be made within forty-five (45) calendar dtys from the dele o f  receipt by the Union 
o f  the Step 3 answer. 
The s ~ ~ o i n t m e n t  o f  an impmia l  arbitrator shell be made from u list furnished l o  the 
panies under the procedure pkv ided i n  the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the 
federal Mediation and Conciliadon Services (FMCS). The list shall conein the names o f  
15 arbitraton all of whom are members of the National Academy of Arbitrators. No 
arbitrator shall be included in the list who has been selected to act or is active as the 
impartial arbitrator in any other pending labor arbitration, other than an expedited 
arbitration, between the Company and Local Union 15. The parties agree to confer 
within ten (10) business days of receipt of the list of arbitrators fmm the Federal 
Mediation and Conciliation Service. The parties shall engage in an alternate strike 
orocess until onlv one arbitrator is remainine and. u w n  selection of such arbitrator. shall 
I 
u . .  
promptly notify the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service of hislher selection. The 
panics shall alternate the initiation of the strike process. When thc appointment of an 
impartial arbitrator is made under such rules, the arbitration shall be conducted under the 
Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the Federal Mediation and conciliation Service. 
All decisions rendered by the impartial arbitrator shall be final and binding on both 
parties. The impartial arbitrator shall be governed wholly by the terms of this Agreement 
and shall have no power to add or to change its terms. 
Each party in an arbitration proceeding may be represented in each proceeding by any 
person suthorized in writing by such party. Such representative(s) may examine all 
witnesses in the proceedings. 
No less than twenty-one calcndar days prior to thc arbitration hearing, each party 
andlor its authorized representatives shall provide the other all exhibits and a list of 
witnesses that the party intends to use o r  call as p m  of the presentation of its direct case, 
should the matter proceed to a hearing without a settlemcnt. Potential rebuttal witnesses 
and exhibits that the pany intends to introduce only on rebuttal, for impeachment 
purposes. or othenvise during cross-examination, need not be disclosed. Disclosure of 
intended witnesses or exhibits does not obligate the disclosing pany to use those 
witnesses or  exhibits at the hearing. By mutual consent of the parties, any of the 
requirements of this paragraph may be waived or modified. 
Each of the parties in the arbitration proceeding shall bear the fees and expenses it 
incurs and the fees and expenses of the impartial arbitretar shall be bome equally by both 
parties provided, however, that thc total compensation of such impartial arbitrator shall be 
agreed upon in advance after submission of the matter in controversy to the impanial 
arbitrator. 
In the case of a grievance relative to disciplinary suspension or demotion, or discharge 
for cause, such grievance shall be originated at Step 2 in the grievance procedure. I 
In grievances involving discharges, it is the objective of the parties that the grievance 
will normally be resolved within nine (9) months of the discharge. In order to accomplish 
this objective. if the grievance is processed to Step 4 and a panel of arbitrators is 
requested from the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, the panel shall include 
the names of fifteen (15) arbitrators who are members of the National Academy of 
Arbitrators. The parties agree to confer within ten (10) business days of receipt of the list 
of arbitraton from the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. The parties shall 
engage in  an alternate strike process until only one arbitrator is remainina and. umn 
. - . 
<clcit~on of suck nrhltraulr. shall promptly nollfy Ihe Fedeml hlrJ~~lls,n 2nd Conr.lltottor 
Service of I t~ i lhr r  sclritton. The panles shdll altem~tc the inl t~ot~on f the stnkc pnrers 
I f  the selected arbitrator i s  not aviilable to conduct the arbitration hearing within-two (2) 
months of his or her selection, the next mutually agreeable arbitrator on the panel wi l l  be 
contacted for their availability. I f  a transcript of the hearing is requested. it must be 
furnished within three (3) weeks of the close of the heuing. By mutual consent, any of 
the foregoing time periods may be waived or modified. 
I f  the charges are not sustained in the procedure outlined in this Anicle, the 
employee's record shall be cleared of such charges and in case of loss of any wages they 
shell be reimbursed for such loss. 
In the case of a grievance as a result of implement in^ a de~anrnental reoreanization or 
- - .  - 
technological change affecting employees in the bargaining unit, changes in an existing 
job classification, or the establishment of a new iob clessification, such grievance may be 
originated at Step 2. 
Either the Company or Union may chwse to utilize the Expedited Arbitration 
Procedure. in the case of a grievance where the requested remedy would cost the 
Company under $25.000 and the issue docs not involve disciplinary action of more than 
three days or discharge. 
Under the Expedited Arbitration Pmedure. the appointmen1 of an impanial arbitrator 
shall be made from a list furnished to the panies under the procedure provided in the 
Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services. The 
l i s t  shall contain the names of fifteen (1.5) arbitrators all of whom are members of the 
National Academy of Arbitrators. The panies agree to confer within ten (10) business dsys 
of recei~t of the list af arbitrators from the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. 
The panies shall engage in sn alternate strike process until only one arbitrator is remaining 
and, upon selection of such arbitrdtor, shall promptly notify the Federal Mediation and 
Conciliation Service of hislher selection. The penies shall alternate the initiation of the 
strike Drucess. When the s~mintment of sn imnanial arbitrator is made under such rules. 
. . 
the arbitrution shall be conducted under the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services. Al l  decisions rendered by the impanial 
arbitrator shall bc final and binding on both panies. The impanial arbitrator shall be 
governed wholly by the terms of this Agreement and shall have no power to add or to 
chsnge i t s  temls. 
Grievances in the Expedited Arbitration Procedure shall be presented to the Company 
and Union by representatives as referenced in  Steps 1.2.3 of the grievance procedure and 
shall be heard without attorneys unless both panies mutually agree to their inclusion in 
this step of the process, and shall be conducted without transcripts or recordings. The 
Arbitrator shall issue a one-page Arbitration Award within ten (10) days of the hearing. 
The lmpanial Arbitrator shill, be governed wholly by the terms of this Agreement and 
shall have no power to  add or to change its terms or grant any remedy that would cast in 
excess of $25.000 to  the Company. The Arbitration Award shall be binding on the 
Company and the Union, but shall not constitute a precedent as to other grievances in the 
future and shall not be introduced into any other arbitratian in the future. No mare than 
one grievance mav be submitted in each exoedited arbitration oroceedine. 
Other  Provisions 
Either the Company or Union representatives participating in the discussions outlined 
above may, if they agree that further determination of fact is required, request an 
extension of time which may be manted bv the other. In no event shall anv extension bv 
. - 
either or both parties exceed one additional time period provided for at the level where 
the extension is qranted. BY mutual consent, any steu in the grievance urocedure mav be 
- . . - 
bypassed. 
Unless mutually agreed, summaries prepared under this provision shall not be 
admissible at any arbitration between the panics. 
In the event of a dispute or difference, the parties hereto shall continue to transact and 
carry on their business in the same manner as at the time of the raising of the question or 
questions in dispute until a settlement is reached through the grievance or arbitration 
procedure provided in this Article. 
6. Pay at their basic hourly rates of pay will be allowed officially designated Union 
representatives, or their alternates, as provided for in this Article, for the basic workdays 
of their basic workweek, while engaged in the following steps of the grievance procedure: 
Stewards .................................................... Step I 
Chief Stewards ........................................... Ster, I 
ARTICLE lX 
Term of Agreements 
I. This Agreement, when signed by the proper officials of the Company and the 
Union and approved by the President of the Brotherhood, shall be effective as of April 1, 
2001, for the employees on the payroll on or after April I ,  2001. 
2. The term of the current Agreement shall be from April I .  2001. to  September 30. 
2005 solely with respect to Exelon Generation Company (Nuclear), and September 30, 
2M)b solely with respect to Commonwealth Edison Company (ComEd) and Exelon 
Business Services Company (BSC). The Agreement as applicable to Nuclear and the 
Agreement as applicable to CamEd and BSC, respectively, shall be considered renewed 
from term to term of one ( I )  year each at their respective expiration dates of September 
30. 2005 and September 30. 2006. and each subsequent September 30, unless a written 
notice of desire to amend or terminate the applicable Agreement is given by the Union or 
by the applicable company at least sixty (60) days prior to the expiration of the term of 
the applicable Agreement or of any renewal period and in such case negotiations shall 
proceed between Nuclear and the Union or between CornEd, BSC and the Union for 
separate collective bargaining agreements either ( I )  solely between Nuclear and the 
Union with respect to a bargaining unit comprised only of those classifications at 
locations covered by the current Agreement who arc employees of Nuclear (and on 
September 30, 2005 all rights and obligations of Nuclear, if any, with respect to 
emplovees of ComEd and BSC, and those of CamEd and BSC, if any, with respect to 
. . 
employees of Nuclear shall terminate: under all circumstances, Nuclear shall continue to 
have all existing obligatians with respect to its own employees unless changed through 
the collective bareainine orocess and ComEd and BSC shall continue to have all existine 
u -. - 
obligations with respect to their own employees unless changed through the collective 
bargaining process) or  (2) solely between ComEd. BSC and the Union with respect to a 
bargaining unit comprised only of those classifications at locations covered by the current 
Agreement who are employees of ComEd or BSC. In the event such written notice 
expresses a desire to amend the appliceble Agreement, such desired amendments shall he 
set fonh in writine, and accompany the notice of desire to amend. The applicable ~ a n i e s  
- . . . . 
agree to commence negotiations on any proposed amendments not less than (40) days 
prior to the end of the then current term, and funher agree that if said negotiations are not 
completed by the expiration date of the then current term of the applicable Agreement, 
then the term of that Agreement as applicable to either Nuclear or ComEd and BSC shell 
- . . 
automatically be extended so long as negotiations are in progress. Changes in the 
Agreement can be made at any time by mutual consent. 
The undersigned agree to the provisions of the Memorandum ofAgreement dated April 
18, 2001, with a recommendation to the membership for their ratification. 
Relations, President & Business Manager 
Gr ory W. Castle Nicholas A. Cina 
Vi President, Labor Relations, Senior '&sistant Business Rep 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
R a n .  (?a 
Robert B. Castle Robert A. Joyce 
Director, Labor Relations, Exelon Vice President & Senior Assistant 
Generation Company Business Rep 
I 
& 
Thomas H. @Reilly 
Senior Assistant Business ep 
Community Relations, 
Administrative Services, 
Linn R. Lasater 
Director, Labor Relations 
Exelon Business Services Company 
Regional ~istributioi Operations 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
J/.do, 
Date 
CLERICAL 
EXHIBIT A 
Exelon Generation Company 
(Nuclear) 
CLERICAL EXHIBIT A 
Exelon Generation Company (Nuclear) 
Schedules of Bosic Hourly Rates of Pay 
and 
Time and Rate Steps 
Oflice Service Representative (Full-Time) 
R a e  Steps Time Step Cumulntive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months Yenn 
1008 10.43 10 80 11.23 11.68 12 
10.60 10.97 11.35 11.80 I 2  77 I 7  I 
Office Service Representative (Part-Time) 
Rate Steps Time Slep Cumulntive 
01/01/01 03n5/02 03/24/03 0J/01/04 04/01/05 Months Yenn 
*Ofice Service Specialist (Full Time) 
Rate Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 
10.08 10.43 10.80 
10.60 10.97 11.35 
11.12 11.51 11.91 
11.62 12.03 12.45 
12.93 13.38 13.85 
Time Step Cumulative 
Months Yenn 
12 
I2 I 
12 2 
12 3 
I2 4 
Slenographai pos~tl,,ns ,h.ill receive 3 hour ly  ~ d d ~ r n e  in the Jmunt  d f $  O S  t n 2 U O I .  S 70 In 2002, 
5 72 1n?W3. S 7 5  in ?OW. and 5 78 in ?WS 
for all hours worked including overtime. This additive is subject to applicable base wage increases. 
'Office Service Specialist (Part Time) 
Rate Steps Time Step Cumulntivr 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months Yean 
10.08 10.43 10.80 11.23 11.68 24 
10.60 10.97 11.35 11.80 12.27 24 2 
11.12 11.51 11.91 12.39 12.89 24 4 
11.62 12.03 12.45 12.95 13.47 24 6 
12.93 13.38 13.85 14.40 14.98 24 8 
15.78 16.33 16.90 17.58 18.28 24 10 
18.95 19.61 20.30 21.11 21.95 Marimum 12 
*Stenographic positions shall receive a hourly additive in [he amount of S.68 in 2001. S.70 in 2002. 
$.72 in 2003. S.75 in 2 W .  and $.78 in 2005 for all hours worked including overtime. This additive 
is subject to applicable base wage increases. 
#Clerk, Grade A (Stenographic-Swretnrial) 
General Clerk I 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months 
21.36 22.11 22.88 23.80 24.75 6 
21.59 22.35 23.13 24.06 25.02 6 
21.63 22.39 23.17 24.10 25.06 Marimum 
# limited to present incumbents only 
Operating Clerk 111 
Procedures Clerk 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03R5/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 O4lON)I/OS Months 
23.02 23.83 24.66 25.65 26.68 6 
23.12 23.93 24.77 25.76 26.79 Marimurn 
#limbed to present incumbents only 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 0 
3 6 
4 0 
Curnulolive 
Yeors Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 0 
3 6 
4 0 
Central File Clerk 
Surveillance Clerk 
Rote Steps 
03R4/03 
Rate Steps 
03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 
27.04 27.99 29.11 30.27 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Maritnum 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marimum 
Cumulntive 
Years Months 
Cumuhtive 
Years Months 
Documents Control Clerk 
Rate Steps 
04/01/01 03R5/02 03/24/03 
Time Step Cumulnlive 
Months Yeon Months 
6 
6 0 6 
6 I 0 
6 I 6 
6 2 0 
6 2 6 
6 3 0 
6 3 6 
Marimurn 4 0 
CLERICAL 
EXHIBIT A 
Commonwealth Edison 
Distribution and Business 
Services Company 
CLERICAL EXHIBIT A 
Commonwealth Edison Distribution and Business Services Company 
Schedules of Basic Hourly Rates of Pay 
and 
Time and Rate Steps 
Entry Clerk, Treasury, Central Mail Facilities, General Office (Full Time) 
Rote Steps 
03/24/03 04/01/04 
10.80 11.23 
11.35 11.80 
11.91 12.39 
Time Step 
Months 
12 
I2 
I2 
12 
12 
12 
I2 
Marimurn 
Entry Clerk, Treasury, Central Mail Facilities, General Office (Part-Time) 
Rote Steps Time Step Cumukzfive 
04/01/01 03L?5/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years 
10.08 10.43 1080 11.23 11.68 12.15 24 
Office Service Representative (Full Time) 
Rare Steps Time Srep Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years 
10.08 10.43 10.80 11.23 11.68 12.15 12 
Office Service Representative (Part Time) 
Rare Steps Time Step Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years 
1008 1043 10.80 11.23 11.68 12.15 24 
10.60 10.97 11.35 11.80 12.27 12.76 24 2 
11.12 11.51 11.91 12.39 12.89 13.41 24 4 
11.62 12.03 12.45 12.95 13.47 14.01 24 6 
12.38 12.81 13.26 13.79 14.34 14.91 24 8 
Operator, Senior Grade, Duplicating Machines 
Rate Steps 
03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 
*Ofice Service Specialisl (Full Time) 
Time Step 
04/01/06 Months 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
Rote Sleps Time Slep Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years 
10.08 10.43 10.80 1123 11.68 12.15 I2 
11.62 12.03 12.45 12.95 13.47 14.01 12 3 
12.93 13.38 13.85 14.40 14.98 15.58 I2 4 
15.78 16.33 16.90 17.58 18.28 19.01 12 5 
18.95 19.61 20.30 21.11 21.95 22.83 Marirnun 6 
* Stenographic positions shall receive a hourly additive in the amount of$.68 in 2001, $.70 in 2002. $.72 in 2003. 
$.75 in 2034, $.78 in 2005. and $.81 in 2006 for all hours worked including overtime. This additive is subject to 
applicable base wage increases. 
*Ofice Service Specialist (Part Time) 
Rate Steps Time Step Cumulative 
O ~ / O I / O I  03/zs/nz 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years 
~- ~ ~ ~ 
18.95 19.61 20.30 21.11 21.95 22.83 Maximum 12 
* Stenoeraohic Dositions shall receive a hourly additive in the amount of 5.68 in 2001, $.70 in 2002,$.72 in 2003, 
- .  . 
5.75 in 2004, $.78 in 2005. and $81  in 2006 for all hours worked including overtime. This additive is subject to 
applicable base wage increases. 
#Clerk, Grade A (Stenographic-Secretarial) 
General Clerk I 
Rate Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 
21.49 22.24 23.02 23.94 
21.53 22.28 23.06 23.98 
21.56 22.31 23.09 24.01 
21.59 22.35 23.13 24.06 
21.63 22.39 23.17 24.10 
#limited to present incumbents only 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Maximum 
Cumulntive 
Years Months 
Plant Analyst, Junior Grade 
Rote Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/0/01/04 
21.51 22.26 23.04 23.96 
Energy Technician 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marimurn 
Rare Steps Time Srep 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monrhs 
23.03 23.84 24.67 25.66 26.69 27.76 6 
2 3 , s  23.87 24.71 25.70 26 73 27.80 6 
23.09 23.90 24.74 25.73 26.76 27.83 6 
23.12 23.93 24.77 25.76 26.79 27.86 6 
23.15 23.96 24.80 25.79 26.82 27.89 6 
23.19 24.00 24.84 25.83 . 26.86 27.93 6 
23.22 24.03 24.87 25.86 26.89 27.97 6 
23.30 24.12 24.96 25.96 27.06 28.08 Maximum 
Curnulafive 
Yean Months 
Cumulative 
Yenn Months 
# Customer Service Representative 
Rote Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
22.40 23.18 23.99 24.95 25. 95 26.99 
23.65 24.48 25.34 26.35 27.40 28.50 
23.68 24.51 25.37 26.38 27.44 28.54 
23.71 24.54 25.40 26.42 27.48 28.58 
23.82 24.65 25.51 26.53 27.59 28.69 
# limited to present incumbents only (Effeecrive 09/08/97) 
Time Step 
Months 
3 
3 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marimurn 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
Customer Service Representative (Effective 09/08/97) 
Rate Steps Time Slep Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years 
17.22 17.82 18.44 19.18 19.95 20 75 12 
# Customer Service Reprewntative - Part-Time 
Rare Steps Time Step Cumuldive 
04/01Al 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monlhs Years Monrhs 
22.40 23.18 23.99 24.95 25.95 26.99 3 
22.95 23.75 24.58 25.56 26.58 2764 6 0 3 
23.53 24.35 25.20 26.21 2726 28.35 12 2 
2157 24.39 25.24 26.25 27.30 28.39 12 3 
23.61 24.44 25.30 26.31 27.36 28.45 12 4 
23.65 24.48 25.34 26.35 27.40 28.50 12 5 
23.68 24.51 25.37 26.38 2 7.44 28.54 12 6 
23.71 24.54 25.40 26.42 27.48 28.58 12 7 
23.82 24.65 25.51 26.53 27.59 28.69 Marimum 8 
#limited to present incumbents only (Effective 09/08/97) 
Customer Service Representative - Part-Time (Effective 09/08/97), 1040-1248 Scheduled Hours Yearly 
Rare Steps Time Step Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years 
Customer Service Representative - Part.Time (Effective 09/08/97), 1249-1664 Scheduled Hours Yearly 
Rote Steps Time Step Cumulntive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years 
17.22 1 7 82 18.44 19.18 19.95 20.75 18 
#Field Accounts Representative 
Rate Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 
22.75 23.55 24.37 25.34 26.35 
22.78 23.58 24.41 25.39 
22.82 23.62 24.45 25.43 
22.84 23.64 24.47 25.45 
22.88 23.68 24.51 25.49 
22.93 23.73 24.56 25.54 
22.96 23.76 24.59 25.57 
22.99 23.79 24.62 25.60 
23.03 23.84 24.67 25.66 
#limited to present incumbents only 
Time Step Curnulntive 
04/01/06 Months Yeors Months 
27.40 6 
#Clerk AA (Stenographir-Secretarial) 
Commercial Clerk I11 
Financial Business Clerk I11 
Financial Clerk 111 
General Business Clerk 111 
Operating Clerk 111 
Role Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
-. - - -  
22.88 23.68 24.51 25.49 2651 27.57 
22.93 23.73 24.56 25.54 26.56 2762 
22.96 23.76 24.59 25.57 26.59 2 7 65 
22.99 23.79 24.62 25.60 26.62 27.68 
23.02 23.83 24.66 25.65 26.68 2775 
23.12 23.93 24.77 25.76 26.79 2 7 86 
# limired 10 presenr incurnbenrr only 
Construction Order Clerk 
Rate Steps 
04/0l/Ol 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marimunz 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
ti 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marimu,n 
Cttrnulnfive 
Yenn Months 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
0 6 
1 0 
1 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 0 
3 6 
4 0 
Customer Interview Representative 
New Construction Representative 
Rate Steps Time SIep 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
24.51 25.37 26.26 27.31 28.40 29.54 Maximum 
#Bill Adjustment Clerk 
Customer Service Clerk 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
25.75 26.65 27.58 28.68 29.83 31.02 6 
25.96 26.87 27.81 28.92 30.08 31.28 6 
25.99 26.90 2 7 84 28.95 30.11 31.31 6 
26.08 26.99 2 7.93 29.05 30.21 31.42 Maximum 
#limited ro present incumbenrs only 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
Curnuhfive 
Yean Months 
0 6 
#Credit Representative 
Rote Steps 
04~01~01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 
25.81 26.71 27.64 28.75 
25.85 26.75 27.69 28.80 
25.89 26.80 27.74 28.85 
25.92 26.83. 27 77 28.88 
25.95 26.86 27.80 28.91 
25.98 26.89 27.83 28.94 
26. W 26.91 2 7.85 28.96 
26.03 26.94 2 7 88 29.00 
2613 27.04 27.99 29.11 
#limited ro present incumbenrs only 
Commercial Clerk 11 
Customer Credil Representative 
Financial Business Clerk 11 
Operating Clerk I1 
Service Representative 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Maximum 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monlhs 
26.13 27.04 2799 29.11 30.27 31.48 6 
Cumulative 
Yeon Monrhs 
Analyst, Plant Accounting 
Customer Off~cee Representative 
Rare Slepps Time Srep 
03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monrhs 
27.99 29.11 30.27 31.48 6 
28.03 29.15 30.32 31.53 6 
28.09 29.21 30.38 31.60 6 
28.11 29.23 3040 31.62 6 
2814 29.27 30.44 31.66 6 
28.17 29.30 30.47 31.69 6 
28.20 29.33 30.50 31.72 6 
28.23 29.36 30.53 31.75 6 
28.35 29.48 30.66 31.89 Marirnum 
Cumulative 
Yenn 
0 
I 
6 
I 0 
I 6 
Senior Energy Technician 
Rare Steps Time Srep Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years Months 
26.57 27.50 28.46 29.60 30.78 32.01 6 
26.60 2 7.53 28.49 29.63 30.82 32.05 6 0 6 
Billing Clerk 
Aabtant Analysl Real &Late Records 
UCommerdal Accounts Clerk 
Commercial Credit Clerk 
I'holugrapher. Omre 
Tnx Rwords Anal!rk Clerk 
Time Slap 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Moximum 
Rare Sleps Time S~ep 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 O4/0I/O5 04/01/06 Months 
27.55 28.51 29.51 30.69 31.92 33.20 6 
27.58 28.55 29.55 30.73 31.96 33.24 6 
2769 28.66 29.66 3085 32.08 33.36 Mnrirnum 
#limited ro prcrent incumbenu only 
Cumulntive 
Yeon Months 
Cumulnh've 
Yeon Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 0 
3 6 
4 0 
Commercial Clerk I 
Financial Business Clerk I 
Operating Clerk I 
Photographer, Field 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
2748 28.44 29.44 3062 31.84 33.11 6 
27.69 28.66 2 9 66 30.85 32.08 33.36 6 
27.72 28.69 29.69 30.88 32.12 33.40 6 
27.81 28.78 29.79 30.98 32.22 33.51 Marimurn 
Financial Statements Clerk 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
2 7.90 28.88 29.89 31.09 32.33 33.62 Marimurn 
Cumulative 
Yenn Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
Cumuhfive 
Yeon Months 
Console Operator 
Financial Business Analysis Clerk 
Role Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
27.67 28.64 29.64 30.83 32.06 33.34 
27.69 28.66 29.66 30.85 32.08 33.36 
Time Step 
Monrhs 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marimu,n 
Cumulntive 
Years Months 
PHYSICAL 
EXHIBIT A 
Exelon Generation Company 
(Nuclear) 
PHYSICAL EXHIBIT A 
Exelon Generation Company (Nuclear) 
Schedules o f  Basic Hourly Rates o f  Pay 
and 
Time and Rate Steps 
Janitor 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months 
13.63 . 14.11 14.60 1118 15.79 6 
13.69 14.17 14.67 15.26 15.87 6 
13.76 14.24 14.74 15.33 15.94 6 
1382 14.30 14.80 15.39 16.01 6 
13.87 14.36 14.86 15.45 16.07 Marinzu~n 
Station Laboret 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months 
13.84 14.32 14.82 15.41 16.03 6 
Cumulative 
Yeon Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
Material Handler I 
Helper, Electrical 
Helper, Mechanical 
Rare Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 
17.42 1803 18.66 19.41 20.19 
17.46 18.07 18.70 19.45 20.23 
17.50 1811 18.74 19.49 20.27 
1 7.55 18.16 18.80 19.55 20.33 
17.61 18.23 18.87 19.62 20.40 
17.65 1827 18.91 19.67 20.46 
1769 18.31 18.95 1971 20.50 
Time Step Cumulative 
Months Years Months 
6 
6 0 6 
6 I 0 
6 I 6 
6 2 0 
6 2 6 
MnxUrzre,t 3 0 
Time Step Cumslotive 
Months Yeon Months 
6 
6 0 6 
6 I 0 
6 I 6 
6 2 0 
Auxiliary Operator 
Rote Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 
17.62 18.24 18.88 
Material Handler 
Time Step 
04/01/05 Months 
20.43 6 
Time Step 
Monlhs 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marhr,ur,l 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
0 6 
Chemistry Technician B 
Radiation Protection Technician B 
Rate Steps Time Step Cumulntive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months Years Months 
21.75 22.51 23.30 24.23 25.20 3 
21.79 22.55 23.34 24.27 25.24 3 0 3 
21.83 22.59 23.38 24.32 25.29 3 0 6 
21.97 22.74 23.54 24.48 25.46 6 0 9 
22.00 22.77 23.57 24.51 25.49 6 I 3 
22.04 22.81 23.61 24.55 25.53 Maximum I 9 
Instrument Mechanic B 
Maintenance Electrician B 
Mechanic B 
Nuclear Fuel Handler B 
Rate Steps Time Step Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months Years Months 
21.77 22.53 23.32 24.25 25.22 6 
21.82 22.58 23.37 24.30 25.27 6 0 6 
21.98 22.75 23.55 24.49 25.47 6 3 0 
22.04 22.81 23.61 24.55 25.53 Maximum 3 6 
hlalerinl Handler, Senior 
Role Steps Time Step Cumuhtive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 0304/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months Years Months 
22.95 23.75 24.58 25.56 26.58 6 
22.98 23.78 24.61 25.59 26.61 6 0 6 
23.12 23.93 24.77 25.76 26.79 6 3 0 
23.19 24. W 24.84 25.83 26.86 Maximum 3 6 
Material Handler, Senior hlaterinl Control 
Role Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 
26.20 27.12 28.07 29.19 30.36 
Time SIep 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Maximum 
Cumulntive 
Years Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 0 
3 6 
Instrument Mechanic A 
Maintenonre Electrician A 
Mechanic A 
Nuclear Furl Handler A 
Chemistry Technician 
Conlral Svslsm Technician 
Radialinn Prntertian Trchniclan 
.Senior E I~ r l r l ra l  \ rchanic. Suclenr 
Senior 3lninlennnre Electricv-n 
Senior Mcchonir 
Senior Moehnnir, Nuclear 
Eguipment Operator, Nuclear 
Rate Steps Time Step Cumulative 
04/ONOI 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Months Yean Monrhs 
28.05 29.03 30.05 31.25 32.50 6 
28.08 29.06 30.08 31.28 32.53 6 0 6 
Nudear Sbtion Operator 
Rate Steps Time Step Cumulative 
M/O1/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 Modhs Years Monlhs 
29.97 31.02 32.11 33.39 34.73 6 
PHYSICAL 
EXHIBIT A 
Commonwealth Edison 
Distribution and Business 
Services Company 
PHYSICAL EXHIBIT A 
Commonwealth Edison Distribution and Business Services Company 
Schedules of Basic Hourly Roles of Pay 
and 
Time and Rnte Steps 
Helper, Stockroom 
#Janitor 
Rare Sreps Time Step Curnulalive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monlhs Years Monlhs 
13.63 14.11 14.60 15.18 15.79 16.42 6 
1269 14.17 14.67 15.26 15.87 16.50 6 0 6 
13.76 14.24 14.74 15.33 15.94 16.58 6 I 0 
13.82 14.30 14.80 15.39 16.01 16.65 6 I 6 
13.87 14.36 14.86 15.45 . 16.07 16.71 Maximum 2 0 
# lintired ro present incu,nbenrs oftly 
Meter Reader' Hired prior to 03/15/1999 (Negoliated Package) 
Rare Sreps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
14.19 14.69 15.20 15.81 16.44 17.10 
14.24 14.74 15.26 15.87 16.50 17.16 
14.29 14.79 15.31 15.92 16.56 17.22 
14.91 15.43 15.97 16.61 17.27 1 7.96 
14.97 15.49 16.03 16.67 17.34 18.03 
16.22 16.79 17.38 1808 18.80 19.55 
Plus Bonus 
Time Step 
Monrhs 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Maxb,,"", 
Cumukrlive 
Years Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
5 6 
Meter Reader* Hired on or after 03/15/1999 (Negotiated Package) 
Rare Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
12.64 13.08 13.54 14.08 14.64 15.23 
1146 13.93 14.42 15.00 1560 16.22 
14.27 14.77 1129 15.90 16.54 17.20 
15.37 15.91 16.47 17.13 17.82 18.53 
'Plus Bonus 
Time Srep Cumulafive 
Months Yean 
12 
12 1 
I2 2 
I2 3 
I2 4 
Mnximam 5 
Garage Attendant 
Helper 
Helper, Construction 
Helper, Overhead 
Helper, Shop & Tool Services 
Rare Steps Time Slep Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Yeon Months 
13.84 14.32 14.82 15.41 16.03 16.67 6 
Moterinl Handler I 
Role Steps Time Step Cumulnrive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/21/03 04/01/04 01/01/05 04/01/06 Months Yeom Months 
17.22 17.82 18.44 19.18 1 9.95 20 75 6 
Delivery Messenger 
Rare Steps 
04/01/01 03125/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
17.33 17 94 1857 19.31 2 0 0 s  20.88 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marbnurn 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
Appliance Mechanic 
Rote Steps 
03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
17.97 18.60 19.34 2Oll  20.91 
18.01 18.64 19.39 20.17 20.98 
18.04 18.67 19.42 20.20 21.01 
18.07 18.70 19.45 20 23 21.04 
18.10 18.73 19.48 20.26 21.07 
18.14 18.77 19.52 20.30 21.11 
18.17 18.81 19.56 20.34 21.15 
18.23 18.87 19.62 20.40 21.22 
Delivery Driver 
Material Delivery Driver 
Mechanic, 2nd Grade, Omce Appliances 
Rate Steps 
0410/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
18.69 19.34 2002 20.82 21.65 22.52 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marimum 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Maximum 
Cumuhtive 
Years Months 
Cumuhfive 
Years Months 
Building hlaintainer (Substation Operating) 
Rale Steps 
O-IN)I/OI 03i25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 01/01/06 
18.77 19.43 20.11 20.91 21.75 22.62 
Time Step 
Monlhs 
6 
Cable and Conduit Electrician (Electrical Construclion) 
Chaulleur (Transportation) 
Construction Laborer 
Meter Mechanic, Junior Grade 
Supply and Equipmenl Handler, Sr. Gr., Overhead, Field (Electricill Conslruclion) 
Rale Sleps 
04/01/01 03R5/02 03D1/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
18.94 19.60 20.29 21.10 21.94 22.82 
Time Slep 
Monlhr 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Muinturn 
Curnularive 
Yean Months 
Cumulnrive 
Years Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
Shop Mechanic 
Material Handler 
Rate Steps Time Step 
03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
20.42 21.24 22.09 22.97 6 
2046 21.28 22.13 23.02 6 
20.49 21.31 22.16 23.05 6 
20.52 21.34 22.19 23.08 6 
20 56 21.38 22.24 23.13 6 
20.63 21.46 22.32 23.21 Maximum 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Maximu,n 
Cumuhtive 
Yeom Months 
0 6 
I 0 
Cumuhtive 
Yean Months 
Mechanic (Electrical Consf~ction) 
Role Steps Timc Step Cumulnh've 
04/01/01 03R5/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monlhs Yean Months 
21.69 22.45 23.24 24.17 25.14 26.15 6 
21.72 22.48 23.27 24.20 25.17 26.18 6 0 6 
Cable Splicer, Starting 
Role Steps Time Step CumulnIive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03R4103 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monlhs Y e m  Monlhs 
21.75 22.51 23.30 24.23 25.20 26.21 3 
Assistant Operator (Subslnlion Operating) 
Electrical Mechanic B 
UFaeilitks Inspodor 
Mainlrnance Operalor, 2nd Crnde (Subsbtion Operating) 
Material Handler, Grade A (Trnnsportntion) 
hlechanir B 
Mechanic B, Trnaportntion Equipmenl 
Meler Mechanic 
# limited lo prewnr incumbenu only 
Overhead Patroller 
Rob Steps 
03/21/03 04/01/04 
23.54 24.48 
23.57 24.81 
23.61 24.55 
23.65 24.60 
23.68 24.63 
23.70 24.65 
?3.75 24.70 
23.83 24.78 
Time Slep 
Munlhs 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Marirnlrrn 
Time Step 
Month.$ 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Mari",~rn 
Curnulnn'vr 
Yeon Monlhr 
0 6 
I 0 
Automobile Dispatcher (Transportation) 
Rote Steps Time Step Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years Months 
22.00 22.77 23.57 24.51 25.49 26.51 6 
22.04 22.81 23.61 24.55 25.53 26.55 6 0 6 
22.08 22.85 23.65 24.60 25.58 26.60 6 I 0 
22. 1 1 22.88 23.68 24.63 25.62 26.64 6 I 6 
22.15 22.93 23.73 24.68 25.67 26.70 6 2 0 
22.18 22.96 23.76 24.71 25.70 26.73 6 2 6 
22.20 22.98 23.78 24.73 25.72 26.75 6 3 0 
22.27 23.05 23.86 24.81 25.80 26.83 Maximum 3 6 
4 
m 
hlechanic, OIlice Appliances 
Rate Sfeps Time Step Cumulnrive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 O.f/OI/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years. Months 
22.86 23.66 24.49 25.47 26.49 27.55 6 
22.90 23.70 24.53 25.51 26.53 27.59 6 0 6 
22.94 23.74 24.57 25.55 26.57 2763 6 I 0 
22.97 23.77 24.60 25.58 26.60 27.66 6 I 6 
23. W 23.81 24.64 25.63 26.66 27.73 6 2 0 
23.03 23.84 24.67 25.66 26.69 2 7.76 6 2 6 
23.06 23.87 24.71 25.70 26.73 27.80 6 3 0 
21.12 23.93 24.77 25.76 26.79 27.86 Marbta,rt 3 6 
Overhead Electrician Starting 
Rote Sreps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
22.84 23.64 24.47 25.45 . 26.47 27.53 3 
22.88 23.68 24.51 25.49 26.51 27.57 3 
22.94 23. 74 24.57 25.55 26.57 27.63 3 
23.07# 23.88# 24.72# 25.71# 26.74# 27.81# 6 
23.10 23.91 24.75 25.74 26.77 27.84 6 
23.13 23.94 24.78 25.77 26.80 27.87 Marimunt 
#This step by payroll advice only. 
Material Handler, Senior 
Rote Sleps 
04NII/0I 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 
22.95 23.75 24.58 25.56 
Time Step 
04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
26.58 2764 6 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
0 3 
0 6 
0 9 
I 3 
I 9 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 0 
3 6 
Energy Technician 
Rare Sleps Time Slep 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monlhs 
23.22 24.03 24.87 25.86 26.89 27.97 6 
23.30 24.12 24.96 25.96 27.00 28.08 Maximum 
Locksmilh (Substntian Operaling) 
Senior Applinnce Mechanic 
Underground System Recorder (Electrical Conslmclion) 
Role Steps Time Srep 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 01/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
2 1  14 23.95 24.79 25.78 26.81 2 7 88 6 
23.18 23.99 24.83 25.82 26.85 2 7.92 6 
23.20 24.01 24.85 25.84 26.87 27.94 6 
23.25 24.06 24.90 25.90 26.94 28.02 6 
Cumulnlive 
Yean Months 
Cumulnrive 
Yenn Months 
23.36 24.18 25.03 26.03 27.07 28.15 6 
23.42 24.24 25.09 26.09 27.13 28.22 Maximum 
#Building Operator 
Rare Steps Time Srep 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
CumulaIive 
Years Months 
26.05 26.96 27.90 29.02 30.18 31.39 6 3 0 
26.08 26.99 27.93 29.05 30.21 31.42 Maximum 3 6 
#limited to present incumbents only 
Material Handler, Senior, Yard Operations 
Rate Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 
25.96 26.87 2781 28.92 30.08 
25.99 26.90 2 7 84 28.95 3011 
26.01 26.92 2 7.86 28.97 30.13 
26.04 26.95 27.89 29.01 30.17 
26.07 26.98 27.92 29.04 30.20 
26.10 27.01 27.96 29.08 30.24 
26.14 27.05 28.00 2912 30.28 
26.19 27.11 28.06 29.18 3 0  35 
Time Step 
04/01/06 Monrhs 
CumulaIive 
Years Monrhs 
Senior Shop Mechanic 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Monrhs 
hlateriol Handler, Senior Material Control 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
26.20 27.12 28.07 29.19 30.36 31.57 6 
Cumulntive 
Ymrs Months 
Cumulntive 
Years Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
Mechanic 
Merhnnlc, Trsnspartnllon Equipment 
Meter Mwhanir. Spwinl 
Rorz Steps Time Slep Cumulnrivr 
04/0/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 OJRI/OS 04/01/06 Monlhi Years Monlhs 
26.25 27.17 2812 29.24 30.41 31.63 6 
26.28 27.20 28.15 29.28 30.45 31.67 6 0 6 
26.30 27.22 2817 29.30 30.47 31.69 6 I 0 
26.33 27.25 28.20 29.33 3050 31.72 6 I 6 
Cable Splicer hlwhanic, System Auto Shop 
Electrical Mechanic Mobile Equipment Mrrhanir 
hlarhine Operator Principal Farilitie lnrprrtor 
Maintenance Inspector Senior Energy Technician 
Mechanic Eleclronir #Service Mechanic 
Mechanic (Shops and Tool Service) Substation Opemtar 
Mechanic, Eleclrienl Underground Pmlwlion Electrician 
Rate Steps 
04/01/01 03t25102 03/24/03 04/0l/LU 
26.59 2752 2848 29.62 
26.62 2755 28.51 29.65 
26.65 27.58 28.55 29.69 
26.68 27.61 28.58 29.72 
26.71 27.64 2861 29.75 
26.74 27.68 28.65 29.80 
26.78 27.72 2869 29.84 
26.81 2775 28.72 29.87 
siirnitcd lo prssen~ incumbents only 
04/01/0S 
1080 
30.84 
J0.88 
J0.91 
JO 94 
30.99 
JIOJ 
31.m 
Time Step 
Monrhr 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Mui~ttum 
Principal Mechanic, OfIice Appliances 
Rate Steps 
04/01/01 03n5102 03/24/03 04/01/04 
27.40 28.36 29.35 30.52 
Overhead Electrician 
Rate Steps 
03R4/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
29.66 30.85 32.08 33.36 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
Maximum 
Time Step 
Cumulative 
Ymrs Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 0 
3 6 
Cumulnh've 
Years Months 
#Senior Tree Trimmer 
Rote Steps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 
# limited to present incumbents only 
Time Step Cumulnrive 
Months Years Months 
6 
6 0 6 
6 I 0 
6 I 6 
6 2 0 
6 2 6 
Senior Maintenance Inspector 
Rote Steps Time Step Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Yeors Months 
27  79 28.76 29.77 30.96 32.20 33.49 6 
Wmublc Elwlririnn Cable 
Awn Operator (Oulside Chicago) 
Cnblr Splicer. Spcrinl 
Almhanie, Meter Equipment 
Primary Meter Sr\icor 
Rate Steps Time Step Cumulative 
04/OI/OI 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years Months 
27.98 28.96 29.97 31.17 32.42 33.72 6 
Planner, Shops 
Principal Mechanic, Electrical 
Rote Steps Time Step Cumulative 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Yean Months 
Circuit Electrician (Electrical Construction) 
Crew Leader, Cable 
Crew Leader, Construction 
Crew Leader, Field Service 
Rate Steps Time Step Cumuhlive 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years Months 
2 8 1 9  29.18 30.20 31.41 32.67 33.98 6 
28.22 29.21 30.23 31.44 32.70 34.01 6 0 6 
Area Operator (Inside Chicngo) 
Rare Sreps 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 
Inspector, Overhead (Electrical Construction) 
Overhead Electrician Special 
Overhead Trouhleshwter 
Service Electrician 
Time Step 
Months 
6 
Rate Steps Time Step 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months 
29.07 3009  31.14 32.39 33.69 35.04 6 
Cumulative 
Years Months 
0 6 
I 0 
I 6 
2 0 
2 6 
3 0 
3 6 
Cumulative 
Yeon Monlhs 
Crew Leader, Line 
Rae  Steps Time Step Cumulnh've 
04/01/01 03/25/02 03/24/03 04/01/04 04/01/05 04/01/06 Months Years Months 
29.29 30.32 31.38 32.64 33.95 35.31 6 
CLERICAL 
EXHIBIT B 
CLERICAL EXHIBIT B 
This List Represents Normal Promotional Paths 
Combined Seniority Listing 
Clerical 
General Notes: 
I .  Promotions and demotions will be made within the terms and provisions of the Seniority Agreement dated February 
19, 1996 and the revision to the Pan-time Agreements dated April 18, 2001 on the basis of consideration of ability 
and promotional service date, which date has been agreed upon between the Company and the Local Union. The 
judging of ability will include consideration of such factors as appropriate experience, skill, and effectiveness on 
the job. 
2. Clerical job openings will be handled in accordance with the "Ground Rules for Clerical Promotions" dated April 
28, 1997. 
3. In making promotions to "b id  jobs, consideration will first be given to all employees in the next lower "bid" 
group. If no qualified employee is available form this group, then the job will be posted for a period of five 
working days within the area affected. Any employee in a lower "bid" or "listed group may make written 
application to the Human Resources Department setting forth their qualifications. 
4. In making promotions within a Bid Group. Listed Group, or Pool Group, first consideration will be given to those 
employees in the next lowerjob classification as outlined in Exhibit B. 
BID GROUP A - J o b  Classifications 
Normallv Promotes To 
A1 Console Operator 
A2 Financial Business Analysis Clerk*** 
A3 Financial Statements Clerk*** A2,l 
A4 Commercial Clerk I A3,2,1 
A5 Documents Control Clerk++ A3,2,1 
A6 General Service Representative++ A3,Z.l 
A7 Operating Clerk I 
A8 Financial Business Clerk I*** 
A9 Liability Rep.*** 
A10 Photographer - Field** 
** Right of Selection 
++ Selection on a basis of ability only. Before the promotional appointment is made, the Company will discuss the 
matter with the Union. Such selection shall not be subject to the provisions of Article VNI ifrhe qualifications 
of the job specificatio~~ are met. 
*** Right of selection will be limited to the top five (5) employees by promotional service date who expressed 
interest in this job. 
BID GROUP B 
Job Classifications 
B1 Billing Clerk 
8 2  #Commercial Accounts Clerk 
B3 Commercial Credit Clerk 
B4 Asst. Analyst Real Estate Records 
BS Photographer - Office** 
B6 Tax Records Analysis Clerk 
B7 Senior Energy Technician 
B8 Analyst Plant Accounting 
B9 Customer Office Representative 
BIO Commercial Clerk 11 
Bl  l Customer Credit Representative 
8 1 2  Operating Clerk I1 
B13 Service Representative 
8 1 4  Surveillance Clerk 
8 1 5  Financial Business Clerk I1 
Normallv Promotes T o  
Bid Group A 
Bid Group A 
Bid Group A 
Bid Group A 
Bid Group A 
Bid Group A 
B6.5,4,3,1, Bid Group A 
B6,5,4,3,1, Bid Group A 
B6,5,4,3,1, Bid Group A 
B9,8,7,6,5,4,3,1, Bid Group A 
B9.8,7,6,5,4,3,1, Bid Group A 
B9,8,7,6,5,4,3,1, Bid Group A 
B9,8,7.6.5,4,3,1, Bid Group A 
B9,8,7,6,5,4,3,1, Bid Group A 
B9,8,7,6,5.4,3.1. Bid Group A 
**Right of Selection 
# Limited ro preserlr irlc~orlber~ts prlly 
BID GROUP C 
Job Classifications 
C I #Credit Representative 
C2 #Bill Adjustment Clerk 
C3 Central File Clerk 
C4 Customer Service Clerk 
CS Customer Interview Representative 
C6 New Construction Representative 
C7 Customer Service Representative 
C8  Construction Order Clerk 
C9 
CIO 
C I  I 
C12 
C13 
C14 
CIS 
C16 
Energy Technician 
Commercial Clerk 111 
Operating Clerk 111 
Procedures Clerk 
Financial Clerk I11 
Financial Business Clerk UI 
General Business Clerk I11 
#Clerk AA (Stenographic-Secretarial) 
Normally Promotes T o  
Bid Group B 
Bid Group B 
Bid Group B 
Bid Group B 
C4,3, Bid Group B 
C4,3, Bid Group B 
C6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
C6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
C8,7,6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
C8,7,6,5.4,3, Bid Group B 
C8,7,6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
C8,7,6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
C8,7,6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
C8,7,6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
C8,7,6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
C8,7,6,5,4,3, Bid Group B 
# Limited to preserlr irlcrrmbenrs only 
Job Classifications 
LI #Field Accounts Rep. 
L2 Plant Analyst. Jr. Grade 
L3 General Clerk I 
LA #Clerk Grade A - Steno 
# Limited to presenr incumbenfs only. 
LISTED JOB CLASSIFICATIONS 
Normallv Promotes To 
Bid Group C 
Bid Group C 
L2, Bid Group C 
L2, Bid Group C 
LISTED GROUP 2 
Job Classifications Normallv Promotes To 
PI Operator. Sr. Grade, Duplicating Machines Listed Job 
P2 Office Sewice Specialist Listed Job 
General Notes: 
5. Certain jobs, which require little or no previous experience in the Company or Department, are "pool" jobs. The 
following are "pool" jobs. In making promotions, employees in Listed Group 2 and Pool job classifications shall be 
considered one group. 
6. Consideration will be given to filling these jobs from within the company, before hiring a new employee. 
POOL .10B CLASSIFICATIONS 
Job Classifications 
P3 Office Service Representative 
P4 Entry Clerk 
Normallv Promotes To 
P2,1, Listed Job 
P3,2,1 
General Notes: 
7. If no qualified employee is available for the vacancy either from the next lower job classification or as a result of 
the bidding procedure, then the Company may select any employee or hire someone to f i l l  such job. 
b Employees in  a lower numerical "bid or "listed group than the employee selected, and employees who do not 
make application within the period of posting shall have no grievance. 
9. An employee passed up will, upon inquiry, be informed by the Company of the reason why they were not 
promoted, and may enter a grievance. 
10. For additional details on part-time positions, refer to the Clerical Bracketing package dated April 28. 1997, the 
Customer Service Package dated April 7, 1997, Par-time Agreements dated March 18, 1993, February 19, 1996 
and the revision of the Pan-time Seniority Agreement dated April IS. 2001. 
EXELON GENERATION 
COMPANY 
(NUCLEAR ) 
EXHIBIT B 
II.IEII1U 
EXHIBIT B 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
GENERAL NOTES 
. Ldalle.  Zion. Byron. 
Quad Cities. Braidwood. Dresden 
1. Where provision is made for filling a job from more than one job classification, computation of seniority shall include the total time spent 
in each of these job classifications. 
Lirres of Promor!on and De,r,orio,t 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or Demotes or 
Transfers to Transfers to 
Promotional Series A* 
I .  Senior Electrical Mechanic. Nucie 
-3 
2. Senior Maintenance Electrician (AP) -3 
3. Maintenance Electrician A A-4 
4. Maintenance Electrician B A 0  -5 
5. Helper. Electrical (AG.AH A 
Promolional Series B** 
I. Senior Mechanic. Nuclear (AK .. 8-3  
2. Senior Mechanic (AK. AP .. 8-3  
3. Mechanic A (AK B-1;B-2 8 -4  
4. Mechanic B (AO) 8 -3  8 -5  
5. Helper. Mechanical (A1 0 -4  AB 
Exhibit B (Continued) 
Lines of Promolion and Demoriott 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or Demotes or 
Transfers to Transfers to 
Promotional Series C*** 
1 .  Nuclear Station Operator (AN) ........................ ........... -.-- ................ C-2 .. AM 
2. Equipment Operator (AN) ......................  ......................................... C-3 C-l AM 
......................................... 3. Auxiliary Operator (AL) ........................ AA C-2 AM 
Promotional Series D 
I .  Control Systems Technician .............................................................. D-2 
2. Instrument Mechanic A ....................................................................... D-3 
3. Instrument Mechanic B ...................................................................... AA 
Promotional Series E 
1. Nuclear Fuel Handler A ..................... . .......................................... E-2 
2. Nuclear Fuel Handler B ............................. ...................................... AA 
Promotional Series F8*** 
I .  Radiation Protection Technician .......................................................... F-2 
........................................... 2. Radiation Protection Technician B (AD) AA 
Promotional Series G***** 
............................................... 1. Chemisuy Technician ..................... . G-2 
2. Chemistry Technician B (AD) ............................................................. AA 
Exhibit B (Continued) 
Lines of Promorion and Demorion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or Demotes or 
Transfers to Transfers to 
Promotional Series H****** 
1. Material Handler. Senior. Material Conlrol (AQ) .....................  ..,. H-2 .. H-2 
H- l H-3 
3. Material Handier H-2 H-4 
H-3 Layoff 
Individual Job Classlficaliom Nol a Part of 
Any Promotional Series 
Janitor A A .. Layoff 
Station A A AE Layoff 
AA Entrance Job Classification 
AB Demotes or transfers in accordance with the provisions of Article Ill .  ofthe Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
AC Demotes or transfers in accordance with the provision of Memorandum of Agreement (formerly Promolional Series " M  and " 'N)  
dated February 10. 1988. 
AD Radiation Protection Technician B or Chemistry Technician B. at the end of nine (9) months actual experience in this classification 
and upon successful completion of the required training and examination will receive a special time-step increase. At the end of 
fifteen (15) additional months of actual experience in this classification and upon successful completion of the required training and 
examination will be immediately promoted to the Technician classification. 
In filling entrance jobs in Promotional Series A.B.C. and E, first consideration will be given to qualified employees in order of their 
seniority, who have requested transfer or promotion to such specific entrance job classifications. Subject to the Company's 
undertaking to give such first consideration in good faith, this provision shall not in any way impair the Company's right to continue 
the practice of filling entrance jobs from other sources. 
Immediate promotion to Maintenance Electrician B for qualified Helpers. Elecvical at Dresden Station who have completed two 
years actual experience in their classification. (Immediate promotion for qualified Helpers. Electrical who have six months actual 
experience in their classification and have successfully completed the required training and examination.) 
Immediate promotion to Maintenance Electrician B for qualified Helpers. *Dresden employees in Promotional Series B. 
Immediate promotion to Mechanic B for qualified Helpers. Mechanical who have completed two years acmal experience in this 
classification. (Immediate promotion for qualified Helpers. Mechanical who have six months actual experience in their classification 
and have successfully completed the required training and examination.) 
Immediate promotion to Mechanic B for qualified Helpers. **Dresden employees in Promotional Series B. 
An employee in this job classification who qualified and maintains the welder performance qualifications in the basic welding 
procedure at his station and who is actual an successfully striving to become qualified in the other procedures, all of which are written 
in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes, and without restrictions (such as 
climbing and performing welding from boiler scaffolds in furnaces or other high places, or welding in confined spaces) will be granted 
fifty cents (50C) per hour in addition to the base rates of pay as shown in Exhibit A of this Collective Bargaining Agreement. Periodic 
testing and acceptance of the welds as provided in the ASME Code will be required in order to maintain eligibility under this 
provision. When an employee is certified as a welder, the employee will be required to maintain that certification for a minimum of 
three (3) vears. Management will have the resoonsibilitv to determine and train the Drooer number of Mechanics needed to meet 
. . .  - . . 
generating station code welding and work requirements and to make shift assignments based upon these work requirements. 
Qualified employees in the Auxiliary Operator classification who have successfully completed the required training and examinations 
shall immediately be promoted to the title of Equipment Operator. Nuclear, not to exceed thirteen months. 
Demotes or transfers in accordance with the orovisions of the Memorandum of Aereement dated September 21. 1999. 
- 
Upon receipt and continued maintenance of an N. R. C. Nuclear reactor operator's license covering station "sister" units, employees in 
this job classification will be granted an amount per hour equal to 16% of the maximum hourly base rate of pay of the Nuclear Station 
Operator (rounded to the nearest cent) in addition to the base rates of pay as shown in Exhibit A o f  this Collective Bargaining 
Agreement. 
Immediate promotion for aualified Mechanics B and Maintenance Electrician B (Dresden Station) who have thrce and one half (3 112) 
. . 
)ear, aclual c ~ p c r ~ c n c c  in lhctr cl3sr~tic3l1on dnd h ~ v e  \..~:t,afullv complr~ed the required trslnlng and cxamtnallun. 
Dredcn Slal~on c m ~ l c ~ ~ e c ~  In Pr.~mol~onal Scrlcr C and E h i \ c  the iwb ltllcr uf Scn~or Mechsn~c and Senlor hln~nccnanrr. Elcclr~c!sn 
. . 
were established as a result of the Mobile Maintenance Services Group Agreement. Live out status of these classifications are 
explained in the Mobile Maintenance Services Group Agreement dated February 24. 1978. 
AQ The job title Stockman. Senior. Material Control was established in accordance with the reorganization of the Stores Department dated 
Decembcr 19. 1988. 
Formerly Promotional Series C in the Mobile Maintenance Services Group Agreement dated February 24. 1978 I* Formerly Promotional Series E in thc Mobile Maintenance Services Grouo Aereement dated Februarv 24. 1978. 
. - 
r*t 
~ormerl ;  Promotional Series G in thc Memorandum of Agreement dated luly 15. 1985. 
* * a t  Formerly Promotional Series M in the Memorandum of Aareement dated Aoril 7. 1988. 
..... 1:ormcrl; P r~~mo~tund  Scncr N ~n thc Memorandum of ~ b e e m c n ~  dated ~ 6 r 1 1 7 .  1998 
.....* Furmerly Promc1l8onnl Scrlcs 0 10 Ihr Mcmornndum of Agrffmcnt dalcd April 7. 1988 
COMMERCIAL 
PHYSICAL 
EXHIBIT B 
COhlMERClAL PHYSICAI. 
EXHIBIT B 
Lines of Promotion and Demolion 
GENERAL NOTES 
1. Application of Promotional Series: All pmmotional series shall be applied throughout the Commercial Business Unit or by other means as 
mutually agreed between Lacal Union 15 and the Company in the area affected. 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or On a Department Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To 
SUBSTATION OPERATING DEPARTMENT 
Promotional Series A (Inside) 
I. Area Operator (AF) ............................................................... A-2 
2. Substation Operator (Mobile Assignment) ......... .- ............... A-3 
3. Assistant Operator ..................  .......................................... AE 
4. Maintenance Operator. 2nd Grade ........................................ AA 
Promotional Series A1 (Outside) 
1. Area Operator ....................................................................... Al-2 
2. Substation Operator .............................................................. AB 
A-2 
A-3 
Layoff 
Layoff 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
Individual Job Classilicalions 
Not a Part of Any Promolional Series 
Building Maintainer ................................................................... AA 
Janitor ......................................................................................... AA 
Locksmith .......... . .................................................................. AA 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or On a Deparlment Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To 
- 
s SUBSTATION CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT (OUTSIDE) 
Promotional Series B (Outride) 
1. Crew Leader. Construction ..........  ..................................... B-2 
2. Electrical Mechanic (AH) ..................................................... B-3 
3. Electrical Mechanic B (AI) B-4 
4. Helper (AG) .......................................................................... AA 
SUBSTATION CONSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT (INSIDE) 
Promotional Series B1 (Inside) 
I .  Crew Leader. Construction .................................................... Bl-2 
2. Electrical Mechanic (AK) .................................................... B 1-3 
3. Electrical Mechanic B ....................... ........................... B 1-4 
I 4. Helper (AJ) ................ .--- ........................................................ AA 
Layoff 
Layoff 
Layoff 
.. 8-2 
8-1 B-3 
B-2 8-4 
B-3 Layoff 
81-2 
BI-3 
81-4 
Layoff 
Liner of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comer from Pmrnotes or On o Dcpmment Wide 
Transfers to Baris Demotes To 
SHOPS AND TOOL SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
(Technical CenIcr. Maywmd) 
PmrmUor. Series C 
3. Mechanic. Elec 
5. Mechanic B 
C-2(AL) 
C- 1 
C-I ;C-2 
C-l 
C-4 
C-5 
C-2(AL);C-3;C-4 
C-I;C-3;C4 
C-5 
C-4 
c - a  
Layoff 
METER DEPARTMENT 
(System Mclcr Shop, Oak Brook) 
Promational Sc r l a  D 
~~~~~~ . 
I. Mechanic. Meler Equipment -2 
2. Mechanic. E l a b o n  -3(AM) 
3. Mctcr Mechanic. S -4 
4. Mctcr Mechanic -5 
A 
OVERHEAD DEPARTMENT 
Pmmotional Se r i a  E (Oukide) 
I. Crew h d c r .  Lins (AP) ........................................................ E.2&.3;E-4 
2. Overhead Electrician. Special (AN.AP) .............................. E-4 
3. Overhead Troublcshmter (AN.AP) ................................ E.4 
4. Overhead Electrician (AP) ................................................. E-5 
5 .  Ovcrhcad Electrician. S m i n g  (A0.M) ............................ AB 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or On a Department Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To 
Promotional Series E (Inside) 
1. Circuit Elecvician (AP) -4;E-5 
2. Crew Leader, Line (AP -3;E-4;E-5E-6 
3. Inspector. Overhea -4;E-5:E-6 
4. Overhead Electrici -5 $ 5. Overhead Electrici -6 
6. Overhead Electrician. Starting (AO. AP) ............................ E-7 
7. Helper. Overhead ................................................................ AA 
Individual Jab Classifications 
Not a Part of Any Promotional Series 
Consmction Laborer ............................ ................................ AA 
Service Electrician (AQ.AP) ................................................... -- 
Senior TreeTrimmer (AC) ......................................................... AC 
Promotional Series F 
I. Senior Shop Mcchanic (Tool Room) .................................. F-2 
2. Shop Mechanic ............... . ................................................. -- 
E-4 
E-5 E-7 
E-6 Layoff 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or On a Department Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To 
Individual Job Classilicntiom 
Not a Part of Any Promolionnl Series 
Maintenance Inspector .................................... ........................ 
Machine Operat 
Overhead Patroll 
Senior Maintenan 
Service Mechani C 
Individual Job Clnssiflcntiom 
Not a Part of Any Promotional Series 
I. Machine Operator (Inside and Outside) ........................... AA 
2. Supply and Equipment Handler. Senior Grade. 
Overhead Field .................................................................... AC 
.. 
Layoff 
Liner of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comer from Promotes or On a Dcpanrnsnr Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To 
UNDERGROUND DEPARTMENT 
Promotionnl Se r ln  I (Inside) 
I. Crew Lwdcr, Cable ...................... .. ............................... 1-2 
2. Cable Splicer ................... ... ......................................... 1.3 
............................................... 3. Cable Splicer. Slarring (AS) I d  
4. Helper. Conrvuction ........................... .. ........................ AA 
Pramolionnl Series I (Oueidr) 
I. Crew Leader. Cab1 
Promotional Series J (Inside) 
I. Underground System Recorder (AT) ................................. I-? 
2. Map Recorder (AT.AC) ..................................................... A-5 
Promalional Spries L (Inside) 
I. inspector. Rcpaving (AT.AC). ...................... .. ....... L-2 
2. Underground Prarecliun Electrician ............................... 1-7 (Inside) 
Promotional Se r ln  M (Inside) 
1. Principal Facilities lnrpccror (AT.AC) ............................... M2 
2. Facilities Inspector (AT.AC) .....................  ............. 
Individual Job Classificallons 
Not a Pan of Any Promolional Series (Outride) 
Conruuction Laborer ....................................... ... .............. AA 
Tmublc Electrician. Cable (AT.AC) ......................................... 
Underground Protcclion Electrician ........................................... -- 
1-7 (inside) 
DIVISION METER DEPARTMENT 
Promotional Series N 
1. Primary Meter Servicer ....................................................... N-2 
2. Senior Energy Technician ................................................... N-3 
3. Energy Technician ............................................................ N-4 
4. Meter Reader .................  ................................................ AA 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or On a Department Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To  
Promotional Series P 
1. Senior Appliance Mechanic ...................  ............ . ...... P.2 
- 
- 2. Appliance Mechanic .......................................................... P-3 
N 
BUILDING SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
Individual Job Classifications 
Not a Pan of Any Promotionnl Series 
Building Operator (AC.AW) .................  ................................. 
Janitor (AC.AW) ...................................................................... -- 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Promotional Series R 
I .  Mobile Equipment Mechanic ............................. ............... R-2 
2. Mechanic. Transponation Equipment ................................. R-3 
3. Mechanic B. Transportation Equipment ............................. AA 
.. N-2 
N- l N-2 
N-2 N-3 or 4 
N-3 Layoff 
- - 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or On a Department Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To 
Individual Job  Classifications 
Not a Par t  of Any Promotional Series 
Garage Attendant ................................... .... ......................... AA 
Mechanic. System Auto Shop ................................................. --  
Materiel Handler ................................ ................................... A6 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
Promotional Series S (Inside) 
1. Mobile Equipment Mechanic .............................................. S-2 
2. Mechanic, Transportation Equipment .............................. S-3 
3 .  Mechanic B. Transpartation Equipment ............................. AA 
Promotional Series T (Inside) 
I. Automobile Dispatcher (Passenger Cars) ............................ T-2 
2. Chauffeur (Passenger Cars) .............................. .... ............ AA 
Individual Job Classifiealions 
Not n Par t  of Any Promotional Series 
I .  Garage Attendant ...................................... ... .................. AA 
2. Material Handler. Grade A 
(assigned to stockroom) AC 
Layoff 
AD 
AD 
Layoff 
AD 
Lines of Promotion and Dcmotion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or On a Department Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To 
SERVICE DEPARThlENT 
Individual Job Classifications 
Not n Part of Any Promotional Series 
Delivery Messenger .................................................................. AB 
Promotional Series U (Field Service) 
1. Crew Leader. Field Servic 
u - l  
U-1;u-2 
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT 
Promotional Series V 
1. Material Handler. Senior. Material Contml ........................ V-2;V-3 
2. Material Handler. Senior. Yard Operations ........................ V-3 
................ ............................... 3. Material Handler. Senior . V-4 
4. Material Handler ................................................................. V-5;V-6 
5. Material Delivery Driver ..................................................... V-6 
............................................................ 6. Material Handler I V-7 
7. Helper. Stockroom ............................ ........................... AA 
v-4  
V-5;V-6 
V-6 
v-7  
Layoff 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or On a Depanment Wide 
Transfers to Basis Demotes To 
Promotional Series X 
I .  Principal Mechanic, Office Appliances .............................. X-2;X-3 .. 
2. Mechanic. Electronic ....................................................... A AZ X- l 
3 .  Mechanic. Office Appliances ..................... -.-- ..................... X-4 
- 
X- 1 
+ 4.  Mechanic. 2nd Grade. Office Appliances .......................... AA X-3 
VI 
X-2;X-3 
X-3 
X-4 
Layoff 
Enuancs jab c1arrificnion. 
First conridcrntion will k given to tho% cmployccr porwrsing the ability and qunlificalions needed lo mcct the ryvircmcnu of thir 
job porilion. 
Limited lo prcwnl incumbenu only. 
Dcmorcr or vnnsfcn inaccodrncc with omvirionof Aniclc Ill. 
Enmncc job clrrrificrtion with firsf consideration given to qualiflcd employees clarrificd s Maintenance Opcratar. 2nd Grade. 
Succcrrful srnployccr i n  chis gmup will k g i v c n  a Scniorify date one day ptior la thecomplciianaf the schml thal they arlcnd. 
Eligibility for pmmotion to Area Operator is limited to Subsacion Opsraton r h o  have had extenrive cxpericxs in the mobile 
operation. 
Lmmediats pmmorion to Elecvicrl Mechanic B for qualificd H e l p s  who have completed sir months actual erperienec i n  chis 
clzsificatian who have iwccuful lv mmolcrcd the r m u i d  maininn and sraminadon, ineldine mark and pycho lo~ ica l  ccnificaliom 
. . . .  . 
when applicable. 
An employee i n  thir job classification who qualifier and maintains the welder pedormncc qualificationr for the rcquircd welding 
p w d u r ~  umtlcn in a~cordancr urlh ihc Amcncan Petrolrum ln,l#lu!c m d  olncr rucn rec.,gnlzrd code, and ulthc,ul rrslrrllonr 
(wch a, hc~ght, conilncd \pa;c$. ~r mall ccn86ca) rill oc grlnlcd centr S O :  pr r  00.1 n adawun lo ihc b a s  raf t ,  p l )  15 
s b s n  in E~hnhnt A of the Collccttsc Busmnlne Acreernen, vncn m ~c r l n rmr  API adr ucldlnv l h l r  soJttnc u8.l oc an~l8ed n 
" "  . . 
nccodanm with ih. upgrading pmvirion o f  the Collective Bargaining Ammsnc .  Periodic icrdng and acecptanec of welds as 
pmvidcd i n  the API Ccds will k q u i r c d  in order lo maintain eligibility under this provision, d any ycnr, i f  an individual crcccds 
300 howrof  suchen i f i d  wclding. he rill mceive the additive for thatcalcndnr yea. (OUTSIDE) 
Immediate pmmotian to Elcebicrl Mechanic for qualificd Elecvical Mechanics B who hrvccomplstcd four years aclval experience i n  
thir promotional series and who havc svcccrrfully camplcted ~ h c  required (raining and ciarninaLion, including mark and prychalagicrl 
ccnificrdonr whcm applicablc. 
lmmcdiafc pmmorion to Electrical Mechanic B for qualified Helpers who have camplcld two yean actual experience in chis 
.1au,fica,,un 
An  cmplo)rr in thsr )oh clr,s~firsl~on uho qun14fir, and m~ntaon, thr vcldcr perfarmarre q~nl~firatnon, lo8 the rcq~ l rcd  ~ c l d l n g  
p!wcdrrcs w n u ~ n  in aicoraancc ~ 8 t h  ihc ,\mcra.an I'c!n,lcum In\laic m J  ~ l n c r  sub rh-ogn#ztd c t d ~ s  tlhort r~%trl.l#t>n, 1 S J I ~  1s 
m ~ ~ h !  conf ind  roaccr clr m s l  .rrlnficdl u I1 h c ~ a n t n l  fill, crwr ISOEl a r  h ~ u r  in addmon IJ mc oasr racr df n n  as .oorn in  
. . .  . . 
Exhihi, A of ths Collectivc Bargaining A p m c n t  whcn he pvform API c d c  uclding. This additive will k spplicd i n  sccordnxc 
with the upgrading pmvirion o f  the Collective Bargaining Agrccrncnr Periodic ardng and acceptance of wclds ar provided in the 
API C d c  will h q u i d  inordcr la mainlain cligihilily u d u  this pmvirion. (INSIDE) 
Rovided he incumbent has had extcnrire elecuical erpericncc. 
Whsn pmmoring to thir job. first conridcrarion will k givcn lo Meter Mechanics. Special, having erlcnrivc knowlcdgc or crpsrisncc 
i n  clecrmnicr. 
When pmmoring to thir job, first considcralion will be given to Ovcrhcnd Elecsicim having srlsnrivs operating experience. 
O r c h d  Electrician. Starting. upon succcuful completion o f  the primary examination at the end o f  nine months actual sxpericncs i n  
the clrrrification wi l l  receive s rpccial time-ncp imrraw and upon rucccrrful mmplction of lhs Ovuhcad Elecbicim czamination a1 
the cndof fihcm m m h r  ~cl.nl c\penm.c on prlrn3r) u o r l  u l l l  tx ~mmedoatcl) pmmulcd ihc OIF~ head I-b-tr~clan 
Fox appltcrtron ofthe Osrrhwd Clc:lrncnan rnd8t8.c. actcr lo the R u h ~ c l  G use Uarh .\grccmcnl dntrd Cxmber 23 ,992 
When filltng thlr pov l~on 6r.t cunslJrrnt~un utll be gncn 11,01rrnr~d cpmmcnt pcrrunncl h a d  i b  111) and v n l ~ n l y  
AS Cablc Splicer. Smning. upon successful completion of an examination at the end of nine months actual experience in the classification 
will rFccive a special lime-ssp increase. and upan successful completion o f  the Cable Splicer examination at the end of two years 
actual crpctiencc in the classification will be immediately promoted to the Cablc Splicer classification. 
AT In accordance with the Chicago Region Undcrgmund D c p m c n t  Reorganization dated March I S .  1996. 
AW In accordance with Attachment IV of  he Memorandum o f  Agreement dated February 19. 1996. 
AX In accordance wilh the Seniority Agreement dated February 19. 1996. 
AY lmmediatc promotion to Material Handler I for qualified Heloerr. Stoclirwm who have completed two years aflual cx~cricnec in this 
c~assificatidn. 
AZ When promoting to this job. first consideration will be given to Mechanics. omce appliances having cxlenrivc knowledge or 
experience in clccuonics. 
Supplement to 
Collective Bargaining 
Agreement 
1 Agreement pertaining to Elimination of Regular Maintcnvnce Work by Non-shiR 
Employeer in the Generating Swriom on Sawdays dated March, 195 22 
2. Travel and Moving Expense Ruler revised 4-18-01 23 
3. Medical Depamncnt visits dated 4-9-59 26 
4. Deferred Vacation Plm revised4-1-7 27 
5. ConWcting ofWork, Work Assignments and the "Othcr Wot" clause letfcrdatcd 5-8-69 ................ 128 
6. Lcneron Safety and Health Rule Changer &led 4-7-71 129 
7. Lener on replacement of Personal Twlr &led 4.7-7 130 
8. Leucr regding the Supplemenial Agreements coveting the Scrvicc Annuity Syrtcm 
the Commonwealth Ediron Employee Mcdical Expcnsc Plm. Life Insurance, a d  the 
Dental Expense Plandated4-14-32 .................................................................................................. 131 
9. Lener regarding r e a f f l r i o n  of the Nondirc&ination Policy followed by bath Ilx 
Company and rheUniondatcd3-15.8 132 
10. Lenerregardiig re$ponsibiliries involving the Rest Pctiod and Call-backs dated 3-7-78 ..................... I33 
11. Letter regarding LC obligation ofcmployecs to respand to Emergracy Call-bacb dated 4-11-82 .... 134 
12. Leucr regding Management not Pcfioming Bargaining Unit Work dated 4-7-88 ............................ 135 
1 Commitment to Rerolving Grievances dsed4-4-91 136 
14. Pm-time ayeemens dated 3.18-93.2-19-96, and revision &led 4-18-0 138 
IS. Lener regding Seniority da td  2-19-96 58 
16. Agreement regarding Building Serviccr dated 2-19-96 92 
17. k t te r  regard- Seluotitydafed 8-25-97 99 
IS. Nuclear Generation Group Operating Agreement dated 9-21-9 W 
19. Leucr For Crwc Drug and Alcohol Testing dated 4.1841 25 
Taken from I~smrandwn of Apeement reachcd i n  Col lec t ive  
Bargaining ?.larch, 1952. "Additional capacity to be i n s t a l l e d  by 
1-31-53 w i l l  permit t h e  e l iminat ion  of r eeu la r  maintenance work 
by non-shift employes i n  t h e  generati% s t a t ions  on Saturdays. 
The foregoing involves a recognit ion,  however, t h a t  the  ope ra t ine  
force  w i l l  do such inc iden ta l  mincr maintenance a s  opera t ions ,  
from time t o  time requi re ,  without c a l l i n g  out  a maintenance man. 
No change i n  the  provisions of the  Agreement is neceesary." 
April 6. 1959 
Revised March 1, 1960 
Revised April 1, 1971 
Revised Octobcr 5, 1995 
Revised February 19, I996 
Revised August 25, 1997 
Revised March 16, 1998 
R e v i d  April 18,2001 
TRAVEL AND MOVING EXPENSE GROUND RULES 
The folio- guldcllncs rclllovc to tnvel and movlng e x p a  arc awbllrhcd clfecuv. thc f im 
d3y of the bcgl~ lng of thc pay pcncd loll-g nufiwuon of thc agrctmcnt & I d  Apnl 18. 
2001 and rupcrs.de lhc guldellncs dated March 16. 1998 
A. Usc of Employce Owned Auto: 
An cmploycc required by the Company to use hishcr awn automobile on Company work 
and time will bc reimbursed for hir/her cxpmse on Ulc basis of the Company's cu-t 
milcagc reimbursanent rate. 
B. Permanent Change in Work Locstion: 
I. Relocation 
Whenever an employee is, at the direction of the Company. transfed without 
promotian to another work locatios the Comoanv will reimburse the c m ~ l o ~  f r 
. . 
moving expmsm multing from such transfc;pr&ided the transfer is OL@ to last 
onc (I) year or more and thc additiod distance ace& sixty-fivc (65) one-way 
'lie reimbursement shall cover one instance of moving the employee's place of 
residence provided it is accomplished within ~ n c  (9) months of vansfcr of his/hcr 
work location. The rcimburrcment of &el ex-. as defined in Scction 2. will be 
limited to a pricd of cightcen (18) months or uitil &c employee shall have ~ o v d  his 
or her midence. In the cvmt an employee is relocated, reimburrement of mvcl 
expense will m e .  
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2. Travel Expense 
7he amount of the reimbursed travel expense shall be the difference in fares b w n  
the emolovul's home and the Wo work locations. where public transwrtation is 
. . 
reasonably available. In the absence of reasonably available public ;ransportation, an 
employee using an automobile to and from work shall be compensated in accordance 
with the folloine reimbursement schedule. based u w n  the dikerencc in mileaee - 
bmwen the employee's home and the two repaning locations limited to a period of 
cighteen (1 8) months. 
Wherc lhc modc of tramportauon bctuzm homc d rhc nnv rcprung location is 
diffcrnt from hat  used in reaching lhc pnor rcponlng locations, thc wsls on thc Wo 
m&ods will be se~arately cornouted and the additional tmnswrtation expolre will be 
reimbursed. 
An employee who moved h i h r  place of residence as a consequence of a required 
transfer of work location, in acmrdance with Section I above, shall be reimbursed for 
reasonable trucking expense (bidding pmcess to be utilized) incurred in so moving 
their residence. 
C. Temporary Changes in Work Location: 
An emolovee whose work location is temwrarilv chaneed for a ~eriod of less t b  one (1) . , 
year will be eligiblc for travel reimbursement in accordance with thc preceding 
reimbursement schedule. based uwn the increased difference in mileage bchveen their 
home and the two work locations.as defined in Section 82. In ilddition emolavess 
~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ . . .  
receiving per diem will be eligible to receive rekbursement for the increased differential 
mileage exp-znss for one (1) round trip based upon the Company's current mi1eav.e rafc up 
- .  . . . ~ 
to a maximum amount equal to fhe cirrent perdiem rate (585.00). Since this isintended 
to compensate qualified employees who choose to lodge near their trmpomry work site, 
emola;ees will be elieible to receive uo to one round &o increased mileaae . ~, - - 
reimbursrmcnt per calendar week for the duration of each reassignment, provided the 
employee furnishes to the Campany the proper proof of lodging receipu. 
Effective the first day of the pay period immediately following ratification of the 
agreement dated April 18, 2001, the travel and reponing allowance provisions of 
previously negotiated agreements will be handled in accordance with the revised travel 
and moving expense ground N I ~ S  contained herein. 
D. Promotions, Voluntary Transfers and Demotions 
An employ.% will not be eligible for reimbu-ent oftravel or moving expenses incurred 
as the result of the following: 
Acceptance of promotion 
Requert for voluntary transfer 
Request for voluntary demotion 
Emolovees whose work locations c h m  at the Comoanv's request due to an announced 
c ~ o ; i . ~ f  a facility or planned stafTre&ocation will'be eligiblk for reimbursement of travel 
or moving expaw upon acseptanm of a promotion, voluntary transfer or voluntary 
demotion. 
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MEDICAL DBPAR- VISITS 
TUEU PHOM YEYORUmUM OP AOREEMENT REACHBD 
I A  COLLECTIVE BAROAININO APRIL. 1958 
The ground r u l e s  covered in t h i s  subsection .ill be 
npplicabls t o  v i s i t s  t o  the  Company's Medical Oifioea o r  the  
Company doctors in cases of ( 1 )  Indus t r i a l  d l a a b i l l t y  involving 
aubaaqusnt medical treatment, (11) examination required by the  
Company i n  order t o  s s t a b l i a h  f i t n e a s  for r e tu rn  t o  work following 
a aerlous non-industrial d i s a b i l i t y ,  or ( i l l )  perlodio physical  
sxamlnationa scheduled by t h e  Company. 
With reapact  t o  daytime employes, the ax ia t ing  pract ioes  
w i l l  be continued. Other employee required t o  v i s i t  the  Medical 
Ofrlcea or the  Company doctors w i l l ,  i f  necessary, be rescheduled 
ao t h a t  the v i a i t  can be made on Company time. The rescheduling 
w i l l  be determined by the ckcumstances, but  a n  e f f o r t  w i l l  be made 
t o  keep tho rescheduled hours w close  aa possible t o  the  r e g u l a r l y  
achedulad hours. I n  no svsn t  a h a l l  the  employs be paid overtime pay 
for  time apent i n  obtaining w d i c e l  treatment, or any psnal ty  PO- 
vlded i n  tha A ~ s s m e n t s  f o r  changes in work schedules. 
June 8, 1966 
Rsviaed A p r i l  1, 1971 
o R o m  R m  
DEF'EXRED VACATION PLAN 
The Memorandum of Agreement reached i n  Collective Bor- 
gsln lng (March, 1966) provides i n  p r inc ip l e  f o r  the establishment 
of e deferred vacation plan. 
The Company's purpaae i n  agreeing t o  establish the plan 
l a  t o  mnks it possible f o r  an employe t o  have an sxtended vacation 
i n  order t o  f u l f i l l  e d e a i r s  t o  accomplish aome apsc i a l  purpose. 
I n  accordance with th l a  provision, t h e  f o l l w i n g  r u l e s  
are sstabliahad.  
A regular  employe, during the calendar year i n  which he  
completes twenty (20) or mope p a r a  of continuous asrvice ,  s h a l l  be 
e n t i t l e d  t o  defer f u l l  weeks of ex t ra  vacstion i n  a given year to 
the  next cnlandar year, subjec t  t o  the following l lmi t a t ions t  
Up t o  ten per cent  (ID$) of the  e l i g i b l e  smployea, subjec t  t o  
a minimum of one, i n  any vacation group, rill be permitted t o  
derer vacation i n  any one year. Such deferred vacation muat be 
taken ln conjunction d t h  the employe's t o t a l  f u l l  reeka of 
regular  and ex t r a  vacation f o r  the cnlendar year t o  which it 
raa deferred. Extended v a c a t i m a  r e s u l t i n g  from t h e  combining 
of regular ,  ex t ra ,  and defer red  vacation rill not  be &ranted t o  
an employe for  the  purpose of engaging i n  work f o r  hlmself or 
others  f o r  immediate monetary gain. 
It is recognized tha t  i t  rill be d i f f i c u l t  t o  schedule the 
extended vacations during the aunmer month8 of June, July, 
and Au~us t .  Such extended vaeationa may be scheduled durinn 
th l a  pzriod only where t h e  vacation ss1;ction of o ther  emplzyes 
and operating conditions permit. A t  l e a s t  a l %  months' no t i ce  
s h a l l  be given the Company of sn extended vacation which s h n l l  
be scheduled by mutual agreement between the employe and t h e  
Company. When scheduled, the extended vacstion may not  be 
changed. If the employe l a  prevented by i l l n e s a  from taking 
h i s  extended vacation when achaduled, i t  a h n l l  be r e - a a e d u l e d  
t o  another period wi th in  the  calendar year. Should auch an 
i l l n e s s  extend t o  the  end of the  year.- the employe w i l l  be 
permitted t o  ca r ry  over t h e  defsr red  po r t ion  of his vacat iou  
t o  t h e  following year. 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
0 " .  .I... * . 1 1 0 * . 1  .LA.. t S"IC1.D.  l l L I " 0 1 .  
PO.. 0 , , 1 < ,  10. 7 6 ,  1 c*1<.00 .  1 1 1 1 * 0 1 1  ..... 
m. Prank I. S u ~ l s .  J r . .  Chairman 
system Counc i l  UI23, I.E.E.W. 
222 w e s t  Adams S t r e e t ,  Room L57 
Chicago, I l l i n o i a  60606 
Dear M r .  Suggsl 
A s  e r e s u l t  o f  d i s o u a a i o n s  i n  g e n e r a l  n e g o t i s t i o n a ,  
t h e  Company agree .  t o  r ev iew and d l souaa  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  m a t t e r s  
w i t h  t h e  System Covno i l  U-25 a t  a m u t n a l l j  a g r a s a b l s  d a t e  a f t a s  
September 1, 1 7 7 0 ~  t h e  c o n t r e c t i n g  of  work, work ass ignmants  
under t h e  ' o the r  workn c l a u s e  of  t h e  C o l l s c t i r a  Barga in ing  
Agrnament, and t h e  manner i n  which upgraded asaignmonts  a r e  mads. 
Regarding t h s  c o n t r a c t i n g  or work. we r e - a f f i r m  onr  
long-s tanding p o s i t i o n  t h a t  u o  have r e t a i n e d  ou r  r i g h t  t o  perform 
work whish from t i n s  t o  t i m e  i s  ncoompliahad by v a r i o n s  c o n t r a c t o r s .  
Tho fo l lowing  i n  an  e x c e r p t  from t h e  terms and o o n d i t i o n a  o f  the 
Company purchaao o r d e r  form w i t h  which a 1 1  c o n t r a c t o r s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  
t o  comply1 
"The awarding o f  work h e r e u n d e r  s h a l l  n o t  be o o n a t r u e d  
f o r  any purpose wha t soever  as an abandonment b 7  tho  
purchase r  of  i t s  r i g h t s  t o  ha re  s i m i l a r  work dons 
now o r  i n  t h e  f u t u r a  by purch lae r ' n  own e n p l o ~ 0 s . ~  
Ye hare  ag reed  t o  i n c l o d a  s i m i l a r  words i n  t h e  C o l l a c t i v s  Bargain-  
i n g  Agreement. 
I n  r e s t a t i n g  o u r  l n t o r p r e t a t i o n  of t h e  upgrad ing  
p r e v i s i o n  of t h e  C o l l s c t i r a  Barga in ing  Agreement, we r s s o g n i s s  
our  r s s p a n a i b i l i t y  t o  a s  f a r  .a p r a c t i c a b l e  upgrade t h e  a v a i l a b l e  
q u a l i f i e d  s e n i o r  anploye.  Yo have f o l l o r s d  t h i s  p r a c t i c a  in  t h e  
p a s t  and w i l l  c o n t i n u o  t o  do  s o  i n  the  f u t u r e .  
I o u r a  v e r y  t r u l y ,  
I. A .  c u l l e n  
Manager of I n d u a t r i s l  Relations 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
0 " .  .l".l * l . , O * A L  .LA.. C " 1 5 . 0 0 .  I L L I " 0 1 .  
--- 
I PO.. o..,.. .ox 7 . 7 .  ."~C.O.. 6 L L 8 " O d n  ..... 
A p r i l  7, 1 9 7 1  
Mr. Edr in  T. Crsgo 
Chairman, S j s t s m  C o u n e i l  U-25 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Brotherhood of  
E l .o t r ioa l  Worker. 
222  West A d a s  S t r e e t  
Dhic.go, I l l i n o i s  60606 
Dear nr. cr.101 
I n  r e c o g n i t i o n  of j ~ w  r e q u e a t  dmring ~ o l l s r a l  
n a g o t i a t i o n s ,  the  Compsnj h o r e b j  c o n f i r n s  the prooodurea 
f o r  i n i t i a t i n g  changes i n  s a f e t y  and h e a l t h  r u l e s .  
A D  haa been t h e  p r a o t i o e  i n  t h e  pan t ,  w h e n e ~ o r  
t h e  Cornpan). con templa t s s  a o h a n p  i n  t h e  s a f e t y  and h e a l t h  
r n l e s  t h e  C o n ~ a n ~  r i l l  a d v i s e  t h e  Loca l  Unions i n r o l n d  and 
the  S j s t sm c a h n c i l  u-25 o f f i o s  or t h e  propoaed ohansas.  If 
any quast ion.  a r e  r a i a e d  h j  t h e  Loca l  Unions t h e y  w i l l  bo 
d i scussed  betmeen r s p r s a s n t m t i r e s  of  t h e  Loos l  Unions and 
t h e  Company be fo re  t h e j  are p l a c e d  in s f f e o t .  
T o w s  rsrj t r u l y ,  
L. A .  Cu l l an  
Manager of I n d u s t r i a l  B e l a t i o n s  
Commonwealth Edison CompanJ 
0-1 v8n.r * . . lO**L .LA.. C " D S . 0 0 .  I L L I " O 8 .  
PO.. 01.1c. 10. r e .  t <*,c.oo. 1 , , 1 * 0 1 .  ..... 
Ur. Bdmin T. Cmgo 
Chairman, System Couno i l  11-25 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Brotherhood of 
S l e o t r i o a l  Workera 
222  Weat Adams S t r a o t  
Chioago. I l l i n o i s  60606 
Dear IIr. Crsgor  
Aa a r e e m l t  of  d i s o u s s i o n s  d u r i n g  our  g e n e r a l  
a a g o t i a t i o n s  .ad y o u r  r s q o s s t  f o r  o l a r i f i o a t i o n  of 
~ r o o r d n r e a  f o r  t h e  r s ~ l a c s m a n t  o f  an amDloYs:a P e r s o n a l  
i c o l a ,  t h e  Company be;sby conf i rms  t h e  i o l i o r i n h  p r a o t i o s s  8 
Where t h e r e  is reasonable s r i d s n o e  produoed 
by tho employs t h a t  p e r s o n a l  t o o l s  be long ing  t o  employes 
ha re  b e e n  l o a t  o r  damaged as a r o a a l t  o f  fire, breakage, 
OD t h e f t ,  theme t o o l a  r i l l  be r e p l a o s d  by t h o  CompsnT, 
provided,  t h a t  much t o o l a  rsro b e i n g  p r o p r l y  used nt t h e  
t ime of  b raakees  o r  wore a t o r s d  i n  a r e a s  ub ioh  ha re  boon 
l o e p l l y  r a o o g n i s s d  as normal,  p r o t e c t e d  s t o r a g e  a r e a s  f o r  
t h i s  porpoas.  
Yours  v a r y  t r u l y ,  
Appendix V I  
Apr i l  14, 1982 
Mr. James T. lackwoad, Chairman 
System Council U-25, Ediaon Syetem l aca l e  
In ternat ional  Brotherhood of E l e c t r i c a l  Workere 
222 West Adama S t r ee t ,  S u i t e  296 
Chicago, I l l i n o i s  60606 
D e a r  M r .  Lockwoad: 
The Life  Insurance Plan. the Comnvea l th  Edison 
Employe Medical Expense P l a n , . t h e  Dental Expense Plan and 
the  Vision Care Plan are covered by Supplemental Agreements 
between the Company and t h e  Union. These agreements w i l l  
expire v i t h  the t e r m  of t h e  current  Col lec t ive  Bargaining 
Agreement. 
The Service Annuity System is  a l so  covered by a 
Supplemental Agreement and w i l l  expire i n  accordance with 
the  terms of t h a t  agreement. 
Very t r u l y  yours. 
J. P. Sanders 
Manager OF Indus t r i a l  Relat ione 
MC. jam.# 1. L~ekwood 
system Council U-25, edison System Locals 
~ntsrnational Brotherhood 01 Elastrisal Yorksrs 
222 mest Adam. Street. suite 296 
chicago. lllinoie 60606 
 ear nr. Lockwood: 
The Company wishes to reaflirm its long standing pollcy vlth 
syatsm Council U-25, to provide equal employmant opportunitias to all 
qualified persona reqardlase 01 their race. color. r.ligion. .ex. aqe. 
national oriqin. handicap. or military service durinq the V1.t Nan 
era. Thls latter represents a written reaflirmation of the 
non-dlserimination policy thac has bssa followed tor many years by 
both the Company and the Union. 
very truly your.. 
@,?&A- 
' J. P. Sanders 
Manager ol Industrial Relations 
Appendix I 
March 7, 1978 
Mr. Edwin T. Crego 
Chairman, System Council U-25 
International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers 
222 West Adama Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
Dear Mr. Cregor 
AS discussed in meetings between the Company and 
the Union concerning improvements in the rest period provision 
of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. the Company and the 
Union each recognizes its responsibility to see that this 
provision is administered in a fair and equitable manner. 
m e  Company agreed to make improvements in the rest period 
proviaion on the basis that they will improve employe response 
to overtime call-backs. Each employe has a responsibility to 
respond to overtime call-backs. As discussed, it is understood 
that the System Council and individual Iocal Unions will encourage 
their members to respond. 
8. L. Thomas 
Vice President 
Appendix VII 
April 14, 1982 
Mr. J. Patrick Sanders 
Manager of Industrial Relations 
Commonwealth Edison Company 
P. 0. Box 767 
Chicago, Illinois 60690 
Dear Mr. Sanders: 
System Council U-25 recognizes that the 
Company, as a public utility, is required to furnish 
continuous service to its customers. System Council 
U-25 acknowledges the obligation of each employe to 
make every effort to respond promptly to emergency 
call-backs and re-affirms its conm~itment to improve 
call-back response. 
Sincerely, 
Ji3IDes T. Lockwood 
Chairman 
Cornmonweellh Edison 
One Fnsl Nat,mma# h l a ,  Chlepo e#"rls 
Address Reply la: Pori 011ce Box 767 
chccago, lllhoir M16W 
APPENDIX 111 
April 7. 1988 
TO A11 Management Employes: 
A major issue vith our unions has been and continues to be 
management performing bargaining unit vork. During the 1988 
general negotiations the System Council again pursued a penalty to 
be applied when they perceive our contract language is abused or 
igno;ed. They are becoming increasingly €ruetiatid as some 
management employes feel they can perform bargaining unit work 
with impunity. 
Management employes must understand that the Company's policy 
is to adbere to the provisions of the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement. Improving operations or managing efficiently does not 
mean ignoring or shortcutting contractual reeponsibilities. 
we expect all management employee to be avare of the ~ r o v i e i o n  
in our coilective ~ a r g i i n i n g  ~ g b e e i e n t  regarding management 
performing bargaining unit work and to reevaluate their duties in 
light of this provision. T h e  performance of bargaining unit York 
by-management in violation of our contract vill not be-tolerated 
Appropciate action vill be taken against management employee v h o  
repeatedly d o  so. 
J .  % a k  
vice President 
APPENDIX I 
COEIHITMENT TO RESOLVING GRIEVANCES 
A major concern to both the company and the union discussel 
in General Negotiations is the manner in which grievances are being 
processed. In recognition that both the company and the union 
realize the importance of the issue, the following understandings a2 
essential to the successful administration of the grievance 
procedure. 
. The filing of a grievance is a signiiicant 
event. Nansgement and union 
rapresentatives must meat on a regular 
basis to open lines of communication and 
accessibility. The purpose of these 
meetings is to sort out complaints from 
grievances and provide the opportunity to 
res01ve complaints before they become 
grievances. 
Given the present high volume of 
grievances, every effort must be made to 
process grievances and schedule meetings 
in a timely fashion. 
. The parties will conduct grievance 
. meetings in a constructive and 
bueinees-like manner. 
Participant- in grievance meetings must 
have the authority to resolve grievances 
at the earliest possible stage or the 
grievance procedure. 
. It takas the full cooperation of everyone 
involved to make the grievance procedure 
an effective mathod for resolving 
legitimate disputes. 
. Grievance resolution must be recognized as 
a high priority in terms of time 
commitment. 
Commitments that are made in the 
reeolution of grievances must be fulfilled 
completely and promptly by a11 partiea. 
The parties are committed to developing 
long term strategies to address employe 
relations concerns. 
E. J. nacD&ld, Chairman 
n.d@- d 
J. 8. Graves, Vice President d , 0 . 91- 
R. 1. panning, V i e e s i d o n t  
C W ,  
c. Reed, Senior Vice President 
-
W. C. Roberta, Director of rat 
a Relations 
- 
March 18, 1993 
neaare: T. n. cagney - President, Local Union 1539 
0. A. Florenni - President. Local Union 1427 
R. A. Joyce - Preaidsnt. Local Union 1540 
n. n. Piagentini - President. ~ o c a l  Union 1530 
R. v. Uelte - President, Local Union 1557 
Gentlamen: 
The company and tho Union agree that this Agreement pertains to s 
S P O C ~ ~ ~ S  set of working conditione for part-time employes in the job 
titles listed in this Agreement only and sots no precodant for any 
other department or function of tha Company. 
=his ~ g r e e m ~ n t  ahall not be used by either the company or tho 
union in any hearing, arbitration or other proceeding not diractly 
these part-time employee or the terms of this Agreement. 
~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~ b l .  provisions of the collective Bargaining Agreement shall 
apply to any condition of employment not coverad by this Agracment. 
Deiini+i.n 
n o  tmrn "part-time regular employes" shall apply to those 
employa~ scheduled on a regular job for no mare than twenty-four (24) 
hours par week, with a minimum of twenty (20) hours. with no time 
limit on the duration of thair employment. A regular scheduled work 
day shall be fo r  no more than ten (10) hours with a minimum of four 
(4) hours per day. 
-en- and Job ClaaaUk&hns 
The following departments and job classifications have haan 
designated for the utilization of part-time positions: 
- Job C l a g e i i i c a t i o n e  
1. call center customer Service ~ ~ p r e e ~ n t a t i v s  (A11 Locale) 
2. customer service c u s t ~ m ~ r  o rice clerk (A11 Locals) 
customer Interview ~ ~ p r ~ ~ ~ n t a t i v s  (All Locale) 
3. Power House Word Processing Typist (L.U. 1530) 
Clerk. Grade 88 (Stenographic) (L.U. 1530) 
4. Treasury General Clerk 111 (L.U. 1427) 
Company nail clerk (L.U. 1427) 
1t i~ understood that management and local union representatives 
agree to discuss and negotiate relevant issues regarding M e  further 
application of part-time, if required, within the next twelve months, 
with particular attention to the appropriate job classifications in 
the new Billing Organization, including bill adjustment and credit 
related activities. 
part-time staffing of Customer Service Representatives will 
be limited to a maximum of eighteen percent (18%) by local 
union of the total number of Customer Service 
Representatives in the various call center work groups. The 
initial filling of these positions will be handled on a 
voluntary basis, by canvassing only incumbent Cuetwer 
Service Representatives. Although the initial number of 
positione staffed will depend upon the availability of 
incumbent volunteers, management's decision to utilize 
part-time Customer Service Representatives up to the 
eighteen percent (18%) maximum in the future, will be based 
upon work load, facility requirements and operating 
conditions. 
0. Should any one Local Union achieve less than the eighteen 
percent (18%) of volunteers in the initial staffing, 
management may reallocate the distribution of part-time 
Customer Service Representatives to accommodate volunteers 
from other locals provided the maximum is not exceeded. 
Although, it im the company's intent to equally distribute 
the pa&-tlma positions-=-is practicable,- it 1s 
management's responsibility to datermine the appropriate 
utilization of .art-time Customer Service Re~resentativss 
based upon work'load, facility requirements bnd operating 
conditions. 
A. Utiliration of part-time staffing within the Customer 
service Bill Payment and Customer Interview areas within the 
offices located within the Chicago Region will be limited to 
a maximum of eighteen percent (18%) of the total number of 
employes in the affected job classifications (Local 1427). 
B. Utilization of part-time staffing within the Customer 
Service Bill Payment and hlstomer Intemiew area6 in the 
outside regions vill be ae follows: 
1. One part-time position for each office with from one to 
three full-time positions. 
2. Two part-time positions for each office with four or more 
full-time positions. 
3. Parts 1 and 2 of this section shall apply to the Customer 
Office Clerk and the Customer Interview Repreeentative 
job classifications respectively to determine the 
appropriate staffing of each respective job 
classification. 
C. Nture part-time staffing will be based upon work load, 
facility requirements and operating conditions. 
If part-time etaffing is utilized at the Power House facility 
locbted near Zion ~uclear Generating Station, any part-time - 
employas will initially be in addition to current staffing 
levels. Management's decision to utilize part-time staffing will 
be based upon~work load and operating requirements. 
Part-time staffing levels in the Treasury Department will be 
limited to a maximum of eighteen percent (IBI) of the total of 
the General Clerk 111 and Company Mail Clerk job 
claesificatione. The utilization of part-time staffing will be 
discussed with local union renresentatives prior to 
~ ~~~~~ ~- 
implementation to determine the number of pbrt-time employes 
utilized in each job classification. 
A Except a6 previously dcscribcd as the "initial staffing" 
procedure, the proccss to be used in filling psrt-rime 
po~ltions will be conpleted in the following manner: 
1. Voluntary full-the to part-time transfers of present 
incumbents in the affected job classificatio~ wlthin a 
region lnto an open and identified part-time pusition. 
2. If additional positions are to be filled, next 
consideration will be given to present employes who 
promots in accordance with Exhibit B of the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement. 
3. Remaining positions may be filled by considering transfer 
or demotion requests of qualified employes before hiring 
new ~art-time emDloYes. In anv case. em~loves would be 
paid- in accordance iith the wage rate scheditle of the 
part-time job claesification. 
A. Seniority for part-time employes will be accrued by 
adding the total number of regularly schaduled hours 
and prorating this relative to a full-time forty (10)  
hour work week. 
a. New hires into part-time positions with lsea aeniori-y 
than full-time employes in lower job classifications 
will not bs eligible to transfer or promote to a 
full-time position or into a like job classification if 
an emnlove in a lower iob classification is eliaible 
fir a-prbmotion in accirdance vith Exhibit B of-the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
C. Incumbent full-time employee transferring into 
part-time positions will be considered for promotion 
based on their seniority with other. employes in their 
job clseaification. 
D. Incumbent full-time employes demoting into part-time 
positions will be considered for promotion based on 
their seniority with other employes in their current 
part-time job classification. 
E. Incumbent full-time employes promoting to part-time 
positions will he wnsidered for future promotions 
based on their SeNority with other employes in their 
previous full-time job classification, and adjusted 
seniority in their part-time position. 
=I. !?w*ime for F3& time Emloves - 
A. Overtime shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for 
a11 hour8 worked above forty hours in s basic work week. 
Double time payments shall not apply to part-tims 
employment. 
8. No overtime shall be paid for part-time employes for hours 
worked except: 
1. when the basic work day schedule is ten (10) hours and 
the employa worke houre in extansion to the basic work 
day. 
2. after the employe has worked at least two (2) houre past 
the scheduled basic work day providing the basic work day 
and the extended hours are greater than eight (8) houre 
total. 
c. Applicable overtime meal provisione of the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement shall not apply to part-tims employes. 
D. Overtime, when required, is the responsibility of full-time 
employes. It is expected that extenuating circumetances 
related to a storm, E.R.P., or significant system 
conditions, will require full-time employee to vork 
mandatory overtime; however: 
1. should conditions warrant, part-tims employes may be 
required to work in extension to their basic work day. 
If the part-time employe's hours of vork are to extend 
more than one hour past the end of the basic work day, a 
call-out of a full-time employe will be made in 
accordance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement. It 
is understood that part-time employes on the job will 
continue on the job until they can be replaced by a 
full-time employe. The overtime provisions relative to 
part-tims employes as described in Section VII of this 
agreement would apply in these circumetancas. 
2. should operating conditions and facility requirements 
permit, part-time employes may be called out or required 
to work either extended hours or overtime if all 
full-time employes hava been called out and additional 
staffing is needed. 
3. if part-time employes are not replacad by full-time 
employes in situations which would result in overtime 
for full-time employes in situations outlined above, 
a11 hours worked by part-time employes outside of the 
oart-time em~loves' basic work dav schedule will be 
;onsidered fbr bpplication of the-bypassed overtime 
provision of the Collective Bargaining Agreement for 
affected full-time employes. 
VIII. -provisiane 
A. At the direction of management, part-time employes may be 
required to work a full-time basic work week schedule to 
attend training programs and fulfill on-the-job experience 
reguirements necessary to qualify to perform their work. 
The training schedule and course requirements will determine 
when working a full-time schedule is required. 
8. With the consent of their immediate supervisor, part-time 
employes shall have the privilege of exchanging shifts 
within the same work week, by individual arrangement with 
other part-time employes provided the change can be 
accomplished without additional costs to the Company and 
without violation of any applicable laws or governmental 
requlations. 
In no instances will part-time employes be allowed to 
exchange ehifts with full-time employee or vice-versa. 
C. ~egular weekly schedules for part-time employes will be 
posted. Part-time employes will not qualify for Sunday 
premium or shift premium as defined in the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement regardless of hours worked or daily 
work schedules. Further, applicable shift change penalty or 
rest period provisions 8 1 1  not be applied to part-time 
employes. 
D. Management reaffirms its intent to provide notice of at 
least forty-eight(48) hours prior to the change in the 
basic work days of a part-time employe's basic work week or 
a change in the daily working hours of the scheduled work 
day. Further, it is management's intent to provide upgrade 
to the appropriate full-time employe in instances which 
would result in a "force. situation to a part-time employe. 
It is expected that management will not provide upgraded 
work assignmants to part-time employes. 
A. part-time employes nay elect to participate in the current 
~ ~ m o n u e a l t h  Edieon Employe Medical Expense Plan at the 
=-ent regular employe premium for single or family 
coverage; x, elect to participate in any or all of the 
following benefit plans: Dental Expense, Vision Care, Life 
Insurance, and Disability Benefit Plan (HBA), at the current 
regular employe premiums for single or family coverage where 
applicable. 
B. Part-time employes will not be eligible for vacation pay as 
described in the Collective Bargaining Agreement-. However, 
in each calendar Year, part-time employes who have completed 
their first year of service will be eligible to schedule up 
to forty-eight (48) hours of excused absence from work 
without pay. The excused absence vill be scheduled in whale 
- - - - -.  -- 
day increments of hours that correspond to the part-time 
employe's basic work day. Unscheduled hours beyond the 
whole basic work day may be scheduled as a partial work day 
provided scheduled excused absences do not exceed the total 
hours allowable. 
Provided the conditions of work are such that the part-time . 
employe's services can be spared, and with the understanding 
that they are subject to change to meet operating conditions 
and work requirements, the scheduled excused absence shall 
be selected, in each work group, in accordance with 
~ervice. A Lull-time employe shall not be denied the 
opportunity to schedule regular or extra vacation as a 
result of thia provision. 
C. Part-time employes will not be eligible for any excused paid 
absence and/or first week disability paid absence. 
D. Part-time employes will be eligible to participate in the 
Employe savings and Investment Plan. However, there will be 
no employer matching contribution applicable for employes 
vorking on a part-time basis. However, as part of the 
initial staffing for filling part-time positions, present 
incumbent employee who are participants in the Company's 
Employe Savings and Investment Plan on tna date of this 
Agreement shall be allowed to continue in the plan and to 
receive the employer matching contribution. 
E. The following days vill be recognized as holidays for the 
part-time employes: New Year'e Day, Memorial Day, 
Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas 
Day. If one of these specified holidays falls during a 
part-time employe's weekly work schedule, the employe may ba 
given the day off and paid at their basic hourly rate of pay 
for their regularly scheduled hours, or schedule. to work at 
the time and one half rate. 
we would expect that this proposal will bring our discussions and 
negotiations relative to these issues to a successful conclusion and 
that ~ o c a l  Union renresentatives will achieve ratification in 
-~ ~ -~ ~ 
accordance w i t h  the-~greement dated July 23, 1993. The provisions of 
this proposal will be implemented following written notification of 
ratification. 
William H. Downey '' 
Vise-President 
V l t s l n l a  A. Brown 
3lrec:or of Labor Relations 
LABOR RELATIONS 
\pckgs\3642M(1-7: 
EXHIBIT a 
(LOCAL 1427) 
customer service Representative - (Commercial Departments) (Part-tima 
Rate Time Step Nmulative 
Months Yeare Months 
17.92 3 - - 
18.38 6 0 3 
18.841 12 0 9 
18.87 12 
18.90 12 
18.93 12 
18.96 12 
18.99 12 
19.02 12 
19.05 12 
19.15 Maximum 
I Thie rate step by Employs Profile only 
EXHIBIT A 
(LOCALS 1530, 1539, 1540, 1557) 
(Part-time) 
Customer Service Representative 
R4te Time Step Cumulative 
Months Years Months 
17.92 3 - - 
18.38 6 0 3 
18.841 12 .' 0 9 
18.87 12 1 9 
18.90 12 2 9 ~ - 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
Maximum 
I Thie rate step by Employe Profile only 
March 18. 1993 
EXHIBIT A 
(LOCAL 1427) 
customer Offisc Clerk - (Commercial Departments) (Part-time) 
~ a t s  Time Step Cumulative 
Monthm Years Months 
13.97 12 - - 
General Clerk I11 - (Treasury) (Part-time) 
Time Step 
M o n a  
12 
12 
12 
Cumulative 
Months 
- 
0 
0 
Company m i l  Clerk - (Treasury) (Part-time) 
Rate Stenl Time Step Cumulative 
Months Years Months 
10.08 12 - - 
10.13 12 1 0 
10.18 12 2 0 
10.23 Maximum 3 0 
EXHIBIT A 
(LOCAL 1427) 
(MCALS 1530, 1539. 1540, 1557) 
(Part-time) 
astomer Interview Representative 
~ a t a  Time Step cumulative 
nonths Yesre Uonthe 
18.84 3 - - 
19.09 6 0 3 
19.341 12 0 9 
19.37 12 1 9 
19.40 12 2 9 
19.43 12 3 9 
19.46 12 4 9 
19.49 12 5 9 
19.52 12 6 9 
19.55 12 7 9 
19.65 Uaximm 8 9 
I This rate step by Employs Profile only 
February 19, 1996 Attachment III 
S u ~ u l e m e n t a l  Aereement  for  Clerical Par t -Time Emolovees  
The terms of Attachment I, dated March 18, 1993 to the July 23, 1993 Letter of 
Agreement remain in effect except as amended or supplemented by the following 
provisions: 
The capability of the Company to utilize "part-time regular" employees shall be 
expanded system-wide consistent with the provisions contained in this document 
to clerical job classifications at the General Clerk Ill level (maximum ratt of pay 
currently $13.03 per hour) or below, in addition to the clerical job classifications 
identified in the Part-Time Letter of Agreement dated March 18, 1993. Scheduled 
hours of a basic work week shall be no morc than twenty-four (24) with a 
minimum of  twenty (20) hours per week, with no time limit on the duration of  
their employment. A regular scheduled work day shall be no morc than ten (10) 
hours per day with a minimum of four (4) hour per day. 
A. Part-time staffing will be limited to a maximum of eighteen percent (18%) of. 
a department except as noted in paragraph B . 
B. In departments with fewer than ten (10) employees, part-time s t a f f~ng  levels 
will be determined as follows: 
1. One (I)  part-time positions for each office with from one ( I )  to three (3) 
full-time positions. 
2. Two (2) part-time positions for each office with four (4) or more full-time 
positions 
3. Parts 1 and 2 of this section shall apply to each job classification covered 
by this Supplemental Agreement respectively to determine the appropriate 
staffing of each respective job classification. 
C. The process to be used in filling part-time positions will be completed in the 
following manner: 
I. Voluntary full-time to part-time transfen of  present incumbents in the 
affected job classification into an open and identified part-time position. 
2. If additional positions arc to be filled, nutt consideration will be given to 
present employecs who promote in accordance with Exhibit B of the 
Collcctivc Bargaining Agreement. 
3. Remaining positions may be filled by considering wnsfer or demotion 
requests of qualified employecs before hiring new part-time c m p l o y n .  In 
any w e .  employees would be paid in accordance with the wage rate 
schcdulc of the part-time job classification. 
111. Promations and Transfers 
A. Seniority for pan-time employees will be accrued by adding the total number 
of regularly scheduled hours and prorating this relative to a full-time forty (40) 
hour work week in accordance with Exhibit I .  
B. New hires into part-timc positionr with less seniority than full-timc employccs 
in lower job classifications will not be eligible to vansfcr or promote to s full- 
time position or into a like job classification if an employee in a Iowa job 
classification is eligible for a promotion in accordance with Exhibit B of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
C. Incumbent full-time cmployces transferring into part-time positions will be 
considered for promotion based on thcir seniority with othcr employees in their 
job classification. 
D. Incumbent full-time employees demoting into part-time positions will be 
considered for promotion based on thcir seniority with other employees id their 
current part-time job classification. 
E. Incumbent full-time employees promoting to part-timc positions will be 
considered for future promotions based on their seniority with othcr cmployecs 
in their previous full-time job classification. and adjusted ~ n i o r i t y  in thcir part- 
time position. 
, Overtime for Psrt-Time Emrrlovees 
A. Overtime shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all hours worked 
above forty hours in a basic work week. Double time payments shall not apply 
to part-time employment. 
B. No overtime shall be paid for part-time employees for hours worked except: 
I .  When the basic work day schedule is ten (10) hours and the employee 
works hours in extension to the basic work day. 
2. After the employee has worked at least two (2) hours past the scheduled 
basic work day providing the basic work day and the extended hours are 
greater than eight (8) hours total. 
C. Applicable overtime meal provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
shall not apply to part-time employees. 
D. Overtime, when required, is the responsibility of full-time employees. 11 is 
expected that extenuating circumstances related to a storm, E.R.P., or significant 
system conditions, will require full-time employees to work mandatory 
overtime; however: 
I .  Should conditions warrant, part-time employees may be required to work in 
extension to their basic work day. If the part-time employee's hours of 
work are to extend more than one hour past the end of  the basic work day, 
a eall-out of a full-time employee will be made in accordance with the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement. It is understood that part-time employees 
on the job will continue on the job until they can be replaced by a full-time 
employee. The overtime provisions relative to part-time employees as 
described in Section IV of this supplemental agreement apply in these 
circumstances. 
2. Should operating conditions and facility requirements ~e rmi t ,  part-time 
employees may be called out or required to work either extended hours or 
overtime if all full-time employees have been called out and additional 
staffing is needed. 
S u o ~ t ~ m c n t . t  Acrrrrnmt L r  Pan-Time Erno to~ee  
Pwc Few 
3. If part-time employees are not replaced by full-time employees in Jituatio 
which would result in overtime for full-time emdoyees in situatio 
outlined above, all hours worked by part-time employees butside of the p a  
time em~loyees'  basic work day schedule will be considered for applicatic 
. . . ~ 
of the bypassed overtime provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreeme 
for affected full-time employees. 
V. Other  Provisions 
A. At the direction of management, part-time employees may be required to wor 
a full-time basic work week schedule lo anend training programs and fulfill on 
the-job experience requirements necessary to qualify to perform their work 
The training schedule and course requirements will determine when working 
full-time schedule is required. 
6. With the consent of their immediate supervisor, part-time employees shall hav 
the privilege of  exchanging shifts within the same work week, by individua 
arrangement with other part-time employees provided the change can b 
accomplished without additional costs to the Company and without violatior 
of any applicable laws or governmental regulations. 
In no instances will part-time employees be allowed to exchange shiAs with 
full-time employees o r  vice-vcna. 
C. Regular weekly schedules for part-time employees will be posted. Part-time 
employees will not qualify for Sunday premium or shift premium as dcfined in 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement regardless of hours worked or daily work 
schedules. Further. applicable shift change penalty or rest period provisions 
will not be applied to part-time employees. 
D. Management shall provide notice of at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the 
change in the basic work days of a part-time employee's basic work week or 
a chanae in the daily working hours of the scheduled work day. Further, it is 
- . 
management's tntent to prov~dc upgrade to the appropnate full-trme employee 
m Instances whnch would rcsult In a 'force' rltuatron to a part-ttme employee 
m D , m c " U , p  
h.. Fin 
VI. Benclitr 
A. Part-time employees may elect to participate in the currmt Commonwealth 
Edison Employee Medical Expense Plan at the current regular employee 
premium for single or family coverage; a elect to participate in any or all of 
the following benefit plans: Dental Expense, Vision and Hearing Care, Life 
Insurance, and Disability Benefit Plan (MBA), at the current regular employee 
premiums for single or family coverage where applicable. 
B. Part-time employees will be eligible to participate in the Employee Savings and 
Investment Plan. E.S.I.P. Full-time em~lovees  who are DaRicipantS in the 
. . 
E.S.I.P. Plan when they begin part-time status who elect not to participate in 
the Employec Medical Expense Plan shall be allowed to continue in the E.S.I.P. 
. . 
Plan and to receive the employee matching contributions based upon part-time 
regular earnings. Aflected incumbent part-time employees currently in the 
E.S.I.P. Plan and making contributions. but not receiving the employer 
matching contribution, will begin receiving the employer matching contribution 
upon ratification of the Memorandum of Agreement dated February 19. 1996. 
C. Part-time employees will not be eligible for vacation pay as described in the 
Collective Bargaining Agrccmcnt. However, in each calendar year, part-time 
cmplayecs who have completed their first year of service will be eligible to 
schedule up to forty-eight (48) hours of excused absence from work without 
pay. The excused absence will be scheduled in whole day increments of hours 
that correspond to the part-time emplayec's basic work day. Unscheduled hours 
beyond the whole basic work day may be scheduled as a partial work day 
provided scheduled excused absences do not exceed the total hours allowable. 
Provided the conditions of work are such that the part-time employee's services 
can be spared, and with the understanding that they are subject to change to 
meet operating conditions and work requirements, the scheduled excused 
absence shall be selected, in each work group, in accordance with service. A 
full-time employee shall not be denied the opportunity to schedule regular or 
extra vacation as a result of this provision. 
D. Part-time employees will not be eligible for any excused paid absence (except 
as defined in the Collective Bargaining Agreement) andfor first week disability 
paid absence. 
E. The following days will be recognized as holidays for the part-time employees 
New Y c d s  Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving 
Day, and Christmas Day. If one of thcsc specified holidays falls during a paR. 
time employee's weekly work schedule, the employee may be given the day ofl 
and paid at their basic hourly rate of pay for their regularly scheduled hours 
or scheduled to work at the time and one half rate. 
The application of the provisions contained in this supplemental agreement are 
applicable to pan-time employees covered by this Memorandum of Agreement. 
?L& L?. Acj- 
Virginia '~ .  Brown 
Employee Relations Manager 
EXHIBIT #I  
Accrued Senioritv for Part-Time Emolovees 
20 hours per week = 1040 + 2080 = .50 Multiplier 
22 hours per week = 1144 - 2080 = .55 Multiplier 
24 hours per week = 1248 + 2080 = .60 Multiplier 
26 hours per week = 1352 + 2080 = .65 Multiplier 
28 hours per week = 1456 + 2080 = .70 Multiplier 
30 hours per week = 1560 + 2080 = .75 Multiplier 
32 hours per week = I664  + 2080 = .80 Multiplier 
(Calculate using calendar days x multiplier) 
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Accrued Seniority for Part-Time Emoloveer 
The Part-Time Agreement. dated March 18. 1993. shall be revised to reflect the following 
understanding reached between the Company and Union on April IS. 2001 during 
general negotiations. This provision shall become effective the first pay period 
immediately following ratification of this Agreement dated April 18. 2001. 
V1. Promotions and Transfers 
A. Senioritv for oar-rime emolovees will be accrued like all other rcmlar full- 
, . . , - 
umc employees In accordance wth Anrcle Ill. Sccuon 3 of the Collcct~vc 
B u g u n ~ n ~  Awcmcnt Scn~onty in 3 CIcncaI lob clnss~ficauon shall be based 
- - -  
upon promotional service date. ~romotional &vice date shall be in 
accordance with the Company's records and shall include only service spent 
in clerical iob classifications and not Company service spent prior to a break 
. . . . 
in service which has not k e n  joined or time spent in a production or 
maintenance job classification. 
B. New h m r  into panln-time posrlions shall be treated like all olhcr employers for 
promollon, u hich shall be In accorhncc with Exhib~t B of the Collcctire 
Bargaining Agreement. 
Demotions for Part-Time Customer Service Re~resentatives 
The Company recognizes the concerns raised by the union regarding the ability of par- 
time Customer Service Representatives to move to full-time positions. After further 
review, the Company is proposing the following to address the employee's concerns: 
The Clerical Bracketing Agreement dated April 28. 1997 permitted clerical employees in 
the job classifications, Commercial Account Clerk, Bill Adjustment Clerk, Commercial 
Credit Clerk. Customer Credit Representative, and Customer Service Representative 
(Full Time and Pan-Time), to voluntarily demote after completing four (4) years of 
service in each of the above job classifications. 
Based on the abolishment of the tiles; Commercial Accounts Clerk, Bill Adjustment 
Clerk, Customer Credit Representative, and the establishment of the Billing Clerk 
classification, the Company will afford the opportunity for those who hold the 
classification of Billing Clerk to demote under the same provisions and conditions as 
defined in the Clerical Bracketing Agreement dated April 28. 1997. 
In addition. the Com~anv will also afford  art-time Customer Service Representatives the 
opportunity to demote frbm part-time to an entry-level clerical position aiter achieving 
twa (2) years of service in the part-time Customer Service Representative classification. 
The following revised list of eligible employees and required length of service shall 
apply: 
Job Classification Time 
* Commercial Account Clerk 4 Years 
Billing Clerk 4 Years 
*Commercial Credit Clerk 4 Years 
Customer Service Rep 4 Years 
(Full Time) 
Customer Service Rep 2 Years 
(Part Time) 
*Live out basis only 
Mr. W i a m  H. Stam 
President and Business Manago 
Local Union 15. LB.EW. 
1333 Bunafield Road 
Downas G m ,  IL 605 15 
Dear Mr. S t a r  
The Company achwlcdges the receipt of and, as a result of general contract 
bargaining, will include as a pan of the Company Lena of Agreement related to 
Seniority dated F e b w  19, 19%. the lener h m  R A Joyce dated August 14, 1995 
which states: 
"Pleme be advised that it is the intent of local IS. 1B.E. W. to 
hove the rights and privileges gmnted in the Senioriy 
Propal, &tedAugusl14, 1995 (revised F e b q  19. 1996). 
extended to include mry LQCUI IS m c e r  or Representative 
who u on a leave of absence or the time t h e  rights could be 
exercised " 
As discussed, this inclusion is predicated upon the Company adding to this provision 
the following: 
Since the rim@ of a refurn of an Oficer or Business 
Representatives of h a 1  Union I5 to ComEd is undetermined 
management will not be required to maintain excess at mry 
locorion as a m u h  of this prior &clamtion and subsequent 
exercising of h e  pmtectiw rights. The Comjxmy will 
discuss with union leadenhip an appmpriofe process for 
resolving this staflng issue mcessaty at that rime. 
OU19fl6 lmrr to W H. Sron 
PO&-< Tvo 
The Company's acceptance of the above is contingent upon successful ratification of 
the Letter of Agreement related to Seniority to which it is attached. Unless and until 
the provisions of that letter arc accepted, the treatment of Local Union I5 O 5 c m  and 
Business Representatives relative to seniority will remain unchanged. 
~w'a A. Brown 
Employee Relations Manager 
February 19.1996 
Mr. William H. Stan 
President and Business Manager 
I.B.E.W.. Lccal Union 15 
1333 Butterfield Road, Suite 280 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 
Dear Mr. Star 
As a result of the union reorganization. the Company and representatives of Local Union 
15, including members of the Exeartive Board, have had ongoing discussions invoking 
seniority related issues. Consistent with previous understandings Lhat requests for 
Seniority revisions which would impad the terms of the Colledive Bargaining Agreement+ 
muld  be subjed to negotiation, management and the union entered into this period of 
"gwd faiW bargaining. This letter speaflcally proposes additions, deletions and changes 
to provisions of the contracts required to mutually resolve seniority issues, including: 
. standardization and mnsolidatiM of Arlide Ill of the five Colledive Bargaining 
Aareements consistent with the establishment of Local Union 15 and containing new 
language relative to layoff and recall pmoeswts; and. 
revisions to Exhibit B of the existing contracts to incorporate the changes as 
desdbed in this document. 
The provisions wntained in this letter supersede all previous offers or proposals fmm the 
Company related to these discussions. Other applicable provisions of the Colledive 
Bargaining Agreements shall continue in full force and effed unless specifically changed by 
this letter. 
I. StandardizaUon and Consolidation of Article Ill Language 
A The language contained in the five separate Colledive Bargaining Agreements 
will be revised in the next contrad to incorporate the provisions of this letter. 
8. Changes to standardize language of the Colledive Bargaining Agreements will 
be made to refled the formation of Local Union 15. 
C. Specjfic revisions to layoff and recall pmvisions have been established through 
interest-based negotiations and are refledive of the Company's and the 
Union's shared concerns. These changes are described in the provisions 
mntained in this tenel. 
II. Revisions to Exhibit B of the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
A The Lines of Promotion and Demotion. Exhibit B, contained in the five 
separate Colledive Bargaining Agreements will be revised in the next contrad 
to inwrporate the provisions dthis letter. 
8. The Company and the Union have agreed to continue the utilization of an 
informational posting process to facilitate the movement of employees in a 
manner whim provides for employment opportunities, expanded flexibility and 
career advancement. The transfer of a auallfled emolovee as a result of an 
. , 
~nformatlonal postlng mll ce handled m acmmance mth the gulde~~nes 
effect ve a1 the tlme the employee accepts the new posltlon 
Ill. Establishment of Clerical Promotional Series 
The Company and the Union have agreed to establish system-wide seniority for 
employees in clerical job classifications for an initial twelve (12) month period 
effedive at the start of the pay period immediately following notification by Local 
Union 15 of acceptance of this letter. 
A Lines of oromotion and demotion in acmrdance with Exhibit B of the Colledive 
Bargaining Agreement will be based on promotional service date on a system 
mde basis for an initial twelve (12) month penoa effedive at the start of the pay 
ceriod immediatelv followinp notification by Local Union 15 of acceptance of 
ihis letter. ~mmotional service date is defined as the time a&ed in all 
clerical positions. 
B. The continuation of system-wide promotional opportunities for mployees in 
clerical job classifications afler the twelve (12) month period requires the 
mutual wnsent of both the Com~anv and the Union. ~otification bv both 
pan.es statmg the.r consent to mnt~nue synem.mde senlonty for employees m 
clencal job classlCcabons must be recelved Wore the fAeenUl of the final 
month of the initial twelve (12) month period. 
C. In the event the Company and the Union are unable to reach mutual agreement to 
continue system-wide seniority afler the initial period, for the purposes of promotions 
and demoiions. three se~arati clerical Dromotional series will be established effective 
on the first day'of the mdnth following l i e  end of the initial period 
1) Incumbent employees in the respective wok locations covered by e a h  
promotional series will be placed on one of lhree merged seniority lists as 
follom: 
Promotional Series Business Unit Locations 
Promotional Series A Nuclear Operations Nuclear Generating 
Stations 
Downers Grove 
(Nuclear) 
~ioductio" Training 
Center (PTC) 
Pmmotional Series B General Office General Offica 
Departments 
Promotional Series C Commercial Open./ Commercial Locations 
Fossil Operations Fossil Generating 
Stations 
Dormers Grove 
(Fossil) 
2 )  Lines of promotion and demotion in amrdance with Exhibit 8 of the Colleciive 
Bargaining Agreement will be based on promotional service date within each 
promotional series. Promotions will be permined in accordance with the 
procedures and groundrules for promotions desaibed in this lener as follows: 
within and across nuclear business unit work locations 
* within and acmss General Ofice departments 
* within and across commercial and fossil business unit work locations 
- 4 -  
D. Incumbent clerical emolovees. at the time senarate promotional series by business 
unit group are established, will be provideb a onk-time opportunity to promote. 
mntingent upon their seniority, to a preidentified location in one of the other two 
ommotional series at the timeof an available opening. They would be mnsidered 
in accordance with their seniority ranking with other eiigible employees for 
promotion mnsistent with Exhibit B of the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
Employees will be required to identity their work location of choice, if l k t  should be 
in another business unit group horn their current work site, by the fiteenth of the 
month follm'ng the end of the initial period. 
E. Employees who refuse a promotion to their selected location or acced a promotion 
offered in accordance wili the provisions of this letter will not be eligible for Mure 
mnsideration for promotion outside of their then current promotional series. 
F The Comoanv end the Union have discussed several imwrtant issues which .- ~ ~ ~~ 
impad clericai promotional opportunities and have established a pintcommitment 
to enter into good faith negotiations as soon as pradicable in 1996. These 
diwssions a r i  intended to include bracketing of job classifications by functions 
and mmpetencles, as well as other associated issues. 
G. The Company and the Union have discussed and reached an understanding 
relative to orocess improvements to facilitate the filling of clerical vacancies. The 
procedure$ and grou"d~les for clerical promotions dated February 19. 1993 will 
bsmme effective as soon as pradicable following acceptance of this letter (see 
Exhibit # I )  
H. The Company and the Union have agreed to a ninety (90) day period to integrate 
the current General Oflice departmental job classilications into the system-wide 
seniwitv process . General Oflice employees will be eligible for pmnotional 
aaaartu~iiies within the current deoartmenG locations onlv &I such.time as the 
.r7...-. ~~ - 
ninety (90) day integration procesi is Snalized. Should &e revisions required to 
integrate the General Offim into the system-wide pmcess be accomplished before 
ninety (90) days, the parties will agree to a mutually acceptable date for the 
inclusion of General Office employees into the systemm'de seniority process. 
I Existim lateral. transfer and demotion wlicies will be terminated on the 
l~ple~enlat lon date of systemmae senlomy (not ndcluslve of the nlnety (90) day 
~mplementat~on penod discussed In Ill H above) 
N. Establishment of Production Physical PrornoUonal Series 
A Lines of Promotion and Demotion in Wib i t  0 establish the utilization of Separate 
prwnotional series for each nuclear and fossil generating station. 
0. Promotional Series for pmdudion will be established in Exhibit B for each 
depament in the following groups: 
Fossil 
Operating 
Operating (Joliet only) 
Electrical Owratino 
~eman.cai0perai;ng 
Turbine OperaLon 
Bo~ler Operailon 
switchboard Omration 
Coal Plam ~ & r a t ~ o n  
Eledncal Mamtenanm 
Mechanical Matmenance 
Nuclear 
Operating 
Electrical Maintenance 
Mechanical Maintenance 
Instrument Maintenance 
Radiation Proledion 
Chemistry 
Material Handling 
Fuel Handling 
Instrument Maintenance 
Material Handling 
The "Individual Job Classifications Not a Part of Any Pmmotional Series" 
will be maintained. 
V. Lateral Transfers for Production Physlcal Job Cla?lsiflcatlons 
A Employees in fossil and nuclear maintenance job classifications at or 
above the wrrent maximum rate of pay M $22.41 will have the 
opportunity to lateral prior to filling an open position by promotion lo 
identified vacancies in the same job classifications performing like dduties 
in other work locations within their respadive promotional series. 
0. Eligible employees may request a lateral Vansfer in acmrdanm with the 
"Pmcedures and Groundrules for Lateral Transfef dated February 19. 
1996 (see M i b i t #  2). 
C. Further aoolicabilitv of this lateral wliw will be dixussed between 
7 - . . 
management and un.on representat~ves o( the respedlve bus.ness units 
pna to Oaoaer 31. 1996 for the follwng depaNllents 
Fossil Nudear 
Operating Radiation Prdedion 
Omratins (Joliet onlv) Chemisby 
~iemcaidperaung . Matenal Handling 
Medran~cal Operat~ng Fuel Handl~ng 
Turbine Operation 
Boiler Omration 
switchboard Operation 
Coal Plant Operation 
Material Handling 
VI. Establishment of Commercial Physical Promotional Series 
1)Employees in physical job classifications in lhe following Commercial Business 
Unit promotional series will have system-wide seniority within their 
department 
Overhead Division Meter 
Underground S t o r d w l  Room 
Substation Construdion Transportation 
Substation Operating 
ZlSenioriW lists will be merged based upon the current seniority dates of 
inarmbent mmmercial physical employees. If hva or more empiayees have 
the same seniority date. the employee with greater mmpany service will be 
mnsidered the senior employee. 
3)The promotional series for System Meter Shop. System Shops and T w l  
Services and Transportation Field Service will not be affeded and will remain 
separate promotional series. The promotional series for Transportation 
System Auto Shop (Villa Park) will be merged with the Transportation 
Department. 
4) Emolovees in h e  Eledrical Mechanic B iob classification inside the a W  (mw 
~, - ~,~~~ - ~ ~ 
au tmt ic  progression) will have their'seniority adjusled at the t ik ' they 
womote lo Eledrical Mechanic to refled their seniority position relative to 
employees in the Eledrical Mechanic B job classification outside the dty 
(automatic progression) as of the date ofthis Letter of Agreement. 
1) Employees in the following job classifications, who meet the minimum 
necessary qualifications of a higher level job classification, will have the 
opportunity (mer allw'ng for the lateral lransfer p m s s )  to pmnwle to that 
job within their department. Eligible employees for promotional opportunities 
on a system-wide basis are: 
Undemmund % 
Tmubleshwter Cable Splicer, Special Electrical Mechanic, 
Overhead Elemidan. Cable Splicer 
Spedal 
Ovemead Eledrician 
Division Meter stores .sx! 
Power Meter Sewicer Material Handler. Sr. Substation Opera101 
D.spatcher. Yam Operat~ons 
D~stna Meter Work Matenal Handler. Senlor 
Sewice Mechan~c Matenal Handlm 
Meter Sewicer Material Delivery Driver 
Meter Sewicer. Jr. Gr. Material Handler I 
Meter Reader Helper, Stodvwm 
Shop Mechanic 
Supply COnPoller 
Transwrtation 
Mechanic, 
Transportation Equipment 
Mechanic B. Transpottation 
Equipment 
2) Eligible employees will be wnsidered for promotion in accordance with the 
"Pmcedures and Groundrules for Promotions" dated February 19. 1996 (See 
Exhibit # 3). 
C. Construction Schwls/SSO Entrvlevel Positio@ 
1) Construction schools in the Overhead. Underground and Substation 
Construction Departments will be mnduded on a system-wide basis. The 
sites ofthe training schools will be determined by management. 
2) Eligibility for mnsideretion for admission to a wnstrudion school will be open 
to ComEd emPlovees in Dhvsical iob classifications at the '"W level 
~ass~Lcal~on and below (exki t  those "8" level employees m an automatic 
progression promotional senes) and employees m clencal job classficatrons 
below the minimum rate of pay of the General Clerk I level. Employees 
desi"ng consideration must mwt the minimum qualifications for acceptarita. 
3) Qualified employees identied in 8.2 above will be provided the opportunity 
to enter the apprenticeship training program based on service. 
4) For purposes of the apprentlcesh~p tra.n~ng program management ml. 
~dentrfy the tratntng schwl locat.on as rmll as tne reglons to whlch employees 
wiil be assisned during their a~~renticeship. Seledion of regions to which 
employees $11 be assigned will'be based on service. 
5)  Assignments after successful mmpletion of the apprenticeship training 
programs will be identified by management at the time of mmpletion of the 
training program. Employees will seled their assignments to the identified 
locations by service. 
6) Eligibility for consideration for promotion to entry-level Substation Operator 
positions wiil be open to I.B.E.W. ComEd employees. Employees desiring 
ansideration must meet the minimum qualifications for acceptance 
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VII. Lateral Transfern for Commercial Physical Job ClassificaUons 
A Emolovees in the follow in^ iob classiftcations will have the opportunity to lateral on a 
- 
system-wde bass to vacanaes m the same job uassrLcat~ons m other locabons 
wlthln the Company E1.g ole employees for lateral opponunlttes are 
Crew Leader. Line 
Service Eledrician 
Troubleshwter 
Overhead Eledrician, 
Special 
Overhead Eledrician 
Division Meter 
Primary Meter 
Sewicer 
P m r  Meter 
Underaround - SSC 
Crew Leader, Cable Crew Leader, 
Cable Splicer. Special Construdion 
Cable S~licer Electrical Mechanic 
SSO 
Material Handler, Area Operator 
Sr. Material Contml 
Material Handler. 
Sewlcer Sr Yam Operations 
D#spalcner. Sr Shop MecMntc 
Dlsmd Meter Work Pnnupal Supply Control.er 
Service Mechanic 
Transwrtatioq 
Mobile Equipment 
Mechanic 
Mechanic, Transportation 
Equipment 
B. Lateral transfers will only be allowed to like job classifications (i.e.. Crew Leader, 
Line to Crew Leader. Line). However, employees in the Troubleshooter 
classification will also have the opportunity to lateral transfer to the Overhead 
Eledriclan, Special job classification and assume the new job title and 
responsibilities. 
Area Ooerators aaeotino lateral transfers to/from positions insideloutside the 
~h i cagd  Regions will have their rate of pay ad)usled'in acmrdance mth the pay 
differential for insideloutside Area Operator positions. 
C. Eligible employees may request a lateral transfer in accordance with the 
"Pmcedures and Groundrules for Lateral Transfers" dated February 19. 1996 (see 
Exhibit # 2). 
VIII. Miscellaneous Issues for Commercial Physical Job Classifications 
A For purposes of upgrading and other assignments, seniority within a department at a 
location will continue to govern. 
6. The provisions in this letter supersede previous lateral, transfer w demotion policies 
throughwt the Company for employees in physical job classifications in m m ' a l  
business unit deoartmenk. Effective the date of acceotance of this letter. ~revious 
policies and practices will cease. 
UL Layoff and Recall Provisions Revised andlor Superseded (ArUcle Ill) 
As a result of several intense and focused discussions regarding proposed revisions to 
sedions of Artide Ill of the mntrads relative to lavoffs and recall riahts. the ComDanv 
and the Union have estaDl shed an unaerstana.n~reasonably sat,&ng the lnterin df 
both panles The Company and Representatlves of Local Unlon 15 were mutually 
mncerned about lessening the impact of the layoff process on long service employees 
and limitino the occurrence of seniorihl conflicts resuCw fmm 'bumDina down': 
Additional mrporate objedives indude minimiring system-wide disruptioiI, making 
emnomically sound decisions relative to employee relocation and retraining, and 
retainins ComDanv protections currently afforded in the lansuaae of lhe Collective 
0arga.n;ng ~~reements  Inmns~derallon of these strategies the fol~owng revlslons WII 
be made effedlve the date d acceptance d th~s letter It s dnderstood that 'bumpmg 
rights"apply only in the event d a  layoff situation 
A The pro" slons prev 0.1s.y mnla ned tn Anlcle Ill of the exlstlng Colleu~ve Bargaln~ng 
Agreemenk ldentlfiea below mll De aDolished m a  superseaed ny lhe revlslons 
reiative lo lay& and recall rights mntained in this letter 
. Sect ons 11 (except for paragraphs 1 and 2) and 12 (outslde Clencal) 
. Sealons 15 (except for paragrapns 1 and 2) 16 and 17 (outslae Phys~cal) 
. Sect~ons 8 (except for paragraphs 1 and 2) ana (PowerlorVKnca,d) 
. Sed~ons 15 (except for paragraphs 1 and 2). 16 and 17 (ms~de Physical) 
Sea~ons 16 (except for paragraphs 1 ana 2). 17 an0 18 (ms~de Clencal) 
1) Revisions to Article Ill will standardize the layoff pmvision for physical job 
dassifications inside and outside of the city consistent w.th the language 
contained in this lener. Language previously contained in the inside the city 
physical contract (Local Unions 1359, 1366. 1367 and 1399) will be revised 
to eliminate departmental seniority. 
2) Revisions to Article Ill will standardize the layoff provision for clerical job 
dassifications inside and outside of the citv consistent with the lanauaae 
mnla.nea In Ih.s lener LangLage prevlousl; contamed In the tnsjde t ie  uiy 
dencal conmu (Local Unlon 1427) vnll be rev.sed to ellm.nate departmenlal 
seniority 
8. An employee being transfened or demoted who prefers to be laid off rather than 
be transferred or demoted outside of his or her present work location shall retain 
the right to recall as defined in the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
C. An employee laid off as a result of the application of 1X.B above, who is not 
recalled within the provisions contained in the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
within two years shall have no further rights to reemployment 
D. Article Ill. Section 13 (outside Clerical): Article Ill, Section 18 (outside Physical): 
Artide Ill. Section 8 (PowertonKincaid): Article Ill, Section 18 (inside Physical): 
and Artide Ill. Sedion 20 (inside Clericall shall be modifled so that em~lovees 
who, as the result of the Application of ihe layoff provisions contained i l t h i s  
Proposal, are eligible for recall, may be affered the opportunity subsequent to 
being laid off to accept entry level positions in the event hiring is taking place in 
other departments in which the employee is not subject to recall provided they are 
qualified and there are no former employees of that department who must be 
affered the jobs in accurdance with the pmvision of this Artide. 
Employees accept~ng employment outsode of a aepanment from wh~ch they nave 
recall rights will not maintain any ngnts to transfer to the ,ob dassiflcatlon from 
which h e  employee was laid off 
E. An employee who dedines employment into a position outside the department 
from which the employee was laid off shall retain the right to recall as defined in 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
X Reduction in Force (Layoff) Clerical 
To identify the adual employees in job classifications to be affeded by a wxkforca 
redudion. the following procedure Mil apply: 
A Senlonty for dencal employees speufic to the layoff process mll be established 
mthln three respectwe buslness untt groups as follows 
Commercial/Fossil d&cal employees 
General m c e  clerical employees 
B. Promotional service date in each of lheir respedive business unlt groups above 
Mll determine which employees shall: 
1) be transferred or demoted to the next lower job classification within their 
respective business unit group in which they previously had performed the 
work or. 
2) be demoted lo the next lower job dassiftcation within their respective 
business unit group, provided they are able to perlorm the work 
C. If a layoff is necessary with or without the implementation of lhe demdions or 
lransfem resulting from lhe worWorce redudion steps described in X A and B 
above, employees in the entry level job dassiftcations. General Clerk Ill level and 
below, will be merged across business unit groups ordo one list and lheir 
respedive service dates will govern. If the requited number of lavoffs necessarv 
are not achteved a1 these entry levels. me process would then ~nGlve mployee; 
In other lob dasstficatlons mthln the buslness unlt group(s) lmplemenung lhe 
downsizing effort based upon seniority in lheir individual promdional series. 
D. Management will determine the need to rebalance the worldorce acmss business 
units as a result of implementing the provisions of this lmer. Employees will be 
lransfened on a volunteer basis in senioritv order Drior to r e a s s i o n s  to locations 
requlnng add.t~onal swing provlaea they are aDle to perform th;; work and meet ali 
qualficatlons, ~ndud~ng tesbng requlrements, as speufled by the recelvlng 
business unit. For assignment in a nudear generating station, all medical 
requirements, radiological requirements, requirements for unesmrted accass and 
the Company Fitness of Duly Access Authorization Programs as desaibed in 
CNSC # 2W and CNSG #5W must be met 
XI. Reduction in Force (Layoff) Production 
To identify the actual employees in job dassiflcations to be affected by a wrklorce 
redudion, the following p r d u r e  will apply: 
A Generating station employees in the following promotional series from all fossil 
planb will be combined by depaltment in seniority date order 
- Coal Plant Operation 
Eledrical Maintenance 
. Mechanical Maintenance 
. Instrument Maintenance 
. Material Handling 
8. Generating Station employees in the operating promotional series identified below 
will be combined by depaltment in seniority date order by fossil plane as follows: 
a. Stations: Collins. Joliet 9. Joliet29. Powerton, Kincaid 
Promotional Series: Operating. Operating (Joliet only) 
b. m: Crawford. Fisk 
Promotional Series: Electrical Operating, Mdanical  Operating 
c. m: Will County. Waukegan 
Promotional Series: Boiler Operating. Turbine Operating. Switchboard 
Operating 
d. As the fossil Dlants listed in Section 2fbl and 2fcl above are converted to 
unitized coniol operations, employeis' who ark trained, qualified and 
demonstrate performance will be combined with the respedive job 
dassiiications in those promotional series identified in Section 2(al above on a 
merged seniority basis. 
C. Employees with Ule least seniority on these merged lists shall: 
1) be demoted to the next lower job classification in accordance with lhe 
lines d demotion set forth in Exhibit 0; or, 
2) be transferred or demoted to a job classification within Ihe fossil business 
unit in any departmental promotional series in this Agreement in which 
thev weviouslv had senioritv orovided the iob classification to which thev 
are.t;ansferr& or demd8d.i; nol higher ihan the highest p b  they hai  
previously held in that promotional series 
D. Senioritv for em~iovees in all other ommotional series as listed below. in the 
nuclearbuslne&un;l, fflll apply on a &t!omby-stabon, depmm-bydepartment 
D ~ S I S  for pu~?Xses d demotlonlb~mp~ng hts (appl.ed as desalbed m paragraph 
C. 1 and 2 above within their respeiivest$ion): 
* 
Ooeratina Radiation Prdedion 
~ieancai~alntenance Chem~nry 
Mechan~cal Mamtenance Marenal Handl~ng 
lnsbwnenl Mamtenanm Fuel Hanal~ng 
E. In the event that a layoff becomes necessary employees in the fossil operating 
pmmotional series listed in XI. B demoted as a result of the application of 
demotionlbumping rights (as described in paragraph C. I and 2 abwe) may 
disolace. mntiment uwn meetino the resoedive aualificalions. emlovees in the 
- .  
a&lllary operator and equ.pmont inendant: 2nd grabe job dassicat;ons Hmo have 
less senlonty on a merged basls across the fossll generating stabow Locations 
and the number of available positions for demoted or transferred employees will 
be determined by management and offered to qualified employe.& based on 
service. 
F. Produdion emplovees identified for demotion or tansfer won  mmoletion of h e  
w~rklonz reductldn steps aesmoed In XI A. 13. C. D and E'above $11 be rnergea 
Into one lhst In sem8ce date omer 
G In the event that a laydf becomes necessary, and me affedea employees on the 
merged llst as desmbea In XI F above have greater servlce than statlon laborers 
in the production business units, these employees may, contingent upon meeting 
lhe resDedive aualications. dis~lace emplovees in the station laborer iob 
classific&ion aadss lhe fossil and nuclear gene;ating stations. L-tions and ihe 
number of available pasitions for demoted or transferred employees will be 
determined by management and offered to qualified employees based on service. 
Employees ellglble to transfer or demote mto another podudm buslness unlt as a 
resun of the appllcat~on of th~s lener. must meet all qualAcat!ons, ~ndualng testlng 
requirements,as spechied by the receiving business unit For assigmlent in a 
nudear generating station, all medical requirements, radiological requirements. 
requirements for unesmrted access and the Company Fitness for Duly Access 
Au lhb t i on  Programs as described in CNSC # 200 and CNSG #500 must be 
met 
H. Demoted employees displaang auxiliary operator, equipment attendant. 2nd grade 
or station laborers as a result of a layoff in accordance with XI. E and XI. G 
respedively, will be afforded special mnsideration as follows: 
1) The rates of pay for these employees would not be adjusted until &er a 
three (3) month 'transitionarv wriod' from the time d placement into their 
new positions, during whid the employees may be assigned & d 
lower job dassiflcations and receive site s w c  training, elc. 
2) Demoted employees will be afforded preferential seniority to facilitate their 
retum to their previous level by being placed in respedive order al the top 
of each auxiliary operator, equipment attendant. 2nd grade or station 
laborer seniority list for each site. 
3) These employees will be afforded a one-time opportunity to return to their 
former wrk location should an opening oau in their previous job 
dassiflcation. This opportunity will be Medive only for the period of time 
Vlal these employees are placed into auxiliary operator, equipment 
attendant, 2nd grade or station laborer job dassifications. This offer will 
also be voided should the employee accept a promotion al the new 
location. 
4) Employees refusing a promotion at their new & location during the 
transitionaly period will have their rate of pay adjusted to the maximum 
rate of the auxiliary operator, equipment attendant 2nd grade or 
slation laborer job classification. 
I. In the event of the closing of a generating station, the Company will discuss the 
immd and determine the aoompriate utilization of bamaining unit emDloyees d e r  
p~&ment K, accordance dljl u;e laydf proceaare mnia~ned in th~s I&& Slatlon 
management may at thelr d.saet.on, aetermlne based upon wormload a neea to 
assign demoted iodudion employees who have exenised their bumping rights 
intoke au~iliaty'o~erator, equipment atlendant. 2nd grade or station iabwer-job 
classification, to work mmmensurate with their adual level of training, expertise 
and rate of pay priw to demotion 
J. Management will determine the need to rebalance the workforce as a result of 
implementing the provisions of this letler. Employees will be lransferred on a 
volunteer basis in seniority order orior to reassianment to locations mauirinrr 
- . - 
additional staffing. 
XiI.Reduction In Force (Layoff) Commanial Physlcal 
To identify the adual employees in job classifications to be affeded by a warklorce 
redudion. the following pmcedure will apply: 
A Management will identify the number of employees by job dass f i ca t i~  whose 
positions have been eliminated. 
8 Employees who are lowest on the senlorty list w~thln the lob classlficatons 
ldentded mll be demoted to avallaDle poslt.ons In the nen lower job classlficatfon 
within their ~romotional series provided thev have previously held seniority in that 
job classificition. 
C. Employees who have not held seniority in a lower job classification within their 
orornotional series lor are in the lowest iob classifition within their wornotional 
knes) wll be demoted and allowed lo isplace employees in Identified available 
posltlons In the followng job dasslficat~ons 
Garage Atlendant 
Helper, Consbudion 
Helper, Stockroom 
Meter Reader 
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displacement of employees in the above job dassiflcaiions by demoted employees 
will be based on Company service provided the demded employee meets lhe 
minimum qualifications d the position. Minimum qualifications will be dmined as 
previous e+riem in Vie job dassification or meeting the entrance testing 
requirements ofthe position. 
D. Employees who are demoted and do n d  meet the minimum qualifications of the 
dassiiicaiions identifled above (or have lesser service). and employees who are 
displaced by demoted employees will be subjed lo layoff. 
In addition to lhe terms above, the Company agrees to apply lhe additional provisions 
mnlained in the leller to William H. Slam from J. Stanley Graves dated February 19, 1996 (See 
Altachment A). 
The provisions mnlained in this lener will be effective upon ratification of the Memorandum of 
Agreement dated February 19. 1996. It is expected lhis lener will bring our current discussions 
regarding seniority to a mutually satisfadory mndusion. 
Very tnrly yours. 
/,/ - . 
i'(.y.:'t.J- {/&(.7< 
Virginia A Bmrm 
Employee Relations Manager 
E J. S. Graves J. R. Krisch 
M. T. Latino D. M. O'Connor 
T. A HOmalh M. A WOjdk 
EXHIBIT #I 
PROCEDURES AND GROUNDRULES FOR CLERICAL PROMOTIONS 
The intent of lhe following guidelines is to ensure a timely and consistent method for filling 
cleriwl positions. Procedures and groundrules for clerical promotions are as follows: 
Employees must qualify for pmmotional oppcrtunities in accordance wilh the 
Seniority Letter of Agreement dated February 19,1996. 
The Company will provide information on available openings in "pool' and "listed' 
deriwl job classifications lhrough available means including mmputerked bulletin 
board anrwuncemenls, CETV. ComEd Currents and olher eledronic and printed 
mmmuniwtion mediums as may be appropriate. 
. A canvassing procedure will be utilized of eligible employees as determined by the 
Seniority Letter of Agreement dated February 19.1996. 
. The Company will post a notification of openings in bid clerical job dassiflcalions for 
five (5) calendar days. Eligible employees will be, required to submit an application 
eilher lhrouah Com~anv mail. lhe U.S. Postal Service. or bv fax. Drior to the end of 
, . 
the bid pen&. 
The first employee canvassed, eilher for "pool' and "listed' clerical positions or for 
'bid' clerical wsilions will be required to acceot or reied a ommotion bv the 
beglnnlng of ihe next ousmess day subsequent wndtdales Anvassea 411 be 
requ.red to accept or reject a promotson a1 tne ttme they are canvassed 
- Interviem, when required, may be conducted by telephone. 
- Visits to other offices or Company work locations will not be permitted on Company 
time or at Company expense. The employee may be provided lhe opportunity lo 
observe a similarjob at his or her present work location. 
February 19.1996 
EXHIBIT # 2  
P R O C E D W  AND GROUNDRULES FOR PHYSICAL LATERAL TRANSFERS 
Employees must qualify for thc a p p o d l y  for a lateral m s f e r  in acwrdvlce with the 
Seniority Letter of Agreement dated Febmmy 19, 1996. 
Thc Company will pmvidc inf01111ation on apmings h u g h  a d a b l e  means including 
comput&d bulletin board announcements, C E N ,  CamEd Currents and other elecuonic 
and printed communication mediums as may be appropriate. 
Eligible employees may request a lateral Uansferal?ercompledng the first year of actual cqericnce 
within a job classification as identified in the Seniority Letter of Ageement dated February 19, 
1996 as qualifying for l a r d  e m .  
Eligible employees must have submined and have on file an application form indicating their 
interest in a lateral hansfcr and identifying the location to which they would accept assignment 
prior to the vacancy k ing  d e c l d  open. 
When a vacancy or opening accm in an identified job classification and management has 
determined the parition dl be filled, before promoting to the position, the following pracedw 
dl k implemented: 
1) The iile or requests far latcral hansfm will k reviewed and the most +or 
employee requesting the lateral transfer to the location will be idendfied. 
2) The employee must mcet the qualifications of the position and be qualified to 
perform all job duties of the classification at the time of the latcral transfer. 
3) The cmploycc uho is una\wlahlc for rcasrlgnment within a masonable m c  may k 
b y - ~ s c d  bur wll maintarn cliybibty for future consideration. 
4) The employee who refasera latcral hansfer at the time a vacancy is being 6Ued will 
not be eligible for future consideration to the same location for at least six months. 
5 )  The employee who is transfemd will not k eligiblc for a subsequent lateral hansfer 
for a period of time as follows: 
. Commercial Physical 6 months 
Fossil Physical 2 yean 
. Nuclear Physical 2 yean 
N IS managemeds responsiblllty to deterrn~ne the appropnate ul~llratron of laeral 
W e n  to dlslnbute or reallocate employees v, the identfiedpb classficat~ons based 
upon staffing requirements and ~perat i~~andi t ions.  It is not &a intent of management 
to inaease the overall staffing level at a location as a result of a lateral transfer. 
If a pasition in a produdion maintenance iob dassification at or above the A level is to 
be f;lled, the posiion will be filled by pnor to posting for a lateral transfer in 
accordance wth the above guidelmes, 8 an inambent employee at the 8 level elig~ble 
to m m d e  at the location cf the own im has at least three i n d  onehaif 13 I f 2 1  vears - . . 
seniority in the B level job dassifi&ion. - 
February 19.1996 
EXHIBIT# 3 
I'ROCEDURES AND GROUNDRULES FOR COMMERCIAL PHYSICAL PROMOTIONS 
. Employees must qual.fy for the opponun.ty for promot.on In acwmance mth the 
Sen~onty Lener d Mreemenl dated Fenwary 19.19% 
. The Comoanv will orovide information on ownims Uuou~h available means 
Ind,aig km'puten;ed ou.letm ward annou&m&ts, CEN. ComEd Currents 
and other eledmnlc aM pnnted mmunlcatlon med.ums as may be appropriate 
. When management has determined a vacancy is to be filled by promotion (after 
allm'ng for the lateral lransfer process), the following pmcedure will be 
implemented: 
1) The position will be posted system-wide for a period of seven (7) calendar 
days. The posting will identify the job dassifications, location and minimum 
qualifications required. 
2\ Qualified emDlovees within the aooraonate deDartment. will have the 
-, . . . .  . 
opportunity to express an interest in the promotion by submitting a request 
form wilhin Ihe posting period. 
3) Qualified employees must be capable of performing all d the duties of the 
pasted position. 
4) The employee who is unavailable for reassignment within a reasonable 
time may be bypassed but will maintain eligibility for Mure mnsideralion. 
5) The positions will be offered by seniority to available and capable 
employees. 
February 19.1996 
Ornrn""Mllh Wur" Wrnpm)' 
125 south clrrli srnrcr 
P.O. Bur 767 
chicryo. l L W m 7 6 7  
February 19. 1996 
Mr. William H. Starr 
Attachment A 
Deu Mr. SBn: 
As you ar. a m  theCompany and Local Union IS rcprescnfativu have cngagcd in long and 
intmsive neg&ons related to revisions in seniority pmvirions dec t ive  of the vrv lpml ion  
of System Council U-25. At the timc of thc a m a l m t i o n .  Local Union 15 lcadenhin N o d v  
a p k r c d  that complRing thcsc negotiations &a primah objective. While it is ~dcntood 
that pm@ from the Company offered subrontial impmvcmcnts q a e d  by the union. it 
is m g n i z d  c d t  the key area of fntcntion m i n s  the proposcd bumping and layoff 
procedun canainsd in the final seniority offn from thc Company dated F c b w  19. 19%. 
The pvrpmc of this lntcr is to establish thaI, effective immediately &rough Ssptmber 30, 
1997. concurrent with the term of the C o l l d v e  Bargaining A g m m m ~ ,  the Company wiU 
agree to apply, subjm to ratification, the following provision in addition ra those specified in 
the final seniority offer from the Company dated February 19. 1996: 
In the went of a reduction in force resulting in the application ofthe layoff 
and bumping P r & s i 0 ~  mntaincd in this agreement kwea February 19, 
1996 and S s p I a n k  30, 1997, the thm wgarafc pml groups established 
at thc cnQ l m l  in production, clerical and commercial physical 
rcspcdvdy, will be combined. 'k affected job classifications ar. as 
follows: 
Gmcral Clcrk m and below (Clerical) 
Station bbom (Pmdudon) 
Garage Ancndant (Commercial) 
Helper, conmudim (Commercial) 
. H e l p ,  Stac*room (commercial) 
Meter Rrader (Cammmial) 
A B d  cmnlovee subim to lavoff fmm an cmrv 1- iob classification . . ~~ -~ ~. , ~ .  
in one pml group with more scrvicc than employees in other mUy lwsl job 
classifisations in thc other nw pml gmups will be offered the w~rhmiw 
to bump an anp~qzewi th  ismierviia. Emplow win be required to 
meet the qualifications and testing requiments ofthe entry lwsl position 
in order to exercise their bumping rights 
11 is my undemanding rhaf, mth the application of fhc seniority pmvisim of thc Ldfsr of 
A-cnt dated Fcb- 19. 1996 and the provision comaincd in this Intcr, this susccufully 
m c l u d a  discurrim mlatcd Io seniority. It is funher undcmood that seniority provisions 
contained in the Collective Bargaining Agrrunmt may be subject to further negotiation at thc 
expiration of thc Nrrcnt urn on ScpMbcr 30. 1997. 
I. Stanley Gram 
Vice Pmidmt 
CummunMrlln wmn wmpnny 
125 South Clad St- 
PO. Box 767 
Chica80. IL(a6RY1717 
February 19, 1996 
MI. William H. Stan 
President and Business Manager 
I.B.E.W.. Local Union IS 
1333 ~u;fafield Rd, Suite 280 
DOWMS GIOVC, ILM)515 
D m  MI. S t a r  
The Seniorih. L*tu. of Amement dated Februarv 19. 1996. includes a 
- . . 
provision to establish system-wide seniority for employees in clerical job 
classifications for an initial twelve (12) month oeriod. As vou how.  resolution 
of this ~SSUE was exhmely difficuli bicause th; union's i n k s t  in die on-going 
expansion of promotional oppod t i e s  causes managemart, faking into 
consideration the high number of clerical job classifications, to be concerned 
about the omuience level and stabilitv of the work force. The Lctta of 
Agewent d a t e d ~ e b ~  19, 19%. -&~des opportlmities to meet the 
objectives presented by both parties dlrring the negotiating process. 
Am'cle I& Section F of the letter referred to above, includes the Company's 
commihnent to entu into "gwd faith" negotiations as soon as practicable in 
1996 to resolve s w d  imwltant issues which im~act clerical emdovees' 
movement and flexibility. 6 expressed, it is signi6c&tly important to ioth the 
company and union to successfdy conclude these pending discussions. It is 
understood thst discussions will include initiatives such as: 
. Bracketing of clerical job classifications by functions and competencies, 
identlfylng specific qualifications for the higher job classifications including 
education level and r e q h e n b  for minimum years of experience within 
the mpcctive promotional series or job classification; 
. Work practice and productivity improvements to enhance efficiencies in the 
mpective business unib; 
e Continuation of system-wide seniority for clerical job classifications; an4 
. Application of lateral W f e r  or demotion policies. 
It is understood that the respective company and union negotiating committees 
for these discussions wil l  be identilied by May 1996. Meetings will be 
scheduled on a regular basis (approximately four (4) p a  month) beginning in 
June 1996. Management and the U N O ~  may mumally agree upon an adjusted 
schedule ifnaesrary. 
I am confident that, if the Company and Local Union I5 commit the 
appropriate resources and personnel to these discussions, we will be successful 
in reaching an agreement that meets our joint interests in a collaborative 
manna. Please call me should you have any questions by March 1, 1996, or I 
will assume that this undentanding is reflective of our convenation. 
Virginia A. Brown 
Employee Relations Manager 
MI. William H. Stan 
Resident and Business Manager 
I.B.E.W.,-Local Union I5 
1333 Bmmield Road 
D o w m  Gmve, lL 60515 
Dear Mr. Starr: 
Subsequent to the conclusion of seniority discussions resulting in the Seniority 
Leaer of Agreement dated February 19, 1996, a question arose with respect to 
the elimination of existing lateral and demotion policies as they exist in various 
locations. The Company recognizes that certain employees have been 
relocated at the direction of the Company. T h w  are a limited number of these 
employees who have individually been provided protection for a one-time 
relum to their previous work location, not specifically as a result of a local or 
Company policy. 
It is not the Company's intent to deny these employees their o n e - h e  rclllm 
oppormnity per a previous understanding. The Company will work with Local 
Union 15 to identify these employees to ensure, unless othuwise modified, that 
their eligibility for consideration to retum to their previous work location is 
honored. It is intended that this task will be completed within 30 days 
following acceptance of the Seniority Letter of Agreement dated Febluary 19, 
1996. 
Virginia k Brown 
Employee Relations Manager 
~~rnrnvnwnlth w i n  Cornpny 
125 Soulh c h k  SLRCI 
P.O. Box 767 
Chicago. IL M)6MU767 
February 19, 1996 
Mr. Wiam H. Stam 
President and Business Manager 
I.B.E.W., Local Union IS 
1333 Buttdeld Road, Suite 280 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 
Dear Mr. Stm: 
It was intended that the Seniority Letter of Agreement dated February 19, 1996, 
would bring discussions regarding seniority related issues to a successful 
conclusion. Should any of the job classifications in the Collective Bargaining 
Ameements have been inadvertently omitted in this documenf the Comvany 
if necessary, to discuss th; impact on these positions of the pro~os& 
senioritv concepts and associated subjects with Representatives of Local Union 
IS as soon as practicable. ~oweveri  unless o t h e h e  modified, seniority for 
unployees in these job classifications will be handled in accordance with the 
provisions of the current Collective Bargaining Agreements. 
Plea% call me should you have further questions by Febnuuy 26, 1996 or I will 
assume that this understanding is reflective of our conversation. 
Virginia A Brown 
Employee Relations Manager 
March 30, 1995 
Mr. Robert A. Joyce 
President and Business Manager 
I.B.E.W., Local Union 15 
1333 Butter6eld Road, Suite 280 
Downas Grove, IL 60515 
Dear Bob, 
AAa several discussions regarding methods for accomplishing corporate 
strategic objectives while considering the interests of employees, the Company 
and representatives of L d  Union 15 have reached an understanding as to 
voluntary severance opponunities for the bargaining unit as described in this 
Letter of Agreement This lean addresses the eligibility, benefits and tam 
associated with offering volunrary severance to employees of Local 
Union IS. 
Any issue related to terns and conditions of employment and benefits not 
specifically addressed in tbis document will be covered in accordance with the 
terms and provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement and Supplanmal 
Agreements as applicable. Guidelines for pdcipation and provisions related to 
voluntary severance for bargaining unit employees contained herein will be 
subject to the legal requirements and rules governing voluntary separation plans. 
Components of voluntary severance for the bargaining unit arc as follows: 
Tbc Company and representatives of Local Union 15 have agrced that volunary 
severance will be offered to employcu across the Fossil Business Unit and in 
Building Services depanments. The timing of any offa of severance ap it 
applies to identified locations/depamnenu/wolk groups will be at the direction 
of the Company in light of ongoing business and operational needs consistent 
with strategic objectives. 
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The parties have further agreed to continue discussing the application of 
voluntary severance to other locations/deparnnmu/work groups w h m  specific 
initiatives arc expected to reduce the overall number of bargaining unit 
personnel in designated job classifications. The'Company r e a h s  its intent to 
focus these discussions on areas as described prior to the implementation of 
other methods to reduce the bargaining unit work force. 
The Company will communicate information related to each specific initiative in 
a timely manna so  that bargaining unit personnel in atTected locations1 
depamnenu/work groups can make informed decisions as to whether or not to 
accept voluntary severance. Participation would he completely voluntary and no 
eligible employee should feel obligated to accept such offer. 
An employee is eligible lo voluntarily elect severance only if he or she is 
individually notified in writing of such eligibility and is actively employed as a 
regular full-time bargaining unit employee in a designated location/depamnent~ 
work group. An employee on an authorized leave of absence with reemploy- 
ment rights under applicable law shall be ueated as actively employed for 
purposes of severance eligibility. 
In addition, the employee must meet the conditions as follows: 
(i) the employee's employment is not terminated by the Company 
involuntarily for any reason prior to the employee's scheduled 
separation date; 
(ii) the employee does not accept separation, severance or early 
retirement incentive pay or benefits unda any other plan, program 
or arrangement maintained by the Company; a n 4  
(iii) the employee does not accept another position within the Company 
atla submitting an Employee Separation Agreement to the Plan 
Adminiswtor but prior to an employee's scheduled separation date. 
An employee accepting severance will not retain recall rights u n d a  the terms of 
the Collective Bargaining Agreements. 
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Severance Pav 
Severance pay will be paid in a lump sum with (ax withholding as required by 
law. Payment under volunmy severance will be calculated as follows: 
Employees with one (1) to five (5) full years of service will.receive 
eight percent (8%) of their current base pay for each full year of 
service. An employee who has completed less than one (1) full year 
of service shall be deemed to have completed one ( I )  full year of 
senice. 
Employees with six (6) or more full y e m  of service will receive fifty 
percent (50%) of their current base pay an additional two 
percent (2%) of their current base pay for each full year of service. 
Employees eligible to retire will be qualifiedto accept the lump nun 
severance amount jn addition tq pension benefits under the Service 
Annuity Agreement dated M u c h  30, 1995. 
. Current base pay will be calculated as 2080 hours times (x) the 
employees hourly rate of pay. exclusive of any additives, premiums, 
bonuses or other adjusted amounts as of the acceptance of volunmy 
sevaance. 
Medical Benefik 
In accordance with employee rights under the Consolidated Omniius Benefits 
Reconciliation Act (COBRA). health plan coverage for the employee and 
covered dependents is available for eighteen (18) months following the date of 
acceptance of voluntary severance or until the employee becomes eligible for 
coverage under another employer's group plan whichever comes kt 
As pan. of voluntary severance, the Company will provide additional benefits as 
follows: 
. For the initial twelve (12) months, the Company will continue to pay 
the same portion of medical plan premiums as for active employas 
(currently 82%). 
. For the next six (6) months, employees will be eligible to continue 
medical plan coverage under COBRA and pay the total cost of 
coverage. 
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Employees age fifty (50) through age fifty-four (54) who e l a  early 
retirement will be eligible for continued medical coverage as provided 
for retirees age fifty-five (55) and older in the revised Memorandum of 
Agreement related to Service Annuity dated Much 30, 1995 at the 
current active employee's cost (18%). 
Life Insurance 
For employees below fifty (50) years of age ineligible for early retirement, basic 
life insurance equal to one (I) times (x) annual base pay will continue for 
twelve (12) months following acceptance of voluntary severance at no cost to 
the employee. At the a d  of the twelve (12) month period, this life insurance 
coverage will terminate. 
For employees above fifty (50) years of age who are eligible for early 
retirement, life insurance coverage as provided for futurc service annuitants in 
the revised Memorandum of Agreement dated March 30. 1995. will be as 
follows: 
one (1) times (x) annuai base pay at h e  time of retirement continued 
until age 65 (maximum of S150.000) 
life insurance coverage will be reduced after age 65 by ten percent 
(10%) per year until it reaches thirty percent (30%) of the original 
amount (minimum of S15.000). 
Educational Assistance 
Employees will be eligible for Nition reimbursement for approved classes 
successfully completed within two yean of their date of severance provided they 
receive a grade of "C" or higher. Employees panicipating in voluntary 
severance will be reimbursed for 90% of their costs during this specified paiod 
for tuition. books. and mandatory fees up to a maximum total reimbursement of 
S3,OOO.OO 
Other Benefit$ 
A participant shall not be entitled to any severance or separation pay or early 
retirement incentive pay or additional benefits other than as provided in 
Letter of Agreement. Except as provided in the preceding sentence, a 
participant's rights under any employee benefit plan maintained by the Company 
shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of such plans. 
Wah.er and 
A pam'cipant will not be entifled to rrceive the revernnce bmffib lined in this 
Lena  of Agreement unlur he or she sigm a waiva and a r e lwe  a~ q u i d .  
Volunrary severance is limited to the employea specifically nodfled of thck 
eIigibility to pardupate and shall have no application to ;my previous worldorcc 
nductions implemented by the Company or to any otha volunrary or 
involuntary mminatiaua of employment 
-
The tcrnu and conditions contained in hii Letter of Agreement am subject m 
the mccusfd ratification of the Memorandum covm'ng changes to the S a v i a  
Annuity (Pension) Agruxnent dated March 30, 1995. Ualus extended or 
mcdified by m u o d  agrrcmmL the utilization of voluatn~y s c v ~ n c a  s 
dcscriied in thu document win terminate Dcccmba 31. 1957. Thirty (30) days 
prior m the prpirstilm of lhis AgremenS tho Company and rrprrrcnedva of 
Local Union 15 will m e t  to discuss the status of specific initiaa'vm which am 
expected to reduce the ovuall number of bargaining unit pmomd. 
,2Z+a'b4.& 
Virginia A B m w  
Emplayw Rd.dmu M n n ~  
- 
February 19, 1996 Attachment IV 
I. The restrictions of the provisions of Article V, Section 7 of the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement regarding the contracting of work by Commonwealth 
Edison shall not apply in instances where the Company decides to outsource 
the work set forth in Appendix A. 
11. Employees holding positions that perform work set forth in Appendix A and 
that the company decides to eliminate as a result of such contracting out shall 
be deemed "Affected Employees." Affected Employees may be released by 
the Company subject only to the following: 
A. Transition Riehts Prior to the relean of each physical Affected 
Employee, the contractor designated by the Company to perform the work 
of any Affected Employee(s) shall be required to offer such physical 
Affected Employee(s) the opportunity for full-time employment with the 
contractor upon-the ~ f f e c t c d  Emplo~ee's termination date (provided the 
Affectcd Employec(s) is not terminated for disciplinary reasons for proper 
cause and th;~ffected Employec(s) satisfies fed& immigration laws i d  
a oreemplovment drug screen). The initial emplovmcnt by the contractor 
oiany dhy;ical ~ffecdcd Employcc(s) shall be-at houriy rate of pay of 
no less than the cwrcnt hourly rate of oav at ComEd and shall vrovide the 
same benefits that the contractor o f f k  to all other simil&ly situated 
employees in its employment. The contractor otherwise may establish its 
own initial work rule and practices and other terms and conditions of 
employment in accordance with applicable law. The benefits currently 
available to similarly situated employees for such contractor is attached 
as Appendix B. 
B. Severance Pavments In addition to the benefits available to Aficcted 
Emnloveels~ under the Comoanv's Service Annuitv Svstem. Affccted 
- . , ~,-, . . . . 
Employees shall be eligible to receive severance benefits pursuant'to the 
terms set forth in the Letter of Agreement dated March 30, 1995 between 
the Company and the Union regardless of whether the Affected 
Employee(s) elects to accept the offer ofemployment from the contractor. 
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C. Continuation Riehts Affccfed Employees may elect to continue in thcu 
employment at the Company subject to the following: 
(1) Such employees shall not be eligible for the severance paymmts set 
forth in paragraph B above. 
(2) Such employees must be qualified to work in the positions in which 
they may be placed and may be assigned to work in one or more such 
positions under the terms and conditions applicable to those positions; 
provided the employees shall continue to receive their current rate of 
pay for the term of this Agreement. Such mployees may be assigned 
to those positions at any location in the Company's service tcmtory 
and will be reimbursed for have1 or moving expenses in accordance 
to the Travel and Moving Expense Ground Rules dated February 19. 
1996. 
(3) This ovponunity to continue employment with the Comoany shn!l 2ot 
constirufe a guarantee of l%etimc unployment and- Affected 
Emnlovees may be terminated for reasons other than the conhactina 
of work contemplated by this Agreement. 
- 
111. Any contractor designated by the Company to perform the work of any 
Affected Employee(s) shall be required by the Company to recognize the 
Union as the exclusive bargaininp. anent for the wnwcto?s employees 
- - 
performing such work upon the Union establishing majority status by - w d  
check or successorship, in accordance with and subjea to applicable law. 
IV. All grievances related to the conhacting of work as it applies to Building 
Services, Janitorial Services and Off~ce Facilities will be closed. 
V. Should the Company resume the performance of any work set forth in 
Aooendix A. through employees of the Company or any of its subsidiaries 
. . - . . . .
which perform work exclusively for the Company, such mrployees shall 
continue to be part of the bargaining unit now represented by the Union. 
Vice ~ r l s i d u r t  
&pm&a. &&.A 
V& A. Brown 
~ m ~ l o ~ e e  Relations Manager 
APPENDIX A 
DESCRII'TION OF WORK - 
BUILDING SERVICES 
The duties and responsibilities associated with Janitorial S e r v i c q  Building Services, and 
Office Facilities to be eliminated would include: the operating and maintaining of 
equipment related to heating and air conditioning mechanical, plumbing, electrical 
installation and repairs to building structuru and proputy items. as well as other duties 
related to t h u e  activities. 
In addition, all activities related to Janitorial Services including the removal of refuse and 
debris, m o w  removal. l a m  mowing, other items related to outside grounds maintenance 
will be eliminated. 
The following job specifications (attached) for physical employees will be abolished 
consistent with and reflective of the foregoing agreement: 
Janitor 
Building Operator 
Building Repairman 'Mechanic' 
Clerical functions and d u ~ i u  supponing the above activities which include: typing of 
shipment releases, purchase rquisitions. change order requisitions, payment of vouchen, 
handling of maintenance and repair calls. and othcr clerical support duties sssociated with 
the above would also be eliminated. Exhibit B inside clerical Collective Bargaining 
Agreement (Local Union 1427). will be amended to reflect the deletion o f  Oftice 
Facilities as one of the departments to be considered for promotion. 
Generating Stations 
Under semi-direct supervision, to do general cleaning and to maintain sanitary 
conditions in the generating station buildings; and to perform related work as 
assigned. Typical examples of the duties are: 
1. To do sweeping, mopping, and dusting in generating station areas; to clean 
fixtures, showers, toilets, washbasins, and other equipment; and to apply 
insecticides and deodorants in the locker and toilet rdoms. 
2. T o  wash windowns, walls and low ceilings while working from a ladder or 
scaffolding; to shampoo and vacuum rugs and carpets; and to wash, wax. 
and polish furniture and floors. 
3 .  To clean and remove ice and snow from sidewalks and roadways; to keep 
yards free of papers and other rubbish; and to maintain yards and grounds 
areas, trimming shrubbery, and mowing and sprinkling lawns. 
4. As assigned, to assist in relocating desks, filing cabinets, and similar offtce 
furniture and equipment. 
Qualifications: 
1. Education equivalent to graduation from high school. 
2. No previousexperience required. 
Immediate Suoervisor: 
Supervisor. 
December 1979 (2-3) 
-I>.,?> 
Division Bldg. Service Dept. 
Under semi-direct supervision, to perform general cleaning work; as assignea. to 
make scheduled inspections of buildings and properties; and to perform related 
work as assigned. Typical exrpnples of the duties are: 
1. To sweep, dust, scrub or mop floors and stairways; to clean. wax or polish 
furniture or other wood, glass and metal surfaces; to shampoo and vacuum 
rugs and carpets; to clean and sanitize plumbing fixtures; to empty waste 
containers and remove debris from the area; and to replenish supplies as 
required. 
2. To maintain yard and grounds areas, trimming shrubbery, mowing and 
sprinkling lawns, sweeping walks, driveways, and other areas, disposing of 
debris, and shovelling snow or operating power-driven snow removal 
equipment, up to but not including tractors. 
3. To replace lamp bulb3 and fluorescent tuber; and to clean fixtures, reflectors 
and othcr lighting equipment attachments. 
4. To wash windows, walls and low ceilings while working from a ladder or 
scaffolding. 
5 .  As assigned, to make scheduled inspections of property and grounds and 
check for such irregularities as unlocked or open gates, doors, and other 
improper conditions, reporting such items as instructed, and using a 
watchclock or similar device as required. 
6. As  assigned, to assist in relocating desks. filing cabinets and similar offlce 
furniture and equipment. 
No previous experience required. 
Immediate Su~crvisor 
Supervisor 
December 1979 (1  -2) 
-II"l, 
BUILDING OPERATOR 
Division Bldg. Service Dcpt. 
w: 
Under general supervision. to operate and maintain building heating and air 
conditioning equipment; to make general mechanical and elseirical repain to 
building structures, equipment, and props- items; to asslgn work to and instmct 
and train othen; and to perform related work as assigned. Typical examples of the 
duties are: 
I .  To operate and maintain building heating and air conditioning equipment. 
involving such work as checking and determining reasons for faulty 
operation, testing. regulating. adjusting, replacing parts, and correcting 
operational features to obtain proper operation. 
2. To repair plumbing and plumbing fixtures, involving such work as replacing 
parts. tubing, piping, and fittings, cutting and threading new piping, 
adjusting and regulating control devices, and as required, relocating fixtures. 
3. To  make electrical revain to liaht and Dower wiring and control devices 
- - 
such as replacing defective wiring or pans. locating shorts and grounds, 
restorina service to interrupted feeds. installing such electrical items as 
- - 
tubing, witches. fixtures, moton and boxes, and conncdng  to circuit 
wiring. 
4. To  make repairs to interior or exterior strucNrd itcms, involving masonry, 
wood, steel, and othcr materials, and such work as patching roofs and 
flashing, macadam. concrete, brick, and plaster, and correcting faults caused 
by damage, wear. or breakage. 
5. To fabricate or alter items of wood, metal, or other materials as required in 
making display boards. containers, partitions, shelving, and similar items. 
6. To  assign work to and instmct.and train other employees engaged in 
building maintenance work and in performing janitor and w t c h  service 
duties. 
Qualifications: 
1. Education equivalent to graduation from high school. 
2. Four years of experience in the Company, usually, hvo years of which shall 
have been as a Building Repairman. 
Immediate S u ~ m i s o r :  
Supervisor 
August, 1960 (1-2) 
U I I 1 . d  
BUILDING REPAIRMAN 
Division Bldg. Service Dcpt. 
Under remidircct supervision, to perform routine building repair and 
maintenance work; to assist employees of higher classification; and to perform 
related work as assigned. Typical examples of the duties are: 
I .  To perform routine building maintenance work such a3 making minor repairs 
or replacing parts in electrical systems. plumbing. heating and air 
conditioning equipment, pumps, controls, windows. garage and building 
doors. structural items, fencing, roofing. pavement and similar building and 
property items. 
2. To perform periodic maintenance work such as cleaning oiling. replacing 
filters, and inspecting equipment for proper operation, making minor 
adjustments, rodding and cleaning sewage and plumbing lines and traps. 
replacing sash cords and chains, door cheeks, jams, thresholds, locks and 
glass, and striping parking area. 
3. To perform a variety of minor miscellaneous work such as painting, plaster 
or concrete patching, carpenvy, plumbing, and mechanical work as 
instructed. 
4. As assigned, to work with others in making extensive repairs to hea:i.lg and 
air conditioning equipment, plumbing and electrical systems. interiors and 
exteriors of buildings, and other property items. 
I. Education equivalent to graduation from high school 
2. Usually. two years of experience performing mechanical work in the 
Company. 
lmmcdiate Suoervisot: 
Supervisor 
August 1960 (1-2) 
-83- 
August 25. 1997 
Mr. William H. Stan 
President and Business Manager 
Local IS. I.B.E.W. 
1333 Bultcrftcld Road. Suite 280 
Dowers  Grove, IL 605 15 
Dear Mr Stan. 
The attached lettv addressed to you from'l. Stanley Graves dated February 19. 1996 is 
referenced in the Memorandum of Agreement dated August 25, 1997. Upon ratifisation 
of the agreement reached on August 25. 1997. this letter shall be included with tho- 
letters surrently found in the back of the Collcnive Bargaining Agreement under 
Memorandums and Letters. 
By the insenion of this letter regarding seniority, which specifically addrusts the 
reduction in f o m  resulting in the application of the layoff and bargaining provisions, the 
exoirstion date of Seotembcr 30. 1997 found in the letter of Febmarv 19. 1996 shall no 
. . 
longer be applicable. 
&I other provisions found in the letter dated February 19. 1996 shall continue to be in 
&Ten. 
If you have funher questions regarding this issue you may contact myself or Michael 
Latino. Director of Labor Relations. 
Sincerely, 
--zzce 
William C. Robenr 
Employee Relations Vice President 
September 21,1999 
Nuclear Generation Croup 
Operating Agreement 
This Agreement, when signed by the proper officials of the Company and the Union, and 
approved by the President of the Brotherhood, shall be effective as of the date of 
ratification, for the employees at all operating stations in promotional series C of Nuclear 
Exhibit B in the Collective Bargaining Agreemcnt on the payroll on or after August 27. 
1999, unless otherwise specifically noted in this Agreement or the attachments hereto. 
The terms of the cumnt  Agreement shall be from August 27.1999. to December 31. 
2002. The Agreement shall be considered renewed from term to term for one (1) year 
each at the expiration date December 31.2002. and each subsequent December 31, unless 
a written notice of desire to amend or terminate the Agreement is given by the Union or 
Company at least one hundred and twenty (120) days prior to the &piration of the urn 
of the Agreement or of any renewal period. In the event such written notice expresses a 
desire to amend the A m m e n t .  such desired amendments shall be set forlh in writinn 
- 
and accompany the notice of desire to amend. The parties agree to commence 
negotiations on any proposed amendmenu not less than (90) days prior to the end ofthe 
then cumnt term, and funher agree that if said negotiations arc not completed by the 
expiration date of the then cumnl  a r m  of the Agreement, then the term of the Agreement 
shall automatically be extended so long as the p&ies do not reach agreement. changes in 
the Agreement can be made at any time by mutual consent, provided such amendments 
are in writing and executcd by an NGG Corporate Offica and a Union Business 
Representative. 
The Nuclear Opcraung Dcpmment Agrccmcnt below supencdes the following: the 
Opcraune. Agreement datcd July IS. 1985. the lcllcr regardng Nuclear StaUon 
0krations dated April 7, 1988;-the November 29, 1993 ~ w c i v e  Hour Shift Schedule 
A p m e n t ;  the March 24.1997 Inarim Operating Deparunent Agrccmcnt; the letter on 
Crew Conceot dated Febmarv 20. 1998: and the Mav 26.1998 Addendum to Interim ~. , . 
Operating Department Agrecment. 
Conditions nbt specifically covered by this memorandum will be administered in 
accordance with the provisions of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. Specific issues 
related to the implementation of this agreement are set fonh in Attachment 4. 
ManaEement and the Union shall utilize their best effom to resolve any problems that 
may G s e  in administering this Agreement. 
If l h ~ s  Agrecment docs not becomc effccuve for any rcaqon, Local 15 and the company 
may asscn any precxlsung nghts lhcy had In the absence of thts Agrecment Further, r f  
thls Agnement docs not become cffecl~vc, netther p m y  may use Lhxs AgFccrocnl, or 
e~thcr pmy's w~ll~ngness lo ncgotlate regadng any of the sub~ecl matur of thts 
~greemen;, as evidcnce in a n y i e v a n c c ,  arbiktion or other proceeding 
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Section 1. Crew Concept 
a. For the vurrmse of maximizing the efficient and effective coordination and 
. . - 
performance of activities within each station, employees in promotional series "C" 
will work on a rotating shift schedule utilizing a crew concevt. Schedules may 
- - 
include a certain number of day shift positions as required at each station. 
b. For the purpose of balancing experience levels, shift selection in promotional series 
"C" will be made on an annual basis by seniority, to become effective in January of 
the New Year. NSO's who have less than one year of experience and EO's who have 
less than six months of experience in their iob classifications at the time the shift pick 
1s ~mplcmented. all1 be affordcd the opponuntly to select from an equal number of 
tunlor slots on different crews Vacated sh~ft pos~t~ons dunng the year u ~ l l  be 
. . 
&signed by management with respect to senidrity of those employees who have been 
filling shift positions designated as extra, off-shift. or with newly promoted 
employees. Such assignmenu will become effective at the beginning of a posted 
schedule. 
c. As crew picks are made management crew members will be assigned fint, followed 
by bargaining unit member crew picks. 
d. A rotatina shift vremium equal to the current shih premium will be paid for all hours 
- 
worked, including ovenime hours, on an approved posted rotating shift schedule, as 
well as any day shift positions offered at crew pick time. 
Section 2. Equipment Operator Training 
a. Emvlovees will be reouired to successfullv vass trainina and sualification 
. . . . - 
examinations. The overall determination of a person's performance may be a 
combination of written examinations. iob wrformance measures (JPM) and 
. . 
observation of hands-on performance. 
b. When considering employees who request entrance into promotional series "C". only 
those employees who have satisfactorily completed an entrance examination will be 
considered. Such entrance examination is designed to determine an employees' 
aptitude and potential for successfully completing the required training as an 
Equipment Operator. The panies acknowledge that the P.O.S.S. examination is 
acceptable as an entrance examination. The Company will discuss with the Union the 
selection of another examination prior to its implementation. 
c. Employees entering promotional series "C" will enter al the Auxiliary Operator rale 
of pay. Employees will be required to successfully complete a prepared course of 
study and on-the-job training, which shall not exceed thirteen months. After 
successfully completing the mining, the employee will immediately be promoted to  
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Equipment Operator but no later than 13 months after entering the Auxiliary Operator 
classification. 
d. Employees who ax not able to progress satisfactorily at the Auxiliary Operator ratc 
of pay will be removed from the training program. If nor a probationary employee, 
hdshe will be demoted to the Station Laborer classification. However, if such 
employee should be from another Company location and demotion should occur 
during the 90 day training and qualifying period. the employee will be retumed to 
hislher former job classification, location and rate of pay at no penalty to the 
Company. 
e. Equipment Operators who are unable to remain qualified in the Equipment Operator 
classification, e-n. by failing continuing training or annual requalification will be 
- .  
remed~ated In accordancc wn;h rhc ~ c r f ~ r m n n c e k c v ~ c w  ~ o m ~ l l e e  (PRC) In the 
cvcnt that the rolllng average IS less than 80% or In the cvcnt of subscqucnt EO 
failures. the ~erfo&ance Evaluation Committee IPEC) will determinohow to . . 
proceed. If the Equipment Operator is successful in the pmginm, hdshe will be 
retumed to the huioment  Orrerator iob classification. If the remediation mom is 
un~ucccssful. the'Eq'u~pmcnl'~perarbr w~ll  be demotcd to lhc Slatron ~nborer-)ob 
clxss~ficnt~on at the "B" rate of pay as dcfincd tn promot~onal scnes "A" "B" & " E  
. . 
in the Collective Bargaining A p m e n t .  
f. To pass requires a score of at least 80% on initial training, continuing training, and 
annual qualification examinations. 
g. Beginning with the year ZOM) a bonus of $500 will be paid to EO's who, on the first 
attemot. successfullv comolete the annual reuualification examination with a score of 
90% or better. ~ u c h ~ ~ a ~ m & ~ t  will be included in the last pay period of each calendar 
year. 
Section 3. Initial License Training 
Selection of qualified NUREG 1021 Reactor Operator candidates for Initial License 
Trnining (El') will be made on a seniority basis and in accordance with Attachment 1. 
The Company will maintain an LTeligibility list. 
a. ILT Screening h e s s  
i. ILT candidates will be required to successfully complete a screening 
examination. If a screening examination has been passed, it will not be 
q u i r e d  again. 
ii. The L T  screening examination will be an examination designcd to ensure an 
ILT candidate possesses the required skills to obtain an NRC license, and 
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shall be administered at least semi-annually. The Comvanv will orovide self- 
. .
study materials to candidates prior to the examination. If a candidate fails a 
screening examination. the Comoanv will Drovide the candidate with a self- 
- . . 
study program (i.e. on one's own time) designed to upgrade idenofied 
weaknesses. 
iii. Non-licensed owrators will be offered at least 3 op~ortunities to take the 
screening exaiination before they are scheduled co'attend ILT (if not afforded 
three ouportunities to take the screening examination, the reuuirement will be 
waived): The opportunities must be separated by a reasonabie period of time 
to pennit proper self-study and preparation. 
iv. Prior to a scheduled ILT class stan date, if those employees who are 
scheduled lo attend the next class were either unable to pass or refused the 
screening examination after a minimum of three opportunities, they will be 
considend ineligible. Only those employees that are ineligible above the last 
ILT student on Ihe list will be charged with a decline per Attachment I. 
b. Medical Evaluation 
Pnor lo sclectlon as an L T  candidate. cmployccs M 111 be mqulnd to succcssfully 
complete Ihc medical cvnlun~~un for a NRC license. Employes unable lo meet the 
medical requirements will be evaluated on a case by casc basis. The disposition of 
such cases will be consistent with the terms and provisions of the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement and any applicable statues, e.g., Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA). 
c. License Additive and Promotion to Nuclear Station Operator 
Employes who are actively attending and successfully progressing through training 
for a Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reactor Owrator's license shall receive a 
license additive F e e  section 21) in two steps as iollows: 
Step I Two-thirds of license additive upon entering initial license training. 
Step 2 Final one-third of the license additive effective on the date of successfully 
completing Checkpoint 3 Systems. 
If management delays mining after it has started, the employee will be considered 
actively attending and successfully progressing through training for a Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Reactor Operator's license for the purposes of this section. 
The employee will not be considered actively attending and successfully progressing 
through training if training is cancelled due to circumstances beyond management's 
conuol. 
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Employees will be promoted to the NSO classification upon acquiring a Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Reactor Operaton license effective on the date of the writt< 
examination (Checkpoint 6). Should an employee fail a ponion of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission examination process and be reexamined, such effective da 
will be the dale the employee successfully passed the final portion of the re- 
examination process. 
d. ILT Program 
The Nuclear Generation G m u ~  (NGG) will incorporate the followina checkpoints, 
which an employee is required to suciessfully complete within the lnitial ~ G e n s e  
Traininn (ILT) program. The completion of specific checkpoints relative to ILT wil 
- . . 
bc reviewed to ensure the training process is a positive enhancement to improve the 
success for ILT participants. The General Fundamentals Examination (GFES) 
(Checkpoint 2) may beadministered based on NRC examination timing 
Checkpoint 1: Fundamentals 
. An ILT candidate will be reauired to maintain an overall examination averaae 
- 
score of at Ics\l 80% as n prcrcqulsltc for lak~ng the final charmnntton unless 
waved hy the PEC To pass wtll requtre a cornprchcns~vc hnal eranunatton 
score of least 80%. . 
. Should an ILT candidate be unable to successfully complete the ILT 
Fundamentals class the PEC will determine how to proceed. 
Checkpoint 2: GFES 
Upon successful completion of the Company's ILT Fundamentals clais. the ILT 
candidate will be required to successfully complete the NRC GFES examination. 
Should an ILT candidate be unable to complete the NRC GFES examination, the 
PEC will determine how to proceed. 
Checkpoint 3: Svstems 
. The ILT candidate will be required to maintain an overall weekly examination 
avenge score of at least 80% as a prerequisite for taking the final examination 
unless waived by the PEC. To  pass will require a comprehensive Systems final 
examination score of at least 80%. 
. Should an ILTcandidate be unable to successfully complete the Systems 
checkpoint. the PEC will determine how to proceed. 
Checkpoinl4: Simulator 
Upon successful completion of the ILT Systems checkpoint, the ILT candidate 
will be required to maintain an overall examination average score of at least 80% 
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as a prerequisite to pmeed  to Checkpoint 5.  Certification, unless waived by the 
PEC. 
Should an ILT candidate be unable to successfully complete the ILT Simulator 
checkpoint, the PEC will determine how to proceed. 
Check~oin t  5: Certification 
Upon successful completion of the simulator checkpoint, the ILT candidate will 
be required to successfully comolete the ILT Cenification examination consisting 
of a ~ n l l e n  ~xsrnlnsl~on; lob &rlormnnce Measures (IPM) and a Dynamlc 
- 
S~mulator Exmsnauon Passma wore for the RRI I U O  Pomons of the 
Cenification must be at least 8096 as well as passing thc Dynamic Simulator 
Examination. 
. Should an ILT candidate be unable to successfully complete the Certification 
examination, the PEC will determine how to proceul. 
Check~oint  6: NRC Examination 
. Uvon successful comlrletion of the NRC license examination, the ILT candidate 
will bc promolcd to Nuclear Stahon Operalor (NSO) classification. 
. Should an ILTcandidate bc unable to successfullv com~lctc  the NRC 
examination, the PEC will determine how to pm;d. ' 
.. ILT Failures 
I Per Attachmenl I .  employees ulll be @\en onc opponunlty lo dallnc going 
to L T  for personal reasons Dcv~at~ons from Attachmcnl I due lo unforeseen 
circumsta&es may be allowed by the PEC 
ii. An employee who fails to successfully complele initial license training as 
described in Anachment 1 will lose any license premium per Section 3(c), 
The station manaeeror his desimee will make a decision and notifv the - - 
employee in writing within 3 business days of receiving the recommendations 
from the PEC regarding the employee. Thereafter, the employee will perform 
work as an Equipment Operator at the Equipment Operator rate of pay for a 
maximum ~ e r i o d  of one and one-half years from receiving the decision of the 
- 
station manager. 
iii. The company will notify the employee that s h e  has 90 days to request 
consideration for placement into one or more of the following departments: 
Mechanical Maintenance 
Electrical Maintenance 
Fuel Handling 
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Such an employee may also bid on postings for other promotional series base 
upon interest and qualifications. 
iv. If manaeement in Mechanical Maintenance. Electrical Maintenance or Fuel - 
Handling determines that an opponunity is open or the employee has bid on 
and been selected for a wsted ooeninr! in anv omer promotional series, the 
. - 
employee at management's discretion shall either be released or start accruing 
seniority in the new job classification immediately, in which case s h e  shall bf 
protected against any employees with lesser seniority. The employee shall 
enter the new devartment at the lowest job classification in that promotional 
series. The cmpioyeevs rate of pay wilibe protected at the "B" Ate as &fined 
in promotional series " A  " B  and "F' in the collective bargaining agreement 
Future changes in wage rates will be applied in the same manner as to other 
employees in that job classification at the time of the general wage increase. 
v. If the employee refuses lo transfer to a selected department. the employee will 
be assimed to the Station Laborer job classification at the rate of pay for that 
- 
classification. 
vi. If an ooenine in the selected deoartment(s) is still not available at the end of -~ ~~~~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  . , 
the one and one-half year period, the employee will be assigned to the Station 
Laborer iob classification at the " B  rate of oav. as &fined in mmotional . .. 
series "A " B  and " E  in the collective bargaining agreement. 
t License RequalincaUon 
i. Beginning in the year 2000. NSO's who successfully complete the n q u i d  
annual written license requalification examination will be granted an annual 
payment equal to 125 hours of license additive, provided such qualification 
is accomplished on the l in t  attempt with a score of eighty (80) percent or 
greater. Such payment will be included in the last pay period of each calendar 
year. 
ii. Beginning in the year 2000. a bonus of $500 will be paid to NSO's who on the 
first attempt successfully complete the annual written nqualification 
examination with n scan of 96% or better. Such will be included in 
the last pay period of each calendar year. 
1x1 NSO's who arc unable to q u a l ~ f y  In the NSOjob clnss~ficat~on wlll be 
remed~avd I" accordance w~th  the PRC or be r e f e d  to a PEC If the NSO 
fails to succecd in the remediation pro-, the PEC will determine how to 
o n r e d .  If the NSO is successful in the remediation promam, hdshe will be 
;turned to the NSO job classlficatlon if the remcdrabonprogram 1s 
unsuccessful. the NSO w~ll  be demoted to the Equ~pment Operator~ob 
classification. Employees who have been licensed bperatori, and & unable 
to q u a l i f y  will: 
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(1) Not be eligible for ILT program. 
(2) Have their license additive olaced on a graduated reduction of 20% . . - 
per year if they have been licensed Operators for six or more years. 
(3) Have their base rate of Dav adiusted in accordance with the number of . -  - 
years as a Licensed Operator, vesting 20% of the differential between 
the maximum of the Equ~pmcnt Operator rate of pay and their present 
rate of pay for each year over five years to the maximum of 100% of 
the Nuclear Station Overator rate of oav. Future changes in wage 
rates will be applied i n  the same main& as to other eiployees h that 
iob classification at the time of the general wage increase. Such 
- .
employees will be required to maintain annual requalification for the 
EO job classification. 
(4) Employees who have been licensed Operators for less than six years 
and are unable to requalify will have their license additive removed 
and will be demoted to Equipment Operator at the maximum rate of 
pay for that classification. Such employees will be required to  
maintain annual requalification for the EO job classification. 
Section 4. Performance Review Committee (PRC) 
a. A PRC is a committee designed to review a trainee's mining performance when 
necessary. The PRC will typically include an Operations Management representative. 
an Operations Training representative and the trainee's bargaining unit representative. 
It will also be attended by the trainee. 
b. The PRC will review the trainee's performance, considering the point in the process 
where difficultv occurs and the nature of the oroblem. to determine anv individual 
training or development needs for the trainee. The PRC may design an individual 
develoomentaVtraininn olan and also identify internal and/or external resources to 
-. 
addresd the developmental/training needs or;as another option. z f e r  the situation to 
the PEC. 
c. The PRC will be convened at the request of Management. Local 15 or the trainee 
Section 5. Performance Evaluation Committee (PEC) 
a. A PEC is a committee desiened to evaluate a trainee's aualification and/or 
~~~ ~~- ~~ - 
requalification ability when it does not meet acceptable standards and to recommend 
further action. The PEC will include an Ooerations Manager. an Ooerations Training 
- .  
Manager, Local 15 Business Representative, the trainee's Chief Steward or their 
designees. It will also be attended by the trainee, as well as Human Resources acting 
as a facilitator. 
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b. The PEC will be convened at the request of the PRC. Management. Local 15, or the 
trainee. 
c. The PEC will evaluate a trainee's performance while in training and any mitigating o 
uncontrollable circumstances. The PEC will determine the proper coune of action 
for each trainee on a case bv case basis. in accordance with the terms and conditions 
~ ~ 
of this Agreement. 
d. Recommendations of the PEC are subject to approval by the Station Manager. 
Section 6. Operating Department Work Schedule 
a. The guidelines herein are intended to implement standard operating schedules at the 
sites for the y e m  2000.2001 and 2002. 
b. A standard rotating shift schedule will be implemented at each site and will remain in 
effect for the calendar year. 
c. Management shall meet with the Union to discuss refuel outage schedules, which wil 
be included in the annual shift pick. 
d. Annually representatives of Local 15 will meet with representatives of management 
between August I5 and September 15 to discuss operating schedule(s) for the 
upcoming year. Selection will take place by the end of October, and the schedule wil 
be implemented in the lint full week of the second pay period of the New Year. The 
schedule may include a certain number of day shift positions. The schedule will be 
ported in a designated location and updated every two weeks. 
e. All schedules shall pennit full utilization of the relief crew to staff vacations and 
other absences of three or more davs that are scheduled at least 48 hours in advance. 
Section 7. 12 Hour (Non-Outage) Shin Schedule Program 
a. Election for Yean 2000,2001,2002 
i. Each of the following years, affected employees will be afforded the 
opportunity to select an operating schedule of greater than 8 houn duration 
from Attachment 2, as follows: 
(1) In 2000. Schedule #3 
(2) In 2001. Schedule #2 
(3) In 2002. Schedule #4 
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ii. The six crew18 hour schedule set forth in Attachment 2 (Schedule #I) shall be 
the designated default schedule in the event that the above schedule is not 
selected by the affected employees. All schedules shall permit full utilization 
of the relief crew to staff vacations and other absences of three or more days 
that are scheduled at least 48 hours in advance. 
iii. For each of the designated years, the Union shall conduct a ratification 
process amonp. affected promotional series "C" Operating Deplulment 
;mployees at iach sltc 8; determ~nc h e  schcdulc ior that;~tc ior thal year A 
75% mnlonly of thc affected promotional scncs "C" Openung Dcpartmcnt 
- .  . . 
employees is required annually to adopt the schedules set fonh in section i. 
above. 
iv. M o r  to July 1. 2002 the panies shall meet to discuss schedules for the 
following year(s). 
b. Hours of Work 
i. The basic work week shall normally consist of either three or four or five 
regularly scheduled basic work dais  within the basic work week as specified 
in the anached schedule(s). 
ii; The basic work day shall consist of either eight or twelve hours of work, 
which shall be consecutive and as designated in the attached schedule(s). 
iii. Starting time for 12-hour shifts will be 0700 hours for day shift and 1900 
hours for night shift. 
iv. Only one calendar day in each employee's basic work week will be designated 
as the employee's second rey la r  day off (znd RDO). A second regular day off 
worked, or the designated 2' RDO per the attached schedule if no second 
regular day off is worked prior to the designated 2a RDO, will be considered 
the 2d RDO. 
c. Rate of Pay 
i. Compensation will be based on actual hours worked for each work week. 
reported for payroll purposes on a bi-weekly basis. 
ii. Regularly scheduled work houn are paid at svaight time. 
iii. Overtime shall be paid per the Collective Bargaining Agreement A h c l e  N. 
Section 13. 
iv. All regularly scheduled basic work week hours for which an employee 
actually works in excess of forty houn shall have H time premium applied. 
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Thls premlum Is constdcred an o\cnlrnc rate under the provlstons of An~clc  
LV. Scct~on 5 ofthe Collccttvc Bargun~ng Agreement 
v. Sunday premium remains per the Collective Bargaining Agreement ARicle 
IV. Section 5. 
d. Vacation 
i. Vacation shall be granted in full day increments, except as provided below, as 
determined by dividing the total hours of accumulated vacation (calculated on 
the basis of an 8-hour work day) by 12. 
ii. Pmial vacation days resulting from the above calculation (either four or eight 
hours) will be taken in whole as a part day vacation. 
e Holidays 
i. When a holiday is observed on an employee's basic work day. the employee 
may be given the day off and shall be paid at the employee's basic hourly rate 
of pay for either 12 hours or 8 houn, whichever is applicable. 
ii. When an employee works on a holiday which is observed on one of the 
employee's basic work days, the employee shall be paid at their basic hourly 
rate of pay for the day (either 12 hours or 8 hours, whichever is applicable) 
and in addition, shall be paid on the following basis for any hours which arc 
allocated to the holiday: 
1. Time and one-half for any hours during the employee's regular 
schedule for the basic work day. 
2. Double time for any houn worked outside of the employee's rrgular 
schedule for that basic work day. 
iii. When a holiday is observed on an employee's regular day off (Monday lo 
Friday, inclusive), and the employee does not work, the employees shall be 
paid 8 hours at the applicable ovenime mte. However, if the employee works. 
the employee shall be paid in addition at the rate of time and one-half for the 
fin1 8 hours worked on the employee's first regular day off, and double time 
rate for the first 8 hours worked on the employee's second regular day off: 
double time will be paid thereafter for time worked on either regular day off 
which was allocated to the holiday. 
Base pay for the purposes of payroll deductions for the Employees Savings and 
Invesunent Plan and the Employees Stock Purchase Plan and cndits for the Service 
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Annuity System Plan shall be computed on the basis of regularly scheduled hours 
worked for each work week durine bi-weekly o a m l l  ~eriod. determined without 
.. . . 
regard to any premium payment for such work, subject to the Company's 
determination as to whether amendments can be made without affecting the qualified 
status of such plans under the Internal Revenue laws and applicable regulations or 
otherwise adversely affecting such plans. 
Section 8. Overtime 
a Ovenme w~ll be offered In accordance wnth the Collect~vc Bargrn~ng A p m e n t  
and the au~dsl~ncs dellnealed In NRC Gcnenc Lcuer 82-12 (Ref Arb~muon award 
dated ~i~ 23.1994). 
b. For absences grcater than or equal to four (4) weeks, the individual will have the 
option of keeping the ovmime hours hdshe had prior to the absence or having hisher 
hours adjusted to Ihe cumnt average value of their mpcctive workgroup. 
c. The overtime list will bc z e d  each year at Ihe second pay period 
d. Whcn an employee is on a four-day consecutive svctch of RDOs, on an 8-hour 
schedule, hdshe will bc placed at the bonom of the overtime list for purposes of 
f o d  ovcltimc. 
e. Whcn an employee is on a six or seven-day consecutive svclch of RDOs, on a 12- 
hour schedule, hdshc will be placed at the bonom of the overtime list for purposes of 
forced overtime. 
Section 9. Overtime in Tralnlng 
a. Operators in training, optside of overtime to facilitafe training by mutual consent, llre 
eligible for overtime on aliemoon shift only. but will not bc forced for overtime. 
b. Operators in ILT, outside of overtime to facilitate training, an only eligible for 
overtime on RDOs, and will not be forced for overtime. 
Sectlon 10. VacaUon Selection and Limitations 
Vacations shall be selstcd and scheduled in accordance with Article VI of the Collective 
Bargaining A p m e n t  and the following: 
a. An employee will have 3 regular workdays in which to make hisher vacation 
selection. 
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b. Full weeks of vacation take precedence over panial weeks. "Bracketing1" of RDO's 
or holidays is permitted as long as the maximum number of employees allowed off is 
not exceeded (unless excepted by management discretion). The maximum number of 
employees allowed off per work group is limited to 20% of the onahift complement. 
For example, if there are 25 NSO's assigned to crews at a site, a maximum of five can 
be off on vacation at one time. 
c. Employees will be placed at the boltom of the overtime list in mverse seniority for 
purposes of forced overtime on consecutive RDO's immediately preceding a full 
week of vacation. 
d. Management shall endeavor to cover employees' reasonable requests for vacations. 
Section 11. Relief Week Utilization Sequence 
When management determines that relief week shift coverage is required, the following 
relief week ulilization sequence will apply: 
a. In seniority order, employees are asked to cover vacancies. 
b. After relief week shift coverage has been assigned to an employee, that employee 
becomes the last person to be forced to cover shift vacancies the next time relief week 
shift coverage is required. 
c. If there are no volunteers to cover relief week shift vacancies the low person in the 
relief week utilization sequence shall be forced to cover the vacancy. 
d. The bargaining unit will administer relief week utilization. 
Section 12. Holiday Stalling 
When a holidav occurs on a reeular work dav, emdovees scheduled to work on that day 
. . .  
will be allowed off as conditions permit, beginning with the extra personnel having the 
most seniority. who are not on the duty crew. Employees in trdninl: will be given the 
holiday off unless mining is being conducted on (he holiday. 
- 
Section 13. Combination of Non-licensed Operator Classifications 
' Bracketing is the practice of taking vacation days immediately preceding and 
following cons~u t ive  RDO's or holidays. In such cases the employee is not eligible 
for ovenime. 
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a. Upon completion of the necessary training, incumbent non-licensed Equipment 
Attendants and Equipment Operators will be placed into the single job classification 
of Equipment Operator. 
b. Consistent with the combining of Equipment Operator and Equipment Attendant 
classifications. and the Collective Bareainine Aereement. a sinele overtime list will 
- - -  - 
be established. 
c. The company recognizes its obligation to offer training that will enable Equipment 
Ooerators to maintain safety and ~roficiency in all duties. The b a r ~ a i n i n ~  unit will 
. . - .  
have input into training through the job task analysis process. 
d. Upon ratification or. effective August 27. 1999 if ratification occurs on or before 
October 15, 1999, all incumbent Equipment Attendants will be promoted to 
Equipment Operator. 
Section 14. Professional Attirr 
The Company will provide laundered professional attire that meets safety requirements 
for all licensed and non-licensed orrerators. There shall be one standard uniform at all 
stations for licensed operators and another one for non-licensed operators. Licensed and 
non-licensed operators will be given the opponunity to choose uniforms from company 
approved selections. Operators shall wear the uniforms at all times while they sre at 
work, unless exceptions are authorized by management. 
Section 15. Standardization andlor Elimination of Local Agreements 
The parties agree that Attachment 3 represents a complete listing of all local agreements 
between the Union and the Company. In a joint effon to reduce complexity, increase 
carn~liance with the Collective ~area in ine~meement .  and to standardize. to the extent 
~ ~ ~~~ - - -  
possible, operations at each nuclear station, the local agreements nferred to in 
Attachment 3 have been consolidated or eliminated. No aereement shall be valid 
- 
hereafter without the signatures of an NGG Corporate Officer and a union Business 
Representative. 
Section 16. Lubrication 
Operations Depmment will be responsible for any required additions of oil as determined 
on operator rounds. 
Section 17. Out  ofservice Writing 
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a. Out of service writing is Nuclear Station Operator (NSO) work. 
b. Other qualified individuals will not routinely sign as a preparer or as a verifier of an 
out of service unless there are no NSOs avaiiabie on shift k d  an emergent condition 
exists that requires an out of service to be prepared (examples include "A" priority or 
. . 
critical path work, plant transient, or personal safety issues). 
c. In the event that Operator shifts are fully staffed, NSO's may, on a rotational basis 
with respect to seniority, select a two year off-shift (non-rotational) out of service job 
assignment. Such assignments will be staggered on an annual basis to ensure 
continuity. 
Section 18. Career Opportunities 
a. In the Event that Operator shifts are fully staffed, qualified operators with 6 or more 
years of experience in their classification may, on a rotational basis with respect to 
seniority, request assignments up to one year that are "non-traditional" bargaining 
unit work during the annual crew pick. These are off-shift job assignments, identified 
by management, that include activities such as training. procedure writing, work 
conuol, quality assurance or system enginering. Lncal I5 forgoes any claim of 
future rights to any non-traditional job that is assigned to bargaining unit members as 
a result of this agreement. 
b. During that year, the selected employm(s) will be upgraded, scheduled and paid as 
management, notwithstanding the provisions of Article VII. Section 3 of the CBA. 
The operator will receive a pay upgrade equal to a n  percent (10%) of base pay for all 
hours worked in the off-shift assignment. Any employee so assigned must maintain 
hidher qualification status. 
c. If during the course of an off-shift job assignment. the operator fails to perform as 
muired, the operator and the union will be notified and the overator will be &en the 
- 
chance to improve performance. Should effons to improve fail. the operator will be 
returned to the on-shift crew complement. 
d. Normally off-shift job assignments are restricted to straight lime hours worked only. 
In the event that ovenime, specific to such job assignmenu; is required. (for example 
refuel or forced outage activities) such ovenime shall be allowed on a limited basis. 
The intent of this practice is to allow job flexibility provided such overtime is not 
excessive in relation to the average overlime worked in the NSO or EO classification. 
e. In the event that operating conditions so require, the operator may be assigned to 
work in hisher regular classification for limited periods. For all hours worked in 
hidher regular classification, the operator shall be paid in accordance with hidher 
regular classification. 
September 21,1999 
Section 19. Labormanagement Committee 
The vanies shall establish a labodmana,gement committee consisting of bargaining unit 
- - . 
and msnagcment reprcwntau\es from lhc sltcs as ncll as from thc Unlon's central 
leadcrsh~v and the NGG Ieadenhlr, The commltlcc shall mcct sem-annually lo dtscuss 
issues ofioncem to either side. ~ n i o n  and management shall both contnbu~e to the 
agenda for these meetings. 
Section 20. Wage Proposal 
Effective on the date of ratification ofthis agreement or, effective August 27. 1999 if 
ratification mcurs on or before October 15. 1999, the base wages of employees in the 
Ooeratine Deoanment. exclusive of anv additive. oremium or other adiustmenl amounu 
- .  
shown ~n thc Exhlbnls of the Collccllve Bargaxnlng Agrecmenl. shall be ~ncreascd by 
5 5% for the Nuclear Stauon O~cralor and Equlpmcnt Operator lob classlficauons (see 
. . 
Attachment 5). 
Section 21. NRC Reactor Operator License Additive 
Beginning in the year 2000, upon receipt and continued maintenance of an NRC nuclear 
reactor operator's license covering station "sister" uniu, employees in the NSO job 
classification will be granted an amount per hour equal to 16% of the maximum hourly 
base rate of pay of the Nuclear Station Operator (rounded to the nearest cent) in addition 
to the rates shown in Exhibit A Physical of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 

Document # 
A- l 
A-2 
A 4  
A-7 
A-28 
A-36 
A-46 
B-6 
B-7 
Station 
BWD 
LAS 
BYR 
LAS 
DRE 
DRE 
BYR 
LAS 
LAS 
LAS 
LAS 
DRE 
BWD 
DRE 
DRE 
BWD 
LAS 
LAS 
LAS 
DRE 
LAS 
LAS 
BYR 
LAS 
QC 
DRE 
DRE 
BWD - 
DRE 
DRE 
DRE 
DRE 
DRE 
LAS 
OC 
i A s  
LAS 
LAS 
BWD 
Descrivtion 
Procedure Suppon 
Rcsvicted Duty 
Sign Making 
Lubrication 
AIB Duties 
Turbine Oil Screens 
Swcial Pmiects 
Forced Overtime 
Callout while on vacation 
Overtime 
NSOEO callouts 
Outage agreement 
FAEO overtime rules 
'Jvmimc for meetings 
Calloul scuuence 
~ o ~ a d a y  miming 
Hol~day manning 
Holldav mannlne 
Holiday manning 
Fourth NSO duties 
EO Duties 
EO Duties 
Transfer of work 
OOS writing 
Duties 
Shift pick rules 
Shift pay 
Vacations 
Offsite training 
Outage overtime 
Condenser tube cleaning 
Outage overtime 
'91 labeling project 
Outage overtime 
Outage Aux operator UlG 
Overtime in training 
Averaging overtime hours 
Shutdown munds 
"R" wcck use 
Trades 
Dis~ositlon 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Wiminated 
Eliminated 
BWD Prep & clear OOS's 
BWD oos suppon 
BWD AIB work split 
BYR Scheduling 
BYB OpslClcrical split 
BYR Vacation scheduling 
BYR 12 hr. shiH adj. to policy 
BYR EA/EO work split 
BYR Waldmx cleaning 
BYR Cleaning 
BYR Tubc leaks 
Qc Holidays 
Qc Crew pick 1999 Qc Guidelines for S a w  Qc Bumpingldowngrading 
BWD Offsite Training 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated* 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Remains in '91 
Eliminated 
Eliminated 
Eliminated* 
Consolidated into the scheduling and o v e r h e  portions of this Ag'cemmt 
Attachment 4 
Transitional Implementation 
The following lerms relate to the initial implementation of the 1999 Nuclear Operating 
Agreement Following the initial implementation, the terms of the Nuclear Operating and 
the Collective Bargaining Apement  will govern. 
I. For the purpose of balancing experience levels, crews for the year 2000 may contain a 
number of junior slots to accommodate the large numbers of recently qualified 
~ ~ u l p m e n ; ~ ~ c r a t o r s  (EO's) on a site by site basis. Until a site has complcled each 
 haw of rhc Equl~ment Ancndant EAYEO m~eration. seDarate ovcnimc llsts for the 
. . 
Lnfinished pha&(s) will be maintainedat that site. 
2. For the first annual requalification after the EAlEO combination, in the event of 
failum, the EO will be-placed in a remediation program for up to t h m  months. as 
determined bv the Performance Evaluation Committee IPEC). at which ume a 
. .. 
combination of wrinen and performance examinations may be used to determine the 
status of the W). 
3. Employees who were considered protected incumbents under the July 15. 1985 
Oocratina A m m e n t  will continue to work under the terms and conditions of that 
~ h m c i t  which were applicable to them but will be afforded the opponuniry to 
vain for the combined duties. Those employees are: L.R. Huizcnga. C. Readcr. M. 
Romano and K.E. Mitchell 
4. Employees covered by the M m h  24,1997 Interim Operating Deparlment Agncrnent 
and the Addwdum thereto dated May 26,1998, (with the exception of the form= 
Zion employees) will be placed on the Initial License Training (LT) Elowchml 
(Attachment I) at the point after one failure. Former Zion employees, covered under 
the above Agreements, will be placed at the bottom of the eligibility list with one 
failure. All other such employees will be given the oppormnity to chwse the top M 
bottom of the ILT eligibility list. When such employees next become eligible to 
anend ILT, those who have only one previous failure will be given the oppormnity to 
attend ILT; those who decline ILT or have two previous failures will be notified in 
accordance with Section 3(e)(iii). 
5. The p d e s  agree to cooperate on the piloting, selection and implementation of the 
ILT scmning examination referred to in Section 3(a) of this Agreement. 
6. The EO's (temporary and permanent) at Zion Station will have their rate of pay 
adjusted per this Agreement. No other provisions of this Agnement will apply (i.e. 
Schedules. ILT Selection, Career Opponunities, etc.). 
7. Former Zion employees who are described in Section N; Paragraph 6 of the 
Memorandum Regarding The Redeployment Related To The Closing Of Zion 
Generating Station. dated June 2. 1998, will continue to have their license premium 
reduced in accordance with that Agreement. 
8. Management and Local 15 Representatives at each site will discuss a reasonable 
transition LO implement.fhis.Apement, including such issues as the following: 
uniforms; employees currently performing Out of Service writlng at their location 
will continue to perform that task for the remainder of the 1999 Operating 
Department schedule; employees currently performing duties as defined in Section 18 
of this Agreement, will continue to perform those duties for the remainder of the 1999 
Operating Department schedule and will be paid, upon ratification, or n?mactively to 
August 27.1999 if ratification o c m  on or before October 15. 1999. in accordance 
with Section 18 of this Agreement. 
9: There will be no requirement to pass the scncning examination for the fmt ILT class, 
at each site, following ratification of the Agnement. 
10. For the year 1999. the license requalification bonus shall be paid to qualified 
employees under the t e r n  of the Operating Agreement dated July 15,1985. For the 
remainder of the year 1999, qualified employees shall also be paid 14% of the 
maximum of the Nuclear Station Operator rate as a license additive under the terms of 
the Operating Agreement dated July IS, 1985. 
11. Implementation of standard uniforms shall proceed as soon as administratively 
feasible. Within 60 days after ratification, the Company will provide the Union with 
uniform selections as specified in Section 14. The Union shall select from those 
choices within 30 days thereafter. 
Attachment 5 
Amendments to The Collective Bargaining Agreement 
Exhibit A 
Nuclear Station Operator 
Rote Ste~s Time Step 
04/01/98 04/01/99 08/27/99 04/01/00 Months Years 
26.06 26.84 28.32 29.17 6 3 
26.15 26.93 28.41 29.26 Maximum 3 
Equipment Operator, Nudear 
Rale Sle~s Time SIep 
04/01/98 04/01/99 08/27/99 04/01/00 Month YCM 
24.42 25.15 26.53 27.33 Maximum 3 
Curnulnrive 
Months 
cwnulnrive 
Months 
Exhibit B 
Lines of Promotion and Demotion 
Normally 
Comes from Promotes or Demotes or 
Transfers to Transfers to 
pomtional Scrics C*** 
I. Nuclear Station O p a m  
(AO).. ........................... C-2 
2. Equipmat ~pcratar. ......... ~4 
3. Auxiliary Operator (AM) ..... AA 
. . . . 
Qual~fied employees m rhe Auril~ary Operaror classrficafion 
who G v e  successfully com~lered the required training and ex&inationr shnlf 
immediarelv be promored to the rifle ofEsuipmenr Operator. Nuclear, nor ro exceed 
. . . - .  
rhineen month. 
AN Demotes or transfers in accordance with the provisions of the Memorandum of 
Agreement dated Augur 27,1999. 
AO Upon receipt a t  continued maintenance of an NRC Nuclear reactor operator's 
license coverinr! station "sister units". em~lovecs in this iob classification will be m t e d  
- . . - 
an amount per hour equal to 16% of the maximum hourly base rate of pay of the Nuclear 
Station Overator (rounded to the nearest cent) in addition to the base rates of oav as 
. . 
shown in Exhibit A of this Collective Bargaining Agreement. 
#16~'+Twelve-hour shift schedule program" signed 11-29-93, 
For the Union: 
Dean P. Applc 
Business Representative 
Nuclear Generation Group 
Operating Agreement 
Septrmbu 21,1999 
Guy S. coffcy 
Business Rcprr~entativc 
Dan E. Cork 
Larry E. cruse 
Dmnis E. Smith 
William I. Trafton 
For the Company: 
H. h e  Stanley 
Vice Rcsidcnt 
Nuclear Operations 
Ruth M. Moyovilch 
Labor Relations 
Vice Rcsidmt, Nffi 
Raymond E. Landrum 
David M. F m  
lames M. Ructtigcr 
Approved: 
John R. Samolis 
Labor and E m p l o ~  Relations 
Vice RcJidcnt 

April 18,2001 
W i  Stam 
President and Business Manager 
1548 Bond Street, Suite 103 
Naperville, 1L 60563 
RE: For Cause Drug and Alcohol Testing 
During negotiations the U ~ o n  raised the issue of for cause drug and alcohol 
teninn under the oanies' Aarecment Renardinn Drua and Alcohol Testinn dated October 
31, 1990. In an effort to t i iher  clarify ;he understanding, the company agrees 
that when a supervisor is concerned that an employee may not be fit for duly, the 
supervisor should observe the employee's condition and document hisher observations. 
Whenever a second management employee is readily available ( i s ,  on site) hdshe will 
also observe and document the employee's condition. 
Sincerely, 
Fohn Samolis 
Vice President of Employee & Labor Relations 
NOTES 
NOTES 
NOTES 
! 
Erelon Corporation 
Two L~ncoln Centre, 10th floor Energy 1 
, g2kTerlace, Illinois 60181 
-B373 
IBEW LOCAL 15 
1548 Bond Street, Suite 103 
Naperville, IL 
60563 
